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A worK for
the entire family
YOUpleasant
HAVE a piano in your home—and it is the source of many a
hour. You wouldn’t be without it.
Do you realize how much more necessary to the home circle is the
new Encyclopsedia Britannica? This great work benefits not only the
musically inclined members of the family but every one—the head of the
house, the wife and mother, and the children.
It helps the children in their school work, an¬
swering their multitude of questions and supplying
the “human interest” not found in the text-books;
it presents the facts of history and science, art and
literature and physics, in so fascinating a way that
the children remember what is worth while. Next
time your child has a composition to write, let him
read up on some subject in the Britannica and then
write about it—see if he doesn’t get a “perfect”
mark.
For the woman in the home, the Britannica
provides a fund of practical information on every
subject—whether it is how to broil a beefsteak, or
keep moths out of furs, or how to tell period furni¬
ture. It will inform you on topics of business,
politics and international affairs, giving you an in¬
telligent understanding of these things with which
your husband is concerned.
Whatever the special interests of the various
members of the family are, the new Britannica is a
prolific source of knowledge, complete and authori¬
tative. Take music,Tor example—what the Britan¬
nica contains on this subject is a library in itself—
hundreds of special articles of interest alike to the
musician and the music lover.
The Britannica discusses the principles of music
in a way which stimulates and inspires the musical
sense and perception of the amateur and profes¬

sional. It covers every phase of music—-including
special articles on Harmony, Melody, Rhythm,
Accompaniment, Aria, Band, Cadence, Concerto,
Opera, Musical Notation, Sonata, Oratorio, Song,
Symphony.
The Britannica contains a masterly account of
the development and history of music from earliest
times. It tells the stories of all the popular operas.
It tells of the struggles and triumphs of the
composers—it describes every known musical instru¬
ment, with its compass and scale. And all of these
articles are written by accepted authorities.
In the same comprehensive and interesting way,
the Britannica also discusses the other arts and
sciences. It is a guide-book to whatever you want
to know about anything—written in so inviting a
style that it is “good reading” as well as the means
of education.
You need the Britannica—and whether you are
interested in music or not, you ought to have a set.
It is published in two forms—in the elegant, large¬
sized, high-priced Cambridge Issue and in the
popular low-priced “Handy Volume” Issue.
The Cambridge Issue is a magnificent set of
books—large pages, large type, wide margins, printed
on genuine India paper. The “Handy Volume” Issue,
which is sold exclusively by Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
of Chicago, is somewhat smaller and sells for about
60% less. It is also printed on genuine India paper.

But if you desire a set (of either the Cambridge
or “Handy Volume” Issues) printed on genuine
India paper you must act quickly—no more India
paper can be had for printing this great book and
the sets still unsold are all that can be offered printed
on the beautiful thin-but-tough paper.

CREAM OF WHEAT IS

You have no time to delay—write at once for
full information, including styles of -binding, prices,
and terms. Coupon herewith, properly filled out is
all you need to send—but send it now.

COUPON
Encyclopaedia Britannica
120 West 32nd St., New York
Please send me full information (including special prices and
terms) about the new Encyclopsedia Britannica printed on India
paper.
Cambridge Issue, large sized, high-priced in 29 volumes,
printed on genuine India paper. (This sells for a first pay¬
ment of 25, and monthly payments of #5 for a limited period.)
‘‘Handy Volume” Issue (sold by Sears, Roebuck k Co.,
Chicago) which is the same in contents, (word for word,
illustration for illustration) as the Cambridge Issue but sells for about
60% less. (This sells for only 31 down and a limited number of
monthly payments of 23 to 24.50, according to style of binding.)
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PRESSER MAIL ORDER MUSIC BUYING SAVES TIME AND MONEY
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THEO PRESSER CO. “ON SALE” PLAN
CUSTOMERS EVERYWHERE
Some of our customers are 12,000 miles away from
Philadelphia, thousands are over one thousand miles
away, yet they are all enthusiastic over the quick,
economical, courteous, efficient “Presser Service,
which makes it easier to buy through the U. S.
Mail than in any other way. In addition to our
huge catalog of sheet music and books on musical
education—in which we have specialized—we carry
everything needed in music teaching, selected from
the stocks of the best publishers here and abroad,
as well as Music Rolls, Satchels, Musical Pictures,
Post Cards, Cabinets, Music Stands, Musical Jewelry,
Etc., Etc.
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= guarantees satisfaction. A stock of mus.c on hand
;
times to select from, for every purpose the sar
discount as though the music was purchased ou.
and a guarantee of satisfaction if you will but
! name a few pieces or studies, so that our information
: "ill be of a comprehensive nature. Send your order.
i no preliminary correspondence is necessary You pay
i for only what you use and return the remainder Music
I not used is returned to us but once a year Settlements
- re to be made at least once a year, preferable in June
or July.
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CATALOGS THAT ARE A REAL HELP
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Compass and chart are no more necessary to
the mariner than are these guides prepared
by experts to help you in your music buying.
Simply tell us what your needs are (Piano,
Voice, Violin, Organ, Chorus, Juvenile, etc.)
and we will gladly send you a valuable catalog without charge.

SI

A SELECTED LIST OF THE MOST
OUR USUAL LIBERAL DISCOUNTS APPLY
PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES—Continued

PIANO INSTRUCTORS—Continued

$75

PRIMERS_RUDIMENTARY WORKS

|
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IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
\
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A SPLENDID CHOIR AND CHORUS CATALOG
We take especial pride in our ever increasing §
catalog of Anthems, Choruses, etc. A great \
help to busy organists.

j The moment your music order arrives all the facil¬
ities of a great Metropolitan music store are at once
placed at your disposal. Think what this means.
1. Two modern buildings with over
30,000 sq. ft. of floor space.
2. A vast stock unequaled in variety
and completeness.
3. A staff of over 200 men and women
including expert clerks, profes¬
sional musicians, teachers and
correspondents.
is the pride of this entire establishment to see that
j every order is sent out with the least delay, the greatcourtesy, the least error, the greatest
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USED WORKS IN MUSIC EDUCATION
SENT ON EXAMINATION
RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
MINATION TO RI
PIANO COLLECTIONS—C
MODERN DRAWING-ROOM PIECES.

PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS—Con.
WOOD. D.JX Muaicall Zorn Melodious duels for ^

MUSICAL THEORY, REFERENCE BOOKS,

HElLEus, j0hr,Lsmtrp^u^ w so

CLARKE H A. Th.or, Explained .0 I

VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES

“
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ludef oTExpPr'e4,7,ion indAhy.hm, Op. 125 : '

KLEINE PISCHNA
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PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES
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KUNZ' Can.”; OpTd H“ndr^.. Sh0rt TW“:P,r'
LESCHETIZKY^METHOD. The Modern Pl*“*';
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VOCAL COLLECTIONS
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PIANO INSTRUCTORS
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HABERBIER, E. Etudes-Poesies, Op. 53 and 59.
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Send a trial order for any^ of the above wor\s and be convinced of the
Ration preZidZhen caTacTompZks theZrder^
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THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, Publishers,

1712 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.
mu
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IVUrpzine Bargains_for_April

MUSICAL ARTICLES
of PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE
to appear in forthcoming issues of

The

practically all leading Publishers
_
subscribe to their favorite
in* their publications within the eai
I'cl^pr^nted on this pa'ge being but a few of specially selected
want all ETUDE readers to taKe
periodicals at Real Dollar Saving Price ,
The latest edition of THE ETUDE MAGAZINE GUIDE of
ones. Canadian and Foreign Postage Ext 11 be sent FREE on reauest.
A THOUSAND CLUBS is re

&

PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE

Cy

Single copy, Price IS cents. In Canada, 20 cents.
All other countries, 25 cents.
REMITTANCES should be made by p
bank check or draft, or registered le

American
EVERYBODY’S]
Magazine
j
and
( AL.L FIVE 'Woman’s
’
DELINEATOR
) Home
THE
/ Companion
ETUDE

.

Among the Contributors Are:
FRIEDA HEMPEL, prima donna soprano

$2 75

THE ETUDE.

EVAN WILLIAMS, the eminent concert
ered his voice after a serious breakdown
lasting for years, and developed it through
such simple and sensible means that any
singer reading the article will be benefited.

I$325

THE ETUDE.
Christian Herald.
Mother’s Magazine. ) Save $1.€5

THE ETUDE."
Woman’s Home Comp. o*
American Magazine .udr....1 Save $1.15

THE ETUDE. i$2?o
Modern Priscilla.J
\ Save 30c

THE ETUDE.
Delineator.
Christian Herald.J• Save $125

THE ETUDE. l$250

THE ETUDE.]
Christian Herald.
Illustrated World. 1 Save $1.25

m
|$3-

J

THE ETUDE.| |$250
Musical Leader.1

1 Save $1.50

THE ETUDE.]
[$2—
Woman’s Home Comp.... 1
1 Save 40c

ARTHUR FRIEDHEIM, one of the most
celebrated of all the famous exponents of
Liszt, discusses “Sanity in Pianoforte Play¬
ing.” Mr. Friedheim is a man of. broad
culture and his opinions are most interesting.

In addition, articles by Theresa Carreno, Ernest Hutcheson,
Thomas A. Edison, Sir George Henschel and John Philip
Sousa will appear in early issues.

The “Symphony” Etude
Etude readers will rejoice to learn that we are to
have a Symphony issue in May. It will be one of
those numbers that readers preserve for years. Many
of our special issues are now out of print and those
who are fortunate enough to possess them value them
highly.
These fine features are only .the beginning of a long
series of invaluable articles which will come to all who
send $1.50 for one year’s subscription NOW. Don’t
miss a single issue.
Thousands of Etude friends are earning valuable pre¬
miums through securing subscriptions for The Etude.
A little time and effort will bring you your choice of
many valuable and useful gifts. Write for our illus¬
trated premium catalogue. We send it gratis.

H
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MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed to
THE ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet only.^ Con-
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A MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS.

1*]
1

]

Edited by James Francis Cooke

V1
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Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter
Copyright, 1917, by Theodore Presser Co.
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THE ETUDE.
)$260
Home Needlework.
Modern Priscilla. ) Save 65c
THE ETUDE.]
Ladies’ World. !$2—
Mother’s Magazine.J1 Save $1.15
THE ETUDE.-i
Every Week. j l$3oo
Woman’s Home Comp.... |
(or Illustrated World) J| Save $1.00

}$3-

J!$3-

THE ETUDE.i
Scribner’s.
\ Save 65e

THE ETUDE. [$400
Christian Herald.
Pictorial Review. ) Save $1.00

J

THE ETUDE.
Christian Herald.
Review of Reviews.

[5450

J

THE ETUDE.-jl$460
Review of Reviews..
Woman’s Home Comp... 1 Save $1.40

J
[$485

THE ETUDE.]
Popular Science Monthly.
Review of Reviews.J1 Save $1.15

THE ETUDE.
Housewife.
|
Ladies’ World.
i
Mother’s Magazine.J1 Save $1.40

THE ETUDE.\
Review of Reviews.r
Woman’s Home Comp.o£ (
American Magazine
) Save $2.15

THE ETUDE.
i
Every Week.
'
Popular Science Monthly.J1 Save 75c

THE ETUDE.1
World’s Work.
Scribner’s.J Save $1.15

:$3^

$5-

*655

The Etude
Theo. Presser Co., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEND ORDERS ONLY TO

THE ETUDE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing o

Abroad
Titta Buffo is serving Jtatte ItaHan

THE ETUDE.]
Woman’s World.1'$2oo
Plain and Fancy N’dlew’k |
| Save $1.20
Every Week.-J

Christian Herald.I
1 Save $1.00

and oratorio tenor, describes hoV he recov¬

1
Ill

Liberal premium# and cash deductions are allowed for
obtaining subscriptions.

C,

\
'f

be returned.
//,;)
^ ADVERTISING RATES wiU be sent on application 1J
following issue.P

*

J

THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publisher.,
/»
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pa. U

The World of Music

THE ETUDE.
Every Week.
Mother’s Magazine..
Ladies’ World.

[$3-

out what the singer, who desires to be a
star, must expect to do.

the^vrapper'of ‘thJ’tHexV iaeue lent you will bei
printed the date on which your subscription U paid
up, which serves as a receipt for your subscription.

111
'III

“Hozv many a tale their music tells”—Thomas Moore

$17°
THE ETUDE.
Woman’s World.
Plain and Fancy N’dlew’kj save soc

Every Week—

of the Metropolitan Opera House, discusses
“Thoroughness in Vocal Study” and points

Iishers are pleased to extend credit c
Months’ subscription beyond expire
•iod. Those of our subscriber
subscribers not wis
up period.
* es of^thia
of re
avail themselves
of this convenience
c<
will pleai

1/J

responsible for manuscripts or photographs either while m

Money sent inletters is dangerous, and wc are not responsible
DISCONTINUANCES.—Owing to the educational
character of THE ETUDE a majority of its readers

THE ETUDE | To One I $300
Everybody’s > Acjcjress [ Save $1.50
Delineator
j_J

Etude

Continuing its custom of a third of a century, The
Etude will present, in issues soon to be published, a
series of articles which have never been equaled in
value to every musician, student and music lover.
The Etude, by publishing these articles, again demon¬
strates its position as the leading musical journal of
the world.
Every Etude reader will confer a favor on his or her
friends by acquainting them with these valuable and
important articles, and inducing them to subscribe
at once.

Porto*Rico, Mexico? Itiwltil
Philippines, Panama, Guam, Tutuila, and the City
of Shanghai, in Canada, $1.75 per year. In Eng¬
land and Colonies, 9 Shillings! in France, 11 Francs!
in Germany, 9 Marks. All other countries, $2.22
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The Victor Company
announces
a complete course
in vocal training

by Oscar Saenger
in twenty lessons

on ten Victor Records

$25

Oscar
Saenger

Soprano; Mezzo-Soprano; Tenor; Baritone; or

Bass

Every student of vocal music, every aspiring young singer, every one
who has a voice, even though it be untrained, can now develop his or her
talents under the direction of Oscar Saenger—America’s greatest and most
successful vocal teacher.
The Oscar Saenger Course in Vocal Training is a practical effi¬
cient system for teaching people to sing.
It is based on the simplest and most direct principle of all teaching'which, for the first time, is now applied to singing in a new and
original way.
No matter where they may live, all those who wish to sing maynow learn to do so under the direction of a master who is credited
with having entered more pupils upon successful operatic, oratorio
or concert careers than has any other teacher in the United States.
The course consists of -ten double-faced Victor records, which
provide twenty lessons in vocalization.
r
There is a separate set of records for each of the following five
voices: Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, Tenor, Baritone and Bass.
With the Mezzo-Soprano course,_ special instructions will be
found for the training of children’s voices. .
With each set of records, there is also provided a text book of
supplementary information for the student, which information is
set forth so definitely and clearly that the art of singing may be
fully understood by those who have had no other vocal training.
All the necessary technique and all the necessary exercises for
the development of perfect vocalization are provided, explained,
and worked out, in the same definitely constructive way as they are
in Oscar Saenger’s own studio.
The one essential requirement in vocalization is that the student
shall learn to produce perfect tones in the proper way,—this, the
Oscar Saenger Course accomplishes in the simplest and most direct

These res, phras
animem "playea Dy tne records The accompaniment then continues, but intead of the exemplar (the record) the student then sings to that accompaniment
he same tones in the same way that he or she has just heard them produced
y the record. The. result is that through conscientious practice with the
micaliy'"8" reC°r ** C°rreCt t0“e em‘SSIOn 18 brou*ht abOUt alm°st aul°The Oscar Saenger Course in Vocal Training for any of the
tl voices mentioned
above, may be procured from any Victor dealer at ?25—the '<
lesson at the Saenger Studio in New York.
The Victor Records of
er Course in Vocal Trai

.

The Oscaf Saenger Coursed ‘U^UUain fng °s' Sin the reach of all. for it

Keeping Time

id Vlctor^MachinS
not only unauthor-

Victrola
le^Reglstered Trade-mart of

M

The eternal tragedy is the shortness of human existence. In
the calendar of centuries we are given such an atom of time that it is
human to try to forget where we are, who we are, why we Are here,
what it is all about. Just as the individual man is a microscopic
speck in the oceans of worlds, so is the little allotment of time
given to us a pathetic symbol of the vastness of eternity. “We
spend our years as a tale that is told.”
Yet, in this great and beautiful world there is so much that
must be seen and learned that every second becomes a precious op¬
portunity. The very shortness of life should make us incessantly
eager to see, hear and learn as much as possible. Since none of us
can hope to reach out to more than a fraction of the great opportun¬
ities that are spread before us, the great secret is the conservation
and employment of time.
You have precisely as much time as had Beethoven, Chopin,
Liszt, Mendelssohn or Schubert. Indeed, you may have as much
talent. What have you done with your time ? The day is no shorter
now than it was when Handel took twenty-one of them and turned
out his great Messiah. How are you using your moments? Are you
blaming fate because fame and fortune have not come your way?
Immortality in music, as in art and literature, is in many cases a
matter of well-spent time. Time is the only thing that one saves by
spending. The days are going on and on. Every tick' of the clock,
every click of your metronome cuts off a slice of eternity that is gone
forever. The few seconds taken to read this editorial are either
saved or wasted according to whether you need this kind of advice
and profit from it.
Keeping time depends largely upon planning your minutes in
advance and then accounting for the waste moments at the end of the
day. Many business men in these days never think of beginning the
morning without writing down upon a calendar pad those things
which they expect to accomplish during the eight or ten hours at the
desk. Soon this becomes a habit and one is enabled to audit the
daily expenditure of time so that the seconds once foolishly wasted
become little investments in eternity. ■

Write for an illustrated booklet
s'aeoEer^Coume^hlavneathe S>ries Vi,c,“r R«°'ds of the Oscar
reS?fof your request.
‘ sUdly SCnd a copy up0D

Etude Betterment

For each set of lessons, perfect examples of tone production
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

VOL. XXXV

APRIL, 1917

The Etude desires to express its gratitude to the many friends
who participated in our recent “Etude Betterment Contest.” In
responding to our invitation for that kind of constructive criticism
which The Etude has always welcomed we were most pleased to
note that many did not seem to care particularly whether they won
the prize of a Grove Dictionary in Five Volumes which The Etude
offered to the one sending in the letter containing the best ideas for
Etude betterment. Most of the contributors seemed more anxious
to cooperate with The Etude than to make some special gain.
Many of the contributors had obviously spent hours over their
letters.
The Editor of The Etude likewise spent many happy
hours at home in giving the letters the attention that they deserved.
It was most inspiring to read the thanks of so many, who in their
own words “owe everything to The Etude.” Many of the best
letters came from Sisters in convents, who, in the quietness of their
223

No. 4

all
retirement, gave serious thought to the problem in which
commonly interested.
Several of the letters suggested ideas which have already been
tried out in The Etude in slightly different form. Some of these
will be revived from time to time. It was very difficult for the
judges to make a decision. It required much deliberation and care¬
ful weighing of values.
However well you may have been pleased with The Etude here¬
tofore, we sincerqly believe that this body of letters, coming from
all parts of the United States, and even Europe has given us a
clearer vision as to our strong points as well as to our shortcomings.
Wherever The Etude can be improved, it will be advanced.
The winner of the Contest was Miss C. A. MacFarland, of San
Francisco.

Do Your Pupils Like You?

it

Why do pupils like some teachers and detest others? J. O.
Engleman, Superintendent of Schools of Decatur, Illinois, tried to
find out by asking 550 students to tell him why. The Journal of
Education recounts some of the answers in the following interesting
fashion.
Almost every conceivable characteristic has made its appeal to
some student. Even obvious weaknesses, as measured by adult stand¬
ards, have in a few cases been the conspicuously pleasing qualities, ’
though this is rare. For example, one student was most favorably im¬
pressed with the fact that one of his teachers smokes. Another can¬
didly admits that “one does dislike studying under a paragon of all
virtues.” But these are exceptions. Nearly all students are discrimi¬
nating enough to recognize good qualities as such; but their sense of
relative values is very different from that of many teachers. Scholar¬
ship does not awe, and pedagogical practices are not unduly impres¬
sive. Only eighteen students name the teacher’s knowledge of his sub¬
ject as the impressive quality. Two others stress the fact that their
teachers were “very learned.”
On the other hand, 130 specify “willingness to help me,” as the
striking quality; “patience” was named 85 times; “kindness,” 80
times; “clearness,” 35; “sense of humor,” 32; “understanding of
students,” 24; “firmness,” 21; “impartiality,” 24; “cheerfulness,”
19, and “pleasantness,” 19; “ability to make work interesting,” 21;
“sincerity,” 14; “sympathy,” 16. In other words, students like
teachers for exactly the same reaspn that men and women are liked
by groups of their fellows out in the world in other relations.
No amount of learning and no amount of “professional train¬
ing,” though each is a sme qua non, can atone for a lack of the
human touch, and the virtues which endear people to their associates
in ordinary walks of life. The most scholarly teachers, employing
the most skillful methods, measured by coldly intellectual standards,
must largely fail to get desired results if they fail to bring or beget
the right emotional atmosphere in the school room. Emotional
warmth is just as essential to the growth of ideas as physical warmth
is to growth of plants. Frost is as much to be avoided in the school¬
room as in the garden.
Dignity, culture, correctness of speech, modesty, politeness,
beauty, thoroughness, exactness, quietness—these are other qualities
named a few times, but where possessed, even in large degree, they
have not impressed the rank and file of students as they have adults
generally.
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TEE ETUDE

“Knowledge Is Power’’-Bacon

ETUDE DAY
A Monthly Test in Musical Efficiency

What ETUDE DAY is and How to Conduct It
After the session the teacher may correct the answers and if she chooses,
The Etude will contain every month a series of questions similar to the
following with sufficient space for writing the answers right in the issue itself.
Answers to the questions will be found in the reading text (see pages marked at
end of questions). This enables the teacher or club leader to hold an ETUDE
Day every month as soon as possible after the arrival of the journal. 1 he
pupils assemble and each is provided with a copy of THE ETUDE, or. if the
teacher so decides, the copies may be distributed in advance of the meeting.
On Etude Day the answers are written in THE ETUDE in the proper
place, thus giving each issue the character of an interesting text-book, insuring
a much more thorough and intelligent reading of the journal itself, giving the
student a personal interest in his work and at the same time providing the class
with the occasion and the material of a most interesrting .monthly event- The
questions may be taken all at one meeting or in groups at separate meetings.

or°series of prized suitable for these events THE ETUDE will be glad to indicate
how such prizes may be obtained with little effort or expense.

To Self Help Students
Many of the ablest men of this and other ages have acquired their
educations by self study. Answer the 250 questions that appear thus
during the year and your education will be greatly enriched. .

ETUDE DAY—APRIL, 1917
2. What is the modern position of the wrist in pianoforte playing?
227.)

I-QUESTIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY
How old Is the opera of Carmen?

(Page

(Page 229.)

2.

Name two,other compositions hy the composer of Carmen.

(Page 229.)

3.

When was Russian music introduced in the United States?

(Page 232.)

4.

When did Johannes Brahms die?

5.

Against what kind of pianists was Brahms prejudiced?

6.

What American woman composer of note was educated entirely in
America? (Page 23T.)

7.

Name ten women of outstanding prominence in musical composition.
(Page 237.)

(Page 233.)

3.

Name a famous Emperor who had a high regard for music.

4.

Which composers did Gounod consider the greatest?

5.

Name a composer who published symphonies five years before Haydn.
(Page 228.)

(Page 228.)

6. What did Brahms say in 1870 about writing a symphony?
(Page 233.)

(Page 228.)

(Page 234.)

7. Who was the woman who wrote and produced an oratorio over one hun¬
dred and twenty-five years ago? (Page 237.)

9.

What did Dr. Mason say about thorough practice?

(Page 240.)

Ill—QUESTIONS ON MUSIC
1, What celebrated composition is the precursor of all idealized wal
forms? Who is the composer?
8.

Who was the best known teacher of Chaminade?

9.

Who wrote the Venezuelan National Hymn?

10.

(Page 237.)
2. What is drawing-room music?

(Page 238.)

How long has music been regarded as having curative powers?
240.)

By what other name is it called?

(Page
How many steps to the measure in a grand or processional march?
4. Which piece in this issue is in the style of Schumann?

11—questions in general musical information
1.

Is it possible to play octaves exactly in tune on the violin?

(Page 226.)

Thomas Alva Edison is one of the most American
of all Americans, yet there is none of our citizens
whose accomplishments have given so much to the en¬
tire world. Wherever civilization reaches, the inven¬
tions of Edison are likely to be found. His nine
hundred and more patents are reported to be the
basis for industries whereby over 600,000 men and
women are earning livelihoods. Although scien¬
tific bodies all over the world have heaped aca¬
demic honors upon the great investor, he is es¬
sentially a self-taught man in every respect. Born
at Milan, Ohio, in 1847, he became a newsboy at
twelve; later a telegrapher; and then the inventor
of much valuable telegraphic apparatus. The suc¬
cess of these inventions indicated his possibilities,
■ and after many struggles he established a labora¬
tory in New Jersey (1876), giving all his time
to scientific matters for the benefit of mankind.
The range of his investigation* is nothing short
of marvelous. Although he is nominated in
"Who’s Who” as an electrician, he is one of the
most important factors in such diverse fields as
concrete for building construction, explosives,
moving pictures, dyestuffs, electric lighting, the
phonograph, electric storage batteries, electric lo¬
comotion, and X-Ray photography. The scope
and! accuracy of his memory is phenomenal. His
grasp of detail is likewise very startling to men
meeting him for the first time.
Despite the rain of distinctions that have come
on him, despite a huge income justly earned
through his marvels, the great inventor wants
nothing more than to be let alone to continue his
great work for humanity. He is too busy to be
bothered with the superficial luxuries of life.
Just over the threshold of his seventieth year,
his every day is a day of work,—hard work,
—often for fourteen or eighteen hours. Indeed,
it is reported that he has gone for eight days
with next to no sleep when he has been engaged
upon some great problem. His diet is as abstem¬
ious as that of the acetic. In fact, like Ludovico
Cornaro, the famous author of “The Advantages
of a Temperate Life,” he lays particular stress
upon the fact that the reason many men ac¬
complish so little is that they eat too much.
It was the invention of the phonograph that
turned Edison’s attention to music. The phono- ,
graph was a natural evolution of some of his experi¬
ments with the telegraph andl the telephone. The first
phonograph records were made on tinfoil. This proved
an unsatisfactory method, and the next records were
made upon wax. Although a vast number of men have
since then been engaged in the development of the in¬
dustry through different companies and different means,
ihe principle of reproduction was embodied in the orig¬
inal invention of Edison which was so startling when it
was first shown that it was discredited by many. The
original model of the first phonograph—the first ma¬
chine that talked—is in the Kensington Museum, in
London. Could the great inventor ever have dreamed
of what an immense and revolutionary part his little
invention would play.in the music of the future, when
descendants from his little contrivance would be in
hundreds of thousands of homes all over the world,
capturing and echoing the interpretations of master
musicians at will?
Mr. Edison had a strong ambition to secure records
of the voice of Adelina Patti and Carlotta Patti. Un¬

fortunately owing to the fact that the tinfoil of the
original records stretched badly, these records were
ruined after a few trials, but this served to turn Mr.
Edison’s attention toward music. He knew next to

nothing of music as the musician knows it. Notation,
which a man of his intellect could, have mastered in
a few weeks, did not interest him particularly. Con¬
sequently his viewpoint upon music has been obtained
from an entirely different angle, and is of immense
interest because of its originality.
The Etude representative found Mr. Edison en¬
gaged in his unpretentious laboratory at Orange, New
Jersey. Many a High School laboratory is apparently
much more completely equipped, though the great in¬
ventor buys all the latest and best apparatus. Mr. Edi¬
son was standing at a smoke-darkened furnace, stirring
some chemical compounds in little vessels. His in¬
tensity of concentration was such that he did not dis¬
cover that others had entered the room for many
minutes. It was with no difficulty, however, that he
turned from his retorts, beakers and crucibles to dis¬
cuss one of the most ethereal of arts. Asked to give
his opinions upon the part that physics and mechanical
instruments would play in the music of the future, he

> his well-known and contagious smile and
To-morrow’s Music
‘A great deal,—an enormous part. The present in¬
struments of the orchestra are very crude. Take
the violin for instance. Don’t tell me that even
the best violin cannot be improved. One of the
worst things in all music is the E string on the
violin. A worn E string gives me great pain.
Not one in fifty is good. The funny thing about
it is that a violinist will go on playing on a poor
E string and not notice it. Miss Kathleen Parlow
came to play for me some time ago. I told her
that her E string was a bad one, and! she would
not believe me. I then put it under a micro¬
scope and found that it was worn square. What
was the result? It produced the wrong overtones
and the result was simply excrucjating to my ears.
I seem to be gifted with a kind of inner hearing
which enables me to detect sounds and noises
which the ordinary listener does not hear.
“The piano is also a defective instrument in
many ways. The thump of the felt on the strings,
while it gives a certain character to the tone, is
often highly disagreeable. It must be done away
with. Some day it will be. If you have never
heard it you have not listened closely enough.
It is particularly noticeable in the two upper oc¬
taves, where in many instruments it virtually
drowns out the vibrations of the smaller strings
or wires. The listener, of course, has been fol¬
lowing the music land! his attention is not given to
the thumping sound; but it will be remedied some
day. Again, the bass of the piano is out of pro¬
portion to the' volume of the treble. This is rem¬
edied in the orchestra through the number of in¬
struments. If there were as many bass viols in
the orchestra as there are first violins think what
the effect would be. Yet the effect in the piano
is decidedly out of balance, and nobody pays very
much attention to it. After a jiano has been
played upon for a few hours it begins to deter¬
iorate. This is due to the. hardening of the ends
of the hammers. This deterioration goes on with
every stroke, so that the instrument eventually
takes on a metallic, ‘tinny’ sound, which should be
remedied! by picking the felts.”
Mr. Edison, after commenting upon the great var¬
iation in the human sense of hearing, again referred tc
his own ear which has the remarkable ability to per¬
ceive many extraneous noises and discords which the
ordinary ear does not notice. For instance, in listen¬
ing to a clarinet he hears the noise made by the n
ment of the keys so plainly that it spoils the musical
effect. For this reason he had special clarinets con¬
structed for his own purposes, with noiseless tnechanWhere to Sit at the Opera
In speaking of orchestral and operatic performances
he said:
“While I am extremely fond of opera I have been
in the Metropolitan Opera House only twice in years.
Very few people realize what position in the auditorium
really means. If one sits- on one side of the opera
house he may get quite a different effect from that
obtained when sitting on another side. The people
who insist upon sitting down in the front rows of the
orchestra have their musical impressions seriously dis¬
torted. It is odd that they do not realize this. If the
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hearer were sitting right beside the tympani player he
would hear the tympani above all other instruments.
The same is true of other sections of the orchestra;
so that one does not begin to get the blend of sound
that the composer aspired to produce, until one is some
distance from the stage. To my mind the most de¬
sirable position is on the center aisle in the last row
of seats, as far away from the stage as one can get.
“Don't pity the gallery god. He has the best of it
at the opera. He hears the music far better than the
wealthier auditors down near the stage. No sensible
person in an art gallery tries to get his nose right up
against the canvas in order to enjoy a great painting.
How people sitting in the front seats at the opera can
stand the performance I don’t know. It makes me
sick. It is only a badly jumbled mess of instrumental
sounds.”
The great inventor winked his intelligent eyes and
smiled as he said:
“You know people have to put up with many strange
things in music. For instance, no violinist is able to
play octaves exactly in tune. I have tested many with
scientific apparatus, and know just what I am talking
about. Consequently, when we hear octaves played
upon the violin we have to put up withTnany excru¬
ciating noises. But we have become accustomed to it,
and have led' ourselves to think that it is all right
because we have never heard the real thing. That, of
course, is psychological. It is physically possible to
play octaves on the violin correctly, but it is not hu¬
manly possible. Many of the effects produced are- per¬
fectly horrible. The violinist in running his finger
down a string to a new note must locate a spot on
the string of one-thousandth of an inch. Think of
that! That is, if he strikes the exact spot where the
note has just the requisite number of vibrations, he has
an area of microscopic dimensions in which to press
the string down on the fingerboard. As one may
easily imagine, his notes are only approximately cor¬
rect in pitch. Here, however, we are assisted in two
ways by the ear. The ear of the performer, with
almost miraculous speed, detects any considerable dis¬
crepancy, and corrects it by a slight adjustment of the
angle of the finger on the string. On the other hand
the ear of the auditor that has not been trained to
extreme acuteness is. satisfied with approximately tuned
intervals, and' accepts them when heard upon the violin
as he has been accustomed to hearing them. However,
when the violinist attempts to play octaves he must
move his fingers to two different places upon the
strings (unless he uses an open- string). It is next to’
impossible for him to correct faulty intonation in two
notes at the same time; the result is a kind of squawk ing—a squawking that is hideous to many people. I
wish that composers never wrote octaves for the violin,
ft has been possible for me to make some very interesting tests in this connection with very delicate^ scien¬
tific apparatus, and I find that the average fine violinist
is likely to play fifteen or more .vibrations, lower or
higher, out of the way, in playing octaves. They antici¬
pate Debussy in a way that they will not themselves
believe.”
American Voices Best
Mr. Edison showed great enthusiasm when asked to
talk upon American voices and American singers.
“Of course we haven’t a complete monppoly of all
the great voices in the world, but the number of fine
voices possessed by Americans is a continual marvel
to me. I have a strong impression that the best voices
in the world are right here in America. I have records
of twenty-two hundred voices, and I can prove it. Tak¬
ing it all in all this is overwhelmingly the land of fine
voices. Europe can produce nothing in comparison
with us when we consider the number. I had' trained
investigators working in the art centers of Europe for
two years in search of beautiful voices. The result was
very disappointing in comparison with the results ob¬
tained in America right at our very thresholds,
“The worst defect a voice can have is, to my mind,
the tremolo. Unfortunately it is a defect which singers
themselves do not seem .to be able Ip recognize. It
seems to be natural with them. In fact every voice
seems to have a tremolo in some degree. When I
first began to make records o'f noted singers a vocalist
came to me and we produced a record. The tremolo
came out very distinctly in 'the record and the singer
insisted that it was due to the mechanism. A greatly
improved mechanism revealed the tremolo so clearly
that the singer was convinced where the fault lay and
'proceeded to correct it.

“A beautiful voice, without a tremolo, trainef ^
fine musician so that through proper accentuate ,
phrasing, etc., it can bring out the composer s P £
meaning, is truly the finest of musical 'nstrume ^
The singer to-day must have something more than
mere voice. She must have brains of a high order
American singers have splendid brains. Tha ls
of the reasons why I like them. They have oo
grey matter to let fool teachers lead them astray. V
teachers are often the worst of humbugs. Ihey seex
to do absolutely impossible things, and become indig¬
nant if their pupils cannot do them. I am sure that. i
could give very much better vocal lessons than many
of them, just by using a little common sense, am
don’t advertise me as a vocal teacher. I nave a
,
other things to do. Think of a basso profundo teacning a coloratura soprano how to sing a high no •
It is like the elephant teaching the nightingale, me
singing pupil aspiring to create a fine tone shou
ear
the finest voices of her class and then strive to ao a
great deal better.
Conventional Aspects of Music
“So many of the popular conceptions upon music are
wholly conventional. People like or dislike what they
are told to. There is very little fresh and original
thought upon the subject. The dictum of the pro¬
fessional musician is taken as final, until some revolu¬
tionist like Wagner throws it over. I have learned a
barrelful of new things about music. I used to hear
Mozart greatly lauded for his compositions. To me
Mozart is one of the least melodic of the composers—
that is he shows.the least invention—far less to my
mind than Bellini, Rossini, Donizetti and Verdi. I am
not speaking about his craftsmanship but about his.
sense of melodic invention. Still, were I to utter this
thought in .the presence of the professional musician I
would be rewarded with a smile of derision. They
would intimate that there was something wrong with
my discernment—yet they would not comment when I

, , ,,
that my favorite symphony was the incom¬
parable Bee'hoven Ninth. On the other hand my faP
£ hMlRd is Kathleen Mavourneen and my favonte
V°olin solo is the Gounod-Bach ‘Ave Maria.’ Great
names, big reputations, mean nothing to me-it is the
m“pCopSarf Se Tn^niusk’ iT pretty well defined. 1
have had 126,000,000 records we sold charted on dia¬
grams; and it is amazing to see how the law of
Average works with surprising regularity. The public
likes music of a certain kind and goes on hkmg it
vear after year. On the whole, public taste is tending
toward the better music and by better music I do not
mean complicated or eccentric music. I cannot conceive
that music like that of the extremists, such as Debussy
and his followers, will ever meet with very great favor
at any time in the future. It seems to me like music
that anyone could make. By what art principles are
such musical jumbles justified? They sound like interrupted conversations. One is just about to say
something of interest when he is foolishly interrupted
with some entirely different thought. Insane people
blabber on in such fashion. Such a work as the Sextet
from Lucia is a masterpiece beside much of the idiotic
stuff we hear in these days as ‘modern’ music. It is
like the cubist pictures which look as though someone
had accidentally upset a pot of paint on the canvas.
“The creation of melodies is one of the most diffi¬
cult things in music. I had an examination made of
the themes of 2700 waltzes. In the final analysis they
consisted of about 43 themes, worked over in various
ways. Of all the writers, Johann Strauss proved the
most inventive of all waltz composers. He had the real
melodic gift. Of course'I do not include Chopin in
this, as his waltzes are not conventional, waltzes.
Chopin had a wonderful melodic gift—marvelous.
Nevertheless, his ‘Funeral March,’ by which he is
known to the most people, seems to me greatly inferior
to the Beethoven funeral march. It is not improbable
that Chopin received his inspiration for this work from
the older Beethoven composition.”

Simple Psychological Helps in Music Teaching
By Helen C. Van Buren
The manner in which the teacher is able to present
his ideas, rather than the sum total of the knowledge
he possesses, determines his success in teaching children.
Psychology in its application to music teaching is
nothing more than the analysis of brain action in thou¬
sands of cases adapted to the practical use of the music
teacher. Here are a few simple principles:
One idea at a time. Always see that the principle
you are teaching takes firm root before starting upon
another. Do not call yourself a good teacher if you
start to teach scales and arpeggios at the same lesson.
Let one idea take firm root before passing to another.
Always present the affirmative. The negative will
take care of itself. Tell a child to “count aloud” and
- he will ndt think of counting to himself. Say to a

child, “Don’t count to yourself,” and you immediately
suggest it to him.
Stimulate thought by association of ideas. Utilize the
pupil’s little knowledge of life to help the imaginative
side of his playing. Schumann’s Happy Farmer builds
a little mind-picture for the pupil by association with
his previous concepts. No Surrender march gives him
a fine military text to work upon.
Preserve the pupil’s attention carefully. With little
children attention is eel-like. Watcli carefully for
moments of keen attention and make the best of them.
Memory is the sister of concentration. Teach little
pupils that the best time for memorizing is when they
can concentrate. It will save them from wasting and
save you from hearing a tale of discouragement.

Haydn’s Amusing Tribute to a Faithful Dog
Haydn once paid a tribute to a faithful dog.
Students of musical history will admit that not many
instances can be found in which great composers have
been inspired to music by a dead dog. Probably the
only case of the kind is the following canon to the dog
Turk given below. Turk belonged to Rauzzini, a
famous, singer, who resided in England at the time of

Haydn’s great successes in that island. After Turks
death, his master put up a memorial to him in his
garden at Bath, in which the dog was spoken of as his
master’s “best friend.” Haydn and Burney visited
Rauzzini at Bath in 1794, and Haydn was so much
struck by the memorial as to set a part of the inscrip¬
tion—apparently the concluding words—as a canon or
round for four voices:
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Vital Phases of Piano Technic
by the Distinguished Pianist

ERNEST HUTCHESON

The Lift of the Fingers
Teachers differ very widely in their opinions about
the lift of the fingers. Fifty or sixty years ago most
students were probably exhorted to use a very high
lift. Leschetizky, on the contrary, paid so much atten¬
tion to the close touch (in which the finger is in actual
contact with the key before depressing it, not drop¬
ping from a height) that some of his disciples would
have us regard this as the only right touch. Other
teachers, again, advocate a moderate lift. Few, I think,
make it sufficiently clear that the lift of the fingers
must vary according to the nature of the passage to
be performed.
The advantage of a close touch is that it absolutely
eliminates the sound of the fingers falling on the keys.
One may, indeed, argue that this sound is negligibly
small, but it cannot be denied that without it the tone
will be purer, and that all possibility of a tapping effect
will be removed. Consequently the close touch is the
most appropriate to the playing of lyrically expressive
legato and subdued accompaniments.
The advantage of a moderate lift is that it aids
clear articulation and obviates danger of blurring.
Consequently it is most appropriate to the execution
of brilliant and rapid passage-work.

directions of various good authorities. I need on’y
remind the reader of my'former remarks on the out¬
ward position of the wrist as necessary to evenness and
facility in crossing.
Many students, I find, are at great pains to keep the
hand and arm perfectly quiet in finger-passages. This
immobility, however, checks many natural and help¬
ful accessory actions, and leads to a dry and stilted
manner of execution. I shall briefly mention some of
the movements which most materially aid the fingers
in certain technical forms.
1. A slight downward impulse of the hand is extraor¬
dinarily useful in grouping sequential figures and in
giving accents:

This action is really a fusion of the., two just
described.
4. If you play the following examples:

you will see that the arm must be pushed far in
toward the keyboard for the first and drawn somewhat
back for the second. Most passages, unlike the above,
lie partly on white and partly on black keys, and the
usual position of the arm will be between the two
extremes, so that the fingers will neither have to be
straightened to reach bltack keys por be compelled to
take white keys in awkward places where the keys are,
narrow and the leverage heavier. Nevertheless,, plight
adjustments of position are constantly necessary, and
when flexibly executed they are another and perhaps
an unduly neglected aid to ease of performance,
S: A very great number of technical figures call f6r a
blending of finger and tremolo action. In the true
tremolo the axial movement of the arm is sufficient,' the
fingers being hardly used at all.

In the division of labor customary with modern
pianists the heavier work is relegated to the arm; con¬
sequently there is no discernible advantage in an ex¬
tremely high lift of the fingers.
In proportion, then, as the effect desired is melodic,
strictly legato, or. unobtrusive, the fingers should be
lifted less, and in proportion as the effect desired is
articulate, brilliant, or non-legato, they should be lifted
more. Players whose tendency is toward a sluggish
touch should practice lifting their fingers, while those
who are inclined to rap and tap at the keys should
apply themselves more assiduously to the close touch.
Ordinarily a moderate lift should be chosen for tech¬
nical work, because the fingers are naturally unequal
in lifting power (the fourth finger being notoriously
bad), and must be drilled into precision and control.
Finally it is in general advisable to foster the lift of
the weaker fingers, and moderate that of the overpowerful thumb.
Position of Wrist and Knuckles
Theoretically, modern usage seems to favor a low
wrist and slightly raised knuckles, the result being a
rounded or “arched" hand-position. This is excellent
for elementary finger-work, as long as the wrist is not
cramped down too far. The antiquated method of
bending in the knuckles and elevating the wrist, as one
may see it in the celebrated picture of Saint Cecilia
playing the organ, has fortunately been completely
abandoned. Yet it must be admitted that the merit of
the modern system lies much more in the raising
of the knuckles than in the lowering of the wrist.
The student is once more invited to watch the
great pianists; he will see, I think, that the wrist
is rarely held at any fixed height whatever, and that
the hand seldom assumes a definite “arch” in free per¬
formance. The wrist, in fact, should be in a state of
absolute elasticity and constant adaptation to the im¬
mediate need.
The less flexible the knuckles are in the individual
hand, the more necessary it is to hold them fairly high.
Lay your hand on a table with the knuckles depressed
and lift the fingers a few times; then elevate the
knuckles and raise the fingers as before, and you will
at once see how effectively the range of easy action is
increased.
I pass over the peculiar technic of the scale, with
its crossings of thumb and hand, because every student
can reasonably expect full and accurate instruction on
this point from his own teacher or from the printed

3. A gentle circling (or “tolling”) movement of the
wrist gives greater ease and fluency to such familiar
figures as the following:

*

The same effect may often be obtained by an upward
instead of a downward impulse. All accents are better
performed by the band or arm than by increased effort
of the fingers. The latter commonly involves a momen¬
tary stiffening and produces a sharp., jabbed emphasis
rather than a . musical stress. You will notice that
almost all pianistsbse the wrist with considerable free¬
dom even in slow melodic playing, and particularly at
notes: Which require rhetorical accent; and, indeed,
nothing: could be a stronger safeguard against a dry,
hard quality of tone.
,2. The movement of the wrist forward and back from
its outward position is indispensable in, extended arpeg¬
gio figures and a great help to small hands in all
broken' chords.

Try a few measures of Chopin’s Etude in A flat, op.
25, No. L. with and without this movement, and you
will quickly convince yourself of its merits.

But passages like the following abound:

In ajl of these there must be a combination of arm
and finger-action; more arm-action when .the position,
is extended, as at (b) and (c), more finger-action when
the position is close,,as at (d) and (c). Even in the,
trill, which may be regarded as a very close tremolo,
most players find it convenient to assist the fingers by
a slight admixture of the arm movement.
One word of warning as to the employment of all
the auxiliary actions mentioned above is necessary.
They may profitably be used to reinforce and supple¬
ment good finger-action ; on no account should they be
permitted to supplant it. There are many forms of
technic in which the function of the fingers is merely
to place themselves correctly, leaving the action entirely
to the hand or arm. Passage-work, however, always
depends for its clarity and perfection chiefly on the
skilled use of the fingers themselves.

'
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Value of Historical Knowledge in the
Appreciation of Music
By Frederick G. Schiller

a Germany for many years. For the
last two years he has been at the head of the Music Depart¬
ment of the San Francisco University.—Editor of The
Etode.)
Of all languages music is the most cosmopolitan—at
once the most subjective and the most impersonal. It
is a language understood by everyone, because it ex¬
presses something common to everyone. It may be the
simple melody of a folktune, or the stirring music of a
military bugle-call, or the rhythmical swing of a dancemotive—or it may be the great soul sensation created
by the tone texture of a modern symphony orchestra—
it is our innermost feeling and sensibility that responds
immediately. We are carried away on magic wings
through the whole scale of our emotions, from the
tenderest to the most violent uproar of passions. The
language of music is a mirror of our soul, an expres¬
sion of the inexpressible. Free from the limitations of
speech, it appeals directly to the feeling. More than
any othef form of expression it embraces the whole
of human emotion, and therefore its evolution is a
part of the history of human culture in general, rather
than that of any particular race.
Musical Heroes

Gaining Historical Perspective
What if they had a clear conception of the
periods in which such pieces were written,
could recognize the grace of the 18th Century
ornamentations of Haydn and Mozart? If t ey
appreciate the innovations of a Beethoven, who gr
out of his time like a giant, evolving the immense Pr malism—Beethoven,
was 10 his contemporaries a “modernist” as daring
any of our present-day composers seem to us. How
different would be the attitude of such people toynar
“classic” music. And if they could even be able to find
delight in the intimate charm, daintiness, yes, humor¬
istic qualities of still earlier music, like the clavierpieces of a William Bird, John Bull, Rameau, Cou¬
perin—not to speak of the polyphonic wonderWorld of
Bach, whose fugues, as Hans von Biilow has put ll>
are the “Old Testament” for every true musician. Then
they would also remember that music of different ages
has much to do with the mechanical condition of the
instruments of the times, and this would give them
hints for proper interpretation.
Here the value of historical knowledge appears. To
appreciate a Scarlatti, a Couperin, a Haydn or a Mo¬
zart as a product of their times means simply to love
them as we love the companions of our childhood, our
youth. They are like genial old people with good
manners and clear thoughts with whom to sit and talk
in the evenings is a fine pleasure. We find it sometimes
difficult to meet them on their own ground—our har¬
monic feeling has changed, and we are used to stronger
effects; but this is by no means an excuse for becom¬
ing ignorant of indifferent toward the achievements of
their musical culture. To listen to them in our nervous
overstrained time is a relaxation, an unsurpassed, re¬
laxation at the command of everyone who has a piano
in his house and enjoys playing it.

Looked upon from such a broad point of view, the
history of music reveals great charm—is full of life—a
topic intimately connected with the wonderful sources
of human spirit. It will be found that the heroes of
this history also knew how to combat, to suffer, yes,
even to die for their ideals, and that their influence
Snap Shots in a Musical Library
upon the evolution of mankind plays an important part
The ancient Irish harp that one sees pictured as the
in general history; indeed an often more important
emblem of Ireland on the Royal Standard of Great
part than those of gunpowder plots and courtly in¬
Britain and on the Irish flag was triangular in shape,
trigues, of murderous warriors and unflinching con¬
and had from thirty to fifty strings.
querors. The development of history in intellectual
Napoleon had a high regard for the importance of
life and progress is free from racial or national hatred,
music to the state. He granted considerable sums of
and the goal is universal welfare.
money to musical projects. Gretry received a pension
Just as other languages were progressively elaborated,
of 4,000 francs annually from him.
the language of music developed only gradually in
Gounod considered Mozart and Mendelssohn the two
form and expression. To trace this development in its
greatest composers.
organic growth is not only interesting but is of greatest
Because Haydn did such important work in the field
importance for the understanding and true valuation
of the symphony he has been called the “father of the
of the musical production of different times. Should
symphony.” This has led many to believe that he
one not be satisfied with the explanation that “music is
was the originator of the symphony; but this is not
a gift of the gods,” the history of music will help him * true. Gossec, for instance, published symphonies five
to unveil the great mysteries of human emotion, to
years before Haydn.
appreciate the eternal laws of beauty, and therefore to
Rousseau’s definition of genius is interesting: "Seek
understand the foundations of art and aesthetic value in
not, young artist, what meaning is expressed by genius.
If you are inspired with it, you must feel it in yourself.
There are two different ways of dealing with t art.
Are you destitute of it, you will never be acquainted
with it. The genius of a musician submits the whole
One way cqnsists of being devoted simply to the merely
universe to his art.”
sensual charm of art, that is of being satisfied to con¬
sider an object of art—whether a painting, a sculpture,
a musical composition—simply as beautiful or not, just
because it does or does not appeal to one. This is the
t way the majority of people react to any artistic pro¬
duction. It is called the “subjective” way. It has, in
fact, nothing to do with a really conscious understand¬
ing of the work of art.
No supplement accompanies The
Appreciation of art based upon -thorough under¬
Etude this month. These supplements
standing can only be obtained through a more definite
will not be given every month as the
knowledge of the subject. And that leads to the second
cost of their preparation is very high in
way of dealing with art, known as the “objective” or
these days of expensive paper and ink.
“critical” Way. Here judgment does not depend upon
We realize from the letters and postals
the question whether the thing seems beautiful to you
received that our supplement idea has
but upon the reason why it seems beautiful to you, and
great educational value for Etude read¬
why it is beautiful. It depends upon the ability to ap¬
ers. It is probable that we shall include
preciate the work as a whole, as well as in all its details,
at least six supplements during the
and in respect to its technical mastership.
year.
The collection should be of
For subjective appreciation music can depend on its
great assistance not only to colleges,
“absolute” beauty. But even then the more it belongs
conservatories, convents and teachers,
to earlier historical periods the more it loses a greater
but to all students and music lovers.
part of its effect upon opr modern harmonic feeling.
Next month the supplement will be a
There are thousands and thousands of people who no
portrait and biography of Richard Wagner
longer have contact with the music of Mozart and Beet¬
done in a process which we believe will
hoven, because their ears are filled with the narcotic
please our readers even better than the
sounds of modern harmony. The treasures of a music
supplements we have previously given.
full of a wonderfully pure, dignified, wholesome beauty
(There was no Supplement with the February issue)
means nothing to them now, because they consider this
music "obsolete!”

The Etude
Portrait Supplement
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An Irish Folk Song That Aids
Interpretation
As anybody familiar with the interpretation of music
■
a good melody is one which consists of a
1S aware
8
.
it were, leading to a definite

3SS
."X
«»•
Corder sagely remarks, is usually

where you would
Sect it to be, namely, at the end. Thrs does not mean
St the climactic point is necessarily the highest note
in the piece, though it generally is. It is also usually
on an accented beat, and of longer duration than any
other note in the measure at least, if not of any other
note in the piece.
These particulars regarding the
nature of melody have long ago passed into formula,
such as may readily be found in text-books on music¬
making. That these formulae are fundamentally true
may be proved by appealing to that flower of musical
instinct, the folk-song.
“Irish folk-music—probably the most human, most
varied, most poetical, and most imaginative in the
world—is particularly rich in tunes which imply con¬
siderable sympathetic sensitiveness,” remarks Sir Huibert Parry, in his Evolution of the Art of Music, and
the Anglo-Saxon border folk-music is not far behind.
In many tunes of these districts the very design itself
seems to be the outcome of the sensibility of the human
creature. The cumulation of crises rising higher and
higher is essentially an emotional method of design.
The rise and fall and rise again is the process of
uttering an expressive cry, and the relaxation of ten¬
sion during which the human cfeature is gathering
itself together for a still more expressive cry. The
Murcian tune is good in this respect, but as a simple
emotional type the following Irish tune is one of the
most perfect in existence:

“The extreme crisis is held in reserve till the last
In the first half of the tune the voice moves in low
ranges of expression, rising successively to the very
moderate crises A and B. The portion in bracket is
merely a repetition of the phrases A and B, with slight
additions of ornament and a different close, the artistic
point of which it is not necessary to discuss here. At
the beginning of the second half the voice begins to
mount to a higher crisis at C, and intensifies that point
by repetition at D, and finally leaps to its uttermost
passion at E, and then falls with a wide sweep (com¬
prising one more moderate crisis) to the final cadence.
Within the limits of a folk-tune it is hardly possible to
deal with the successive crises more effectively.”
If the student of music will study the melodies he
plays in the thoughtful, analytical way in which Sir
Hubert Parry has treated this lovely Irish tune, he will
find it easier to touch the hearts of his listeners.

Difficult Pronunciations
Gericke, Wilhelm (Gefc-rick-eh) orchestral-conductc
1845Glazounow, Alexander (Glaz-oo-ttoff) Russian coi
poser, 1865.
Gluck, Christoph Willibald (Glook) French compose
1714-1787.
Godard, Benjamin (Go-dahr) French composer, 18^
1895.
Goldmark, Karl (Go/f-mark) Hungarian compos
1830-1915.
Gounod, Charles (Goo-noh) French composer, 18!
Grieg, Edvard Hagerup (Greeg) Greatest Norwegi
composer, 1843-1907.
Guilmant, Alexandre (Geel-mang) French organist a
composer, 1837-1911.
Haupt K. August (Howpt) Austrian organist i
v teacher, 1810-1891.
dHardelot, Guy (Ghee-dard-loh) French woman cc
poser.

Carmen
Arranged for Presentation in Reading Form at Musical Clubs

From GEORGES BIZET’S
famous opera based upon the celebrated romance of

PROSPER MERIMEE

[Editor's Note.—An extremely attractive club meeting
IL
i
or recital may be given by following the suggestions out¬
Music.
lined in the following arrangement of the story of Carmen.
While much of the music of Carmen comes published as
OVERTURE TO CARMEN,
separate pieces it is highly desirable that the club leader
procure a vocal score, costing about one dollar and a half
Arranged for Four Hands by Bizet.
to secure some of the numbers. This is also the most
economical way of giving the recital. The pronunciation
It is Sevilla, the languorous, dreamy city of sunny
of the names may be approximated phonetically thus:
Spain, where in 1820, as to-day, the fiery blood of the
“Don Jose,” Don Ho-say: “Escamilla,” Ays-cah-meel-Oh;
“Zuniga,” Thnoo-nee-gah; “Morales," Moh-rah-lees; “Lilias
native surges high with every emotion, where love
Pasta,” Leel-yas Pah-stall; “Hichccla,” Mee-cah-ay-lahj
and hate meet in the same heart, where chivalry is
“Frasquita,” Frahs-kcc-tah; “Mercedes,” 1If air-say-dees. In
addition to the vocal score there are several excellent piano
more than gold, and where honor carries men in paths
scores which come from about fifty cents a copy up. These
of constant danger. Michaela, a village maiden, strolls
contain all the principal themes and when the teacher has
no assistance from vocalists these numbers, together with ' into the public square and asks Morales, an officer
such additional numbers as the duet arrangement of the
of dragoons, if he has seen her lover, the gallant
overture, etc., are very advantageous. It is not beyond the
Don Jose, who is a captain of dragoons. As Michaela
realm of feasibility to have the reader and the soloists
dressed in Spanish costumes. Indeed this would add a
walks away, Don Jose, accompanied by his captain
touch of realism which might be “the making” of a most
Zuniga, enters. Carmen, with her fellow workers,
interesting and instructive musical entertainment.]
comes from the cigarette factory nearby. Spying Don
Jose, She Casts a swift glance at him and smiles as
she says.
Introduction.
When my heart will be yours?
Carmen, the most successful of all French Operas,
In faith—I do not know,
was produced March 3d, 1875, at the Opera Comique in
Perhaps it may never be!
Paris. It would be quite safe to say that it is as popular
It may be to-morrow!
now as it was when it was first written. Bizet was thir¬
I vow it-shall not be to-day.
ty-seven years of age when he wrote Carmen. He died
three months after it was produced and therefore could
Still taunting him, she sings,
not realize that he had written one of those most
unusual things—an art work that would stand the
Love is like a wood-bird wild
test of time.
That no one can hope to tame.
Bizet was born at Paris in 1838. He studied at the
And in vain is all wooing wild,
Conservatory in Paris from 1848 to 1857 (nine years)
If one fails his love to name.
under Marmontel, (piano) •; Benoist, (organ) ; Zim¬
merman, (harmony) and Halevy. He married Haldvy’s
III
daughter in 1869. Among his many works written before
Music.
Carmen, are Les Pecheurs de Perles, Patrie (an overture
CARMEN’S SONG .:..Habanera
to a Sardou play) and I’Arlesienne (incidental music to a
Sardou play) and I’Arlesienne (incidental music to a
This famous song is from a genuine Spanish theme
Daudet play). Beautiful as were these and other of
which Bizet introduced. It may be sung as a vocal
his compositions it was not until the composition of
solo or it may be played as a piano solo, arranged by
Carmen that he was recognized as a really great
Lange, or in a four-hand arrangement.
master. Bizet was a fine organist, a brilliant pianist,
and had he been spared, might have produced works
IV
that would have ranked him as the greatest of all
Don Jose, who loves Michaela, is not easily moved
French composers.
by Carmen. While she receives the adulation of all
The original novel of Carmen was written by a
the other officers she is piqued by the inattention of
noted French historian, archeologist, critic and author,
Don Jose. From her bosom she grasps a bunch of
Prosper Merimee (1803-1870). Merimee was at first
fragrant Cassia flowers, and running over to Don
a lawyer who rose to the distinction of Senator in
Jose, dashes them in his face. As Carmen runs away,
1853. He was a man of remarkable brilliance in every¬
Don Jose’s companions make fun of him. The workers
thing he did. Among his numerous accomplishments
return to the factory, and the soldiers return to the
was the translation of many Russian masterpieces, such
barracks, leaving Don Jose alone. Michaela strolls
as the works of Pushkin, Turgenieff and Gogol. Meriin and tells Don Jose that she bears a message of
mee’s Carmen was published first in 1847. Meilhac and
love from his mother. At the door of the chapel,
Halevy turned the novel into an opera libretto for
Don Jose’s mother also gave Michaela a kiss to deliver
Bizet.
to her soldier son in a distant city. This Michaela

does. Don Jose’s mother, in a letter, begs hitn to
marry Michaela. This Don Jose vows to do, and at
the same time condemns Carmen who would win
him away from his sweetheart.
A disturbance is heard within the cigarette factory
and some of the workers rush out declaring that Car¬
men has been in a fight with another girl. Zuniga
and some soldiers come in and Don Jose is ordered
to arrest the fighters. He arrests Carmen but she
knows that with her wiles she can induce Don Jose
to let her escape. She sings him an entrancing melody.
Near to the walls of Sevilla
With my dear friend Lilias Pasta,
Soon shall I dance the Seguidilla,
And drink sweet Manzanilla.
But all alone, what shall I do?
To join the dance, there must be two.
V
Music.
SEGUIDILLA FROM ACT I.
Don Jose cannot stand the charms of Carmen and
he loosens the cord that is holding one of her wrists.
Carmen goes across the bridge apparently under ar¬
rest. Once on the other side she pushes the soldiers
away from her and runs down the nearest alley,_ like
a gazelle. Carmen is gone.
VI
Music.
ENTR’ACTE FOLLOWING ACT I.
(This is found only in the vocal score. If the club
does not possess a score, a part of the Habanera may
be repeated.)
VII
ACT SECOND.
We are now in the little inn of Lilias Pasta on the
outskirts of Sevilla. It is the resort of a gang of
smugglers. Carmen and her friends, Frasquita and
Mercedes, are seated at a- table with a group of officers.
A party of gypsy girls are playing guitars and tam¬
bourines. Carmen rises and dances while the soldiers
applaud.
VIII
Music.
GYPSY SONG AND DANCE FROM THE
OPENING OF ACT II.
Carmen begs Zuniga to tell her what has been the
fate of Don Jose, who was arrested for permitting
her to escape. He assures her that Don Jose is free.
Lilias Pasta is just about to close his Inn when word
comes that ■ Escamillo, the greatest toreador in Spain
is approaching. In a few moments the famous bull-
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Value of Historical Knowledge in the
Appreciation of Music
By Frederick G. Schiller
the' Royal
(Professor Schiller was formerly a teacher
Academy of Music In Munich. „v
He __operatic conGermany for many years. For the
ductor and lecturer *- ”last two years '„„__ „een at the bead of the Music DepartSan Francisco University.—Editor op The
ment of
Of all languages music is the most cosmopolitan—
once the most subjective and the most impersonal,
is a language understood by everyone, because it e:
presses something common to everyone. It may be the
simple melody of a folktune, or the stirring music of a
military bugle-call, or the rhythmical swing of a dancemotive—or it may be the great soul sensation created
by the tone texture of a modern symphony orchestra—
it is our innermost feeling and sensibility that responds
immediately. We are carried away on magic wings
through the whole scale of our emotions, from the
tenderest to the most violent uproar of passions. The
language of music is a mirror of our soul, an expres¬
sion of the inexpressible. Free from the limitations of
speech, it appeals directly to the feeling. More than
any other form of expression it embraces the whole
of human emotion, and therefore its evolution is a
part of the history of human culture in general, rather
thaft that of any particular race.
Musical Heroes

Gaining Historical Perspective
.
What if they had a clear conception of the
periods in which such pieces were written,
could recognize the grace of the 18th Century m
ornamentations of Haydn and Mozart. If they
appreciate the innovations of a Beethoven, who g
out of his time like a giant, evolving the immense pr portions of his musical emotionalism—Beethoven, w
was to his contemporaries a “modernist” as daring as
any of our present-day composers seem to us. How
different would be the attitude of such people toward
“classic” music. And if they could even be able to n
delight in the intimate charm, daintiness, yes, humor¬
istic qualities of still earlier music, like the clavierpieces of a William Bird, John Bull, Rameau, Cou^^notTo'Iper’orihe’ polyThonkwonderworld of
^ whQse
as Hans von Biilow has put it,
’ “Old Testament” for every true musician. Then
are the
they would also remember that music of different ages
has much to do with the mechanical condition of the
instruments of the times, and this would give them
hints for proper interpretation.
Here the value of historical knowledge appears. To
appreciate a Scarlatti, a Couperin, a Haydn or a Mo¬
zart as a product of their times means simply to love
them as we love the companions of our childhood, our
youth. They are like genial old people with good
manners and clear thoughts with whom to sit and talk
in the evenings is a fine pleasure. We find it sometimes
difficult to meet them on their own ground—our har¬
monic feeling has changed, and we are used to stronger
effects; but this is by no means an excuse for becom¬
ing ignorant or indifferent toward the achievements of
their musical culture. To listen to them in our nervous
overstrained time is a relaxation, an unsurpassed re¬
laxation at the command of everyone who has a piano
in his house and enjoys playing it.

Looked upon from such a broad point of view, the
history of music reveals great charm—is full of life—a
topic intimately connected with the wonderful sources
of human spirit. It will be found that the heroes of
this history also knew how to combat, to suffer, yes,
even to die for their ideals, and that their influence
upon the evolution of mankind plays an important part
in general history; indeed an often more important
part than those of gunpowder plots and courtly in¬
trigues, of murderous warriors and unflinching con¬
querors. The development of history in intellectual
life and progress is free from racial or national hatred,
and the goal is universal welfare.
Just as other languages were progressively elaborated,
the language of music developed only gradually in
form and expression. To trace this development in its
organic growth is not only interesting but is of greatest
importance for the understanding and true valuation
of the musical production of different times. Should
one not be satisfied with the explanation that “musie is
a gift of the gods," the history of music will help him •
to unveij the great mysteries of human emotion, to
appreciate the eternal laws of beauty, and therefore to
understand the foundations of art and aesthetic value in
general.
There are two different ways of dealing with tart.
One way consists of being devoted simply to the merely
sensual charm of art, that is of being satisfied to con¬
sider an object of art—whether a painting, a sculpture,
a musical composition—simply as beautiful or not, just
because it does or does not appeal to one. This is the
< way the majority of people react to any artistic pro¬
duction. It is called the “subjective” way. It has, in
fact, nothing to do with a really conscious understand¬
ing of the work of art.
Appreciation of art based upon -thorough under¬
standing can only be obtained through a more definite
knowledge of the subject. And that leads to the second
way of dealing with art, known as the “objective" or
“critical” way. Here judgment does not depend upon
the question whether the thing seems beautiful to you
but upon the reason why it seems beautiful to you, and
why it is beautiful. It depends upon the ability to ap¬
preciate the work as a whole, as well as in all its details,
and in respect to its technical mastership.
For subjective appreciation music can depend on its
“absolute” beauty. But even then the more it belongs
to earlier historical periods the more it loses a greater
part of its effect upon our modern harmonic feeling.
There are thousands and thousands of people who no
longer have contact with the music of Mozart and Beet¬
hoven, because their ears are filled with the narcotic
sounds of modern harmony. The treasures of a music
full of a wonderfully pure, dignified, wholesome beauty
means nothing to them now, because they consider this
music “obsolete!”

As anybody familiar with the interpretation of mU6ic
isAaw
a good melody is one which consists of a
undulations, as it were, leading to a definite
n,imactic notat
And that point, as Mr. Frederick
Crnde! sagely remarks, is usually where you would
Sect it to be, namely, at the end. This does not mean
that the climactic point is necessarily he highest note
!n the piece, though it generally is. It .s also usually
o„ an Accented beat, and of longer duration than any
other note in the measure at least, if not of any other
note in the piece.
These particulars regarding the
nature of melody have long ago passed into formula,
such as may readily be found in text-books on music¬
making. That these formulae are fundamentally true
may be proved by appealing to that flower of musical
instinct, the folk-song.
.
“Irish folk-music—probably the most human, most
varied, most poetical, and most imaginative in the
world—is particularly rich in tunes which imply con¬
siderable sympathetic sensitiveness,” remarks Sir Hu¬
mbert Parry, in his Evolution of the Art of Music, and
the Anglo-Saxon border folk-music is not far behind.
In many tunes of these districts the very design itself
seems to be the outcome of the sensibility of the human
creature. The cumulation of crises rising higher and
higher is essentially an emotional method of design.
The rise and fall and rise again is the process of
uttering an expressive cry, and the relaxation of ten¬
sion during which the human cfeature is gathering
itself together for a still more expressive cry. The
Murcian tune is good in this respect, but as a simple
emotional type the following Irish tune is one of the
most perfect in existence:

Snap Shots in a Musical Library
The ancient Irish harp that one sees pictured as the
emblem of Ireland on the Royal Standard of Great
Britain and on the Irish flag was triangular in shape;
and had from thirty to fifty strings.
Napoleon had a high regard for the importance of
music to the state. He granted considerable sums of
money to musical projects. Gretry received a pension
of 4,000 francs annually from him.
Gounod considered Mozart and Mendelssohn the two
greatest composers.
Because Haydn did such important work in the field
of the symphony he has been called the “father of the
symphony.” This has led many to believe that he
was the originator of the symphony; but this is not
true. Gossec, for instance, published symphonies five
years before Haydn.
Rousseau’s definition of genius is interesting: “Seek
not, young artist, what meaning is expressed by genius.
If you are inspired with it, you must feel it in yourself.
Are you destitute of it, you will never be acquainted
with it. The genius of a musician submits the whole
universe to his art.”

The Etude

Portrait Supplement
No supplement accompanies The
ETUDE this month. These supplements
will not be given every month as the
cost of their preparation is very high in
these days of expensive paper and ink.
We realize from the letters and postals
received that our supplement idea has
great educational value for Etude read¬
ers. It is probable that we shall include
at least six supplements during the
year.
The collection should be of
great assistance not only to colleges,
conservatories, convents and teachers,
but to all students and music lovers.
Next month the supplement will be a
portrait and biography of Richard Wagner
done in a process which we believe will
please our readers even better than the
supplements we have previously given.
{There was no Supplement with the February issue)
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An Irish Folk Song That Aids
Interpretation

“The extreme crisis is held in reserve till the last.
In the first half of the tune the voice moves in low
ranges of expression, rising successively to the very
moderate crises A and B. The portion in bracket is
merely a repetition of the phrases A and B, with slight
additions of ornament and a different close, the artistic
point of which it is not necessary to discuss here. At
the beginning of the second half the voice begins to
mount to a higher crisis at C, and intensifies that point
by repetition at D, and finally leaps to its uttermost
passion at E, and then falls with a wide sweep (com¬
prising one more moderate crisis) to the final cadence.
Within the limits of a folk-tune it is hardly possible to
deal with the successive crises more effectively.”
If the student of music will study the melodies he
plays in the thoughtful, analytical way in which Sir
Hubert Parry has treated this lovely Irish tune, he will
find it easier to touch the hearts of his listeners.

Difficult Pronunciations
^^45*’ Wilhelm (Gefi-rick-eh) orchestral-conductor,
Glazounow, Alexander (Glaz-oo-noff)
poser, 1865.
'
^1714

Russian com¬

Willibald (Glook) French composer,

^1895^ ^en*am’n (Go-rfalir) French composer, 1849G°830ai91S ^ar*

(Go//-mark)

Hungarian composer,

G°1893<1, CharleS

(Goo-noh) French composer, 1818-

Gneg, Edvard Hagerup (Greeg) Greatest Norwegian
composer, 1843-1907.
Guilmant, Alexandre (Geel-mang) French organist and
composer, 1837-1911.
Haupt K August (Howpt) Austrian organist and
^teacher, 1810-1891.
d’Hardelot, Guy (Ghee-dard-loh) French woman com¬
poser.

Carmen
Arranged for Presentation in Reading Form at Musical Clubs

From GEORGES BIZET’S
famous opera based upon the celebrated romance of

PROSPER MERIMEE

[Editor's Note.—An extremelu attractive club meeting
IL
or recital man be given by following the suggestions out¬
Music.
lined in the following arrangement of the story of Carmen.
While much of the music of Carmen comes published as
OVERTURE TO CARMEN,
separate pieces it is highly desirable that the club leader
procure a vocal score, costing about one dollar and a half
Arranged for Four Hands by Bizet.
to secure some of the numbers. This is also the most
economical way of giving the recital. The pronunciation
It Is Sevilla, the languorous, dreamy city of sunny
of the names mag be approximated phonetically thus:
Spain, where in 1820, as to-day, the fiery blood of the
“Don Jose,” Don Ho-sag: “Escamillo,” Ays-cUh-meel-bh ;
“Zuniga,” Thnoo-nee-gah; “Morales.” Moh-rah-lees; “Lilias
native surges high with every emotion, where love
Pasta,” Leel-yas Pah-stall: “Michwla,” Mee-cah-ay-lah;
and hate meet in the same heart, where chivalry is
“Frasquita,” Frahs-kee-tah; “Mercedes,” Mair-say-dees. In
addition to the vocal score there are several excellent plane
more than gold, and where honor carries men in paths
scores which come from about fifty cents a copy up. These
of constant danger. Michafla, a village maiden, strolls
contain all the principal themes and when the teacher has
no assistance from vocalists these numbers, together with ' into the public square and asks Morales, an officer
such additional numbers as the duet arrangement of the
of dragoons, if he has seen her lover, the gallant
overture, etc., are very advantageous. It is not beyond the
Don Jose, who is a captain of dragoons. As Michaela
realm of feasibility to have the reader and the soloists
dressed in Spanish costumes. Indeed this would add a
walks away, Don Jose, accompanied by his captain
touch of realism which might be “the making” of a most
Zuniga, enters. Carmen, with her fellow workers,
interesting and instructive musical entertainment.]
comes from the cigarette factory nearby. Spying Don
Jose, She casts a swift glance at him and smiles as
she says,
Introduction.
When my heart will be yours?
Carmen, the most successful of all French Operas,
In faith—I do not know,
was produced March 3d, 1875, at the Opera Comique in
Perhaps it may never be!
Paris. It would be quite safe to say that it is as popular
It may be to-morrow!
now as it was when it was first written. Bizet was thir¬
I vow it- shall not be to-day.
ty-seven years of age when he wrote Carmen. He died
three months after it was produced and therefore could
Still taunting him, she sings,
not realize that he had written one of those most
unusual things—an art work that would stand the
Love is like a wood-bird wild
Bizet was born at Paris in 1838. He studied at the
Conservatory in Paris from 1848 to 1857 (nine years)
under Marmontel, (piano)-; Benoist, (organ) ; Zim¬
merman, (harmony) and Halfivy. He married Halfivy’s
daughter in 1869. Among his many works written before
Carmen, are Les Pecheurs de Perles, Patrie (an overture
to a Sardou play) and I’Arlesienne (incidental music to a
Sardou play) and fArlesienne (incidental music to a
Daudet play). Beautiful as were these and other of
his compositions it was not until the composition of
Carmen that he was recognized as a really great
master. Bizet was a fine organist, a brilliant pianist,
and had he been spared, might have produced works
that would have ranked him as the greatest of all
French composers.
The original novel of Carmen was written by a
noted French historian, archeologist, critic and author,
Prosper Merimfie (1803-1870). Mfirimfie was at first
a lawyer who rose to the distinction of Senator in
1853. He was a man of remarkable brilliance in every¬
thing he did. Among his numerous accomplishments
was the translation of many Russian masterpieces, such
as,the works of Pushkin, Turgenieff and Gogol. Merimfie’s Carmen was published first in 1847. Meilhac and
Halfivy turned the novel into an opera libretto for
Bizet.

That no one can hope to tame,
And in vain is alt wooing wild.
If one fails his love to name.
III
Music.
CARMEN’S SONG .{..Habanera
This famous song is from a genuine Spanish theme
which Bizet introduced. It may be sung as a vocal
solo or it may be played as a pianq solo, arranged by
Lange, or in a four-hand arrangement.
IV
Don Jose, who loves Michaela, is not easily moved
by Carmen. While she receives the adulation of all
the other officers she is piqued by the inattention of
Don Jose. From her bosom she grasps a bunch of
fragrant Cassia flowers, and running over to Don
Jose, dashes them in his face. As Carmen runs away,
Don Jose’s companions make fun of him. The workers
return to the factory, and the soldiers return to the
barracks, leaving Don Jose alone. Michaela strolls
in and tells Don Jose that she bears a message of
love from his mother. At the door of the chapel,
Don Jose’s mother also gave Michaela a kiss to deliver
to her soldier son in a distant city. This Michaela

does. Don Jose’s mother, in a letter, begs him to
marry Michaela. This Don Jose vows to do, and at
the same time condemns Carmen who would win
him away from his sweetheart.
A disturbance is heard within the cigarette factory
and some of the workers rush out declaring that Car¬
men has been in a fight with another girl. Zuniga
and some soldiers come in and Don Jose is ordered
to arrest the fighters. He arrests Carmen but she
knows that with her wiles she can induce Don Jose
to let her escape. She sings him an entrancing melody.
Near to the walls of Sevilla
With my dear friend Lilias Pasta,
Soon shall I dance the Seguidilla,
And drink sweet Manzanilla.
But all alone, what shall I do?
To join the dance, there must be two.
V
Music.
SEGUIDILLA FROM ACT I.
Don Jose cannot stand the charms of Carmen and
he loosens the cord that is holding one of her wrists.
Carmen goes across the bridge apparently under ar¬
rest. Once on the other side she pushes the soldiers
away from her and runs down the nearest alley, like
a gazelle. Carmen is gone.
VI
Music.
ENTR’ACTE FOLLOWING ACT I.
(This is found only in the vocal score. If the club
does not possess a score, a part of the Habanera may
be repeated.)
VII
ACT SECOND.
We are now in the little inn of Lilias Pasta on the
outskirts of Sevilla. It is the resort of a gang of
smugglers. Carmen and her friends, Frasquita and
Mercedes, are seated at a- table with a group of officers.
A party of gypsy girls are playing guitars and tam¬
bourines. Carmen rises and dances while the soldiers
applaud.
VIII
Music.
GYPSY SONG AND DANCE FROM THE
OPENING OF ACT II.
Carmen begs Zuniga to tell her what has been the
fate of Don Jose, who was arrested for perniitting
her to escape. He assures her that Don Jose is free.
Lilias Pasta is just about to close his Inn when word
comes that Escamillo, the greatest toreador in Spain
is approaching. In a few moments the famous bull-
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fighter, a real national hero, enters and sings the
spirited song of the Plaza del Torres.
Toreador, stand on guard.
Toreador, beware.
Think of the dark-eyed beauty
Who is looking on thee m the ring.
Toreador, Love waits for thee.

.

IX
TOREADOR’S SONG.
This famous baritone solo comes arranged for piano
and as a violin solo.
X '
Escamillo spies Carmen and falls violently in love
with Mr, even though lie does not yet know her name
As Escamillo leaves Carmen, her companions tell her
that her services will be needed that night to e p
them in smuggling some goods. She tells them that
she is waiting to meet an officer who permitted him¬
self to be arrested in order that she might escape.
Don Jose’s" voice is heard without, singing a wellknown air. He has just finished a sentence of two
(months for assisting Carmen. When he finds that
some of the officers of his regiment have been there,
and that Carmen has danced for them, he r, intensely
jealous. Carmen pacifies him by taking i pair of
castanets in her hand and dancing to a tunee which she
tells Don Jose is of her own invention.
XI
Music.
CARMEN’S CASTANET DANCE
This number (in the vocal score) is properly a duet
but it comes arranged as a dance in all the piano
arrangements.
Don Jose hears the bugles of his military company.
He begs Carmen to stop her dance so that he may
listen. She refuses. She will not permit him to go
back to his camp. Carmen twits him for not loving
her, and Don Jose draws from his jacket the flowers
which Carmen threw at him in the square. He sings
of them, telling her of his love for her.
XII
Music.
DON JOSE’S SOLO IN ACT II.
(This also comes in the piano arrangements.)
Nevertheless, Don Jose resolves to be loyal to his
military command. He starts to the door and just
as he reaches the latch a knock is heard; he stops.
Zuniga and other officers enter to arrest Carmen and
the smugglers. They resist the soldiers and Don
Jose assist's Carmen. Zuniga is bound and Don Jose
l outlaw.
is therewith forced to turn to

at some other time, and impudently invites the pa V
to the coming bullfight. Michaela enters an
Don Jose to go back to his dying mother. He 1
telling Carmen that he will meet heratanothe
Carmen sees his tragic meaning and attemptst
Escamillo. Don Jose stands in the way to prevent her

.<*tell me tliat

the gate

to kill me."
n
lose distraught with jealousy, and yet still
ft.™ ofgCa™.», beK her <o n»

our lives again."
XVIII
Carmen spiirns him, saying,
The last act of Carmen is a tragedy of emotions
V know that you will kill me. I know that my
moving quickly to a vivid end. .The
oment is
is nigh.
nigh. But if I live or if 1 die, I say,
the Plasa del Torres. A happy throng is g 0 ,
1 moment
to enter the gates for the bullfight. There -peters
girls, orange girls, program sellers, 'vater peddlers
■ W Don° JoTe pleads eagerly again, but Carmen in her
cigarette dealers and wine vendors. Into tins^»**ry
throng comes Escamillo, riding in state with ■
.
at his side. It is the gala day of the year
Bright ■ Song is heard above the clamor. Carmen is in delight
happy music rings upon the air as the people .awdit - anT attempts to enter the gates. Don Jose stands m
the festivities of thfr day.
■
_
he-r way. Carmen declares her love for Escamillo
and Don Jose is frantic with anger As she tears from
/ XIX
her finger the ring which Jose had given her, and
Music.
_
flines it in the dust, Jose, overcome with his emotions,
PLAY THE INTRODUCTION TO THE
leaps toward her and stabs her to the heart. The
OVERTURE INCLUDING THE MARCH.
crowd rushes in to find Don Jose kneeling over the
dead body of Carmen. He shouts in despair.
Carmen and Escamillo sing a fervid duet declaring
their everlasting love for each other.

"Do what you will with me,
It was I who struck her down.
Ah, Carmen,
My Carmen,
Thou art Gone ”

Escamillo, I love you.
May I die in torment
If I have ever loved anyone
As I love you now.

XXIII
XXI
«
Music.
CARMEN AND ESCAMILLO’S DUET.
This is very effective when sung but if singers are
not obtainable it is very interesting in. its pianoforte
arrangement.
XXII
Carmen’s friends advise her to beware as Don Jose
is hiding somewhere in the crowd. Carmen declares
I am not a woman to fear such as he.

CARMEN FANTASIE ARRANGED FOR TWO
PIANOS, EIGHT HANDS BY EDMUND PARLOW’. THIS IS AN ESPECIALLY EFFECTIVE
ARRANGEMENT.
Many very excellent talking machine records of var¬
ious parts of Carmen performed and sung by noted
artists may be used with great effect in giving this
work in the foregoing form.

Expanding the Small Hand
By Myra Frances Hale

During the intermediate stage of my piano study one
of my teachers volunteered the remark that in time my
playing could equal that of great pianists, even though
my hands were small. Previously, I had never given
much thought as to the size of my hands. I thought
XIII
that work would accomplish all things. If this other¬
Music.
wise very excellent teacher had possessed sufficiently
HERE THE SEGUIDILLA IN ACT I MAY
keen discernment he would have seen that my fingers,
BE REPEATED.
when taking the five-finger position in whole or in
part, did not lie prepared over their respective keys,
XIV
without some tension. This unfortunately necessary
In Act III Carmen and Don Jose, with the smug¬
stiffness—slight though it was, and still is—has proven
glers, are seen at dawn in a mountain retreat. Don
to be a barrier to good tone-production and idealistic
Jose,’ now a traitor to his country, feels deep pangs
pianism.
of regret. Carmen notices this and twits him with
One of my following teachers laid great stress, and
it, asking why he does not go back to his mother.
rightly so, on the curving of the thumbs in octave and
Carmen is a fatalist, and as she and her friends
large chord positions. These were the only positions
spread out the cards to tell their fortunes, she sneers
that I could not accomplish with the thumbs curved.
when she learns that hers is to be an early death As
My octaves were never secure, either in the preparation
the smugglers disperse, Michiela enters in search ot
of the same or quality of the tone produced. I knew
the fugitive, Don Jose, to tell him that his mother is
from previous experience- the utter futility of any re¬
dying. She sings a prayer for divine protection.
newed effort to overcome this defect. This teacher
seemed to be only slightly conscious that the trouble
Thou wilt aid me with. Thy Grace,
lay with my tightly-bound hands, and I rarely made
For Thou art Lord, forever near.
mention of it. I had resorted to every possible normal
stretching exercise and mechanical device that I knew
XV
of, with but the slightest temporary results. Finally, a
Music.'
surgeon advised an operation on my hands, and this to
MICHzELA’S SONG FROty ACT IL OF
the horror of two renowned pianists, one of whom
CARMEN.
argued that I might lose all my keyboard facility; but
I was desperate and determined that no stone should
XVI
remain unturned.
Hearing the noise of shooting, Michaela hides be¬
hind the rocks. Don Jose has seen Escamillo ap¬
proaching and not knowing him, fired at him. When
Beethoven
Don Jose learns that Escamillo is in love with Carmen
When your piano pupil has the proper fingering, the
and has come to-see her, he falls into a rage, which
exact rhythm, and plays the,notes correctly, pay at¬
results in a duel with large keen-bladed clasp knives.
tention only to the style; do not stop for little faults
Escamillo’s knife breaks, and Don Jose is just about
or make remarks on them until the end of the piece.
to kill him, when Carmen intervenes and saves his
This method produces musicians, which after all is
life. Escamillo challenges Don Jose to another duel
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you were

nZ°?teh!TThey want me to believe that you mean

with him again.
. Hot threaten you. I beg you, I entreat you,
I will forget, Carmen, forget all that has passed since
II Vet Let us go together far from here-to begin

XVII
Music.
CARMEN MARCH
Arranged by W. P. Mero “

APRIL

ac the crowds clamor into

The Results of a Surgical Operation
The surgeon operated on both hands, cutting the
cords that lay between the third, fourth and fifth
fingers. This operation is not an unusual one, but in
my case proved of no advantage as the cords were very
small and the fascia is thick. The next operation was
one of experiment, consisting of the cutting out of some
of the fat or fascia that lay between the four fingers
of each hand. The result, at first, seemed to affect my
playing marvelously but alas! notwithstanding diligent
practice, in three weeks the old condition returned.
There were no bad results as feared. My hands always
have had more muscle and fascia between the thumbs
and forefingers than the average pianist, and continued
normal practice together with the abnormal forced ef¬
fort in reaching double-notes has only served to increase
the binding. It would be unwise to experiment with
this condition of the thumbs for fear of producing
stiffness in the palms of the hands as well as the possible
loss of the control of the thumbs.
For several years prior to this I had given recitals
frequently. My musical education has become well
rounded, due mainly to the excellent training received
in a school of highest standing. My technical struggle
and the necessary study of my hands has opened up
new channels of thought and given me the ability to see
ahead for others, wherever it may appear to be neces¬
sary. In the end the hand may best be expanded by
means of sensible exercises, without the use of surgical

to Czerny
one of the chief aims of musical art. For the passage
work make him use all his fingers freely. Doubtless
by employing fewer fingers a “pearly” effect is ob¬
tained—as it is put—“like a pearl.” But one likes
other jewels at times.

Getting Pupils Through Printers’ Ink
A Practical Advertising Man Talks
The one best way in which to get pupils is through advertising in the world will be wasted with the teacher
the excellent results that the teacher is able to show who cannot by force of his own teaching ability keep
with the pupils he has previously taught. Therefore, his pupils when he has secured them.
Local advertising is quite as uncertain as national
the successful pupils’ recital stands at the head of all
kinds of advertising for the teacher. If the teacher advertising. There arq conditions under which it may
is wise and knows how to. surround himself with those be very beneficial. In any event a good circular is
personal attributes which speak “success” in his work, needed by all progressive teachers. A short time ago
Mr. J. Linton Engle addressed the Philadelphia Music
those who attend the recital will be more readily con¬
Teachers’ Association upon the subject of advertising
vinced. Good taste in furniture, decorations, clothes,
for teachers. Mr. Engle has had wide experience in
flowers, lighting, diplomacy in presenting his pupils
printing and in the preparation of circulars and book¬
and in receiving his guests all contribute immensely.
However, when the teacher does not find his classes lets for teachers and colleges. His remarks in con¬
densed form should prove an excellent guide to many
sufficiently full, it is necessary to depend upon printers’
teachers who are at loss to know just how to go about
ink to let other people know about his work. This is
an exceedingly difficult task, and more money is tossed extending their teaching business. A further and
into the gutter by musicians in this way than in any more detailed discussion of the same subject may be
found in the “Musicians’ Business Manual,” by Geo.
other manner. The usual mistake is to spend either too
much or too little. A cheap circular or an over¬ . C. Bender, and in the booklet “Progressive Ways of
Securing New Pupils,” by Allan J. Eastman.
elaborate circular are both equally bad.
The circular, however, is a real need. The teacher
Getting Up a Good Circular
cannot very well talk about himself without embarrass¬
“Direct advertising (the circular) naturally divides
ment, and a good circular may be advantageously and
modestly placed in the pupils’ hands so that he may itself into four headings: (1) Copy. (2) Printing of
know just those things which he has a right to know the copy. (3) Circulation or distribution. (4) Methods
of follow-up.
before beginning lessons.
“When you are about to prepare a piece of advertis¬
The circular is necessary when applications for in¬
formation come to the teacher through his newspaper ing matter, first of all put yourself in the place of the
advertisements. If the teacher had a sufficient amount recipients, consider what will appeal to them. You
of money to spend, advertising in papers'that have a are seeking pupils, but some whose names are on your
national scope is desirable. Without a reputation na¬ list are seeking teachers. Whether it is you or someone
else whom these finally choose for their teacher de¬
tional advertising demands the outlay of a large amount
of money to get a reputation. If the teacher really pends largely upon your method of approach, as well as
your established reputation and the atmosphere of
has something to offer in the way of services which
good-will which you have created. You should build
pupils in all parts of the country would find worth
for good-will. Your personality as well as your ability
traveling miles to secure, then national advertising is
the cheapest way of securing a reputation. It has an¬ will make or break your success. In your list of pros¬
other advantage. Suppose you have a pupil in your pects you will also have another and much larger class
to appeal to—those who are not seeking a musical
own city who has a friend in a city hundreds of miles
away. The pupil goes to visit her friend, and finds
education, who either from indifference or other cause
to her great surprise that the friend has never heard
are not awakened to the need or desirability of a
of y6u.
She then immediately begins to wonder musical training. To these you should also make your
whether you are very much of a teacher if your repu¬ appeal. Among them, I have no doubt, ate some of
tation is purely local. In other words, there comes a
your best future pupils if you can only arouse them.
time when the teacher who aspires to be anything more
“The music teacher should go into the preparation
than “a little toad in a little puddle” must do some¬
of this advertising matter with real enthusiasm. Don’t
thing to acquaint the public of the nation as a whole look upon it as a necessary evil to be entered upon
with his ability.
hastily, distributed speedily, and then forgotten. Put
First, however, be sure that you are worthy of na¬
your best into the thought, the wording, and the form.
tional attention. No amount of printers’ ink will make
If for reasons of modesty or “ethical” restraint one
you celebrated if you do not deserve to be known. On
may dislike to advertise, then let there he nothing but
the other hand, there are thousands of most excellent
the most conventional engraved cards. But I take it
musicians calmly and placidly sleeping in oblivion,
you are really interested in the preparation and pro¬
iargely because they have not advertised properly, while
duction
of professional announcements that will have
more venturesome, and often less worthy musicians,
real sales value in them. If you are, you will analyze
thrive through their activity in letting the world know
your approach as we do in the business world. In the
that they are alive.
first place, your copy must be so constructed that it
Continuous Advertising Necessary
will receive attention. It must, as it were, get an
audience. Having then gotten your audience, the copy
Advertising is one of the most wonderful forces of
must arouse interest, and if sufficiently interesting, it
modern times, and brings us untold benefits in many
will create desire, and then will follow the sale, or a
industrial and social channels. At the same time it is
one of the most uncertain things in the world, and any¬ pupil enrolled with you for instruction. If you as a
one who sets out to say positively that it will bring music teacher will bear in. mind that to make your
advertising successful you must look upon it as a
results in every case is making a dangerous statement.
psychological problem, and treat it as such, you are
That great fortunes have been secured through adver¬
pretty sure to make real gains in enrollment, and fur¬
tising and that hundreds of teachers have benefited by
ther, it will increase your usefulness in your profes¬
it everyone knows. This makes the subject one of
sion. You will study yourself, you will strengthen the
serious interest to teachers' everywhere, from the little
weak points, where any exist, and you will cultivate
Miss who modestly asks twenty-five cents for a lesson
those features of your work in which you are especially
in the country village, to the master who commands ten
strong.
dollars an hour in the large city.
The teacher who would advertise must know that
Preparation of Copy
in these days of fiery competition advertising must be
tontinued for some time before real results can be
“In writing your copy you will generally hear the
achieved. Success does not come in a day. Better
trite expression, ‘Be brief; people will not read much
lot advertise at all, unless ydu can afford to go on
these days.’ Forget it. If you have something truly
until the musical public is acquainted with your name.
interesting to say, and can get the interest of the
Remember, that in all advertising the mere matter of
recipient aroused, he will read all you have to say.
securing replies from the advertisement is like nothing
If he is not interested in anything pertaining to music
so much as the fish that nibbles on a hook. Even after
teaching, you will not have his attention in any case.
the fish is hooked it is necessary to land him. The best
And who ever heard of a mere! business card making

a sale just because it was brief and could be read
quickly? The chief thing you must bear in mind is
to have a message. If you can get real heart interest
into that message reasonable length will strengthen it
where undue brevity will smother it. But the prime
requisite is to have something to say. Let your copy
be well balanced.. Do not overdo any feature of it.
Leave something to be said in your follow-up. Do not
tell all about yourself or your pupils. Do not give all
the appreciative letters you have had from past pupils.
“The music teachers’ circulars that I have examined
are, for the most part, addressed to those who are now
considering a musical training. Why not make your
advertising matter so genuinely appealing that you
would actually create a desire where none previously
existed? You can thus help yourself and really extend
your influence for good into unexplored realms. Bring
the charm of a musical education home to those who
have never given it a thought; make your work, as it
is, the finest thing in the world, to those who now
know but little if anything of it.
How the Printer Can Help
“Printing is an art, and as a means of expression it
stands in the first rank. It should be looked upon as
the music teachers’ messenger when sent upon its
course to influence pupils to come for instruction. Real
result-producing printing is something more than paper,
ink and type, the color of ink, the margins, and the
shape and size of the circular, booklet or whatever it
may be. To get such a service as this you must choose
your printer carefully, not by shopping for the lowest
prices, for this method is always fatal to good work,
but by finding one who can intelligently lay out your
advertising matter, select papers, ink and type. There
are such printers, and the help they can give you will
be of inestimable value. Look upon the printer as the
architect and artisan of his craft. Discuss costs with
him,' and determine upon a form that will fall within
the appropriation you can devote to the purpose. In
the long run the job will cost you but little if any more
by handling in this way, and you will have something
vastly better than you will ever get by passing from
one printer to another for competitive bids.
Paper and Ink
“Coming down to particulars, the paper that you
select, should have elegance without extravagance either
in character or color. If there is a cover, it should
harmonize with the paper used on the inside. Choose
a paper that will carry your message legibly and at¬
tractively, not flauntingly or grotesquely. White is
always safe, and generally the best for. the inside of
a circular or booklet. If there is any variation, it may
be an India colcjr or a buff just off the white.
“The type above all else must be correct. Keep
away from the newer effects. The very best face is the
oldest, the good old Caslon, used by Benjamin Frank¬
lin in his Pennsylvania Gazette.
“The color of ink should usually be black. There
is nothing stronger or more beautiful. Occasionally
if there are engravings you may use a rich dark brown.
There are, to-day, inks that are known as double-tones.
Beautiful effects are had with one impression of these
inks, in the sepias particularly, when well printed.
Poorly handled, they are worse than useless. At times
I would urge a second color for embellishment, a red
or an orange, used with judgment and moderation. For
attention-getting value nothing equals red. This color,
as you know, leaps out at you, as it were. The first
color in the spectrum, it is the strongest in its effect
on the retina. This is the reason why a room covered
with red wall paper appears possibly as much as onequarter smaller than when covered with blue paper.
Red is an advancing, and blue a retiring color. Some
years ago I wrote to a large number of the country’s
leading advertisers asking their opinion of the use of
a second color in advertising printing. Almost unani¬
mously they replied that the second color was worth
more than it cost. Let the application of color be made
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Syncopated

■ i
o rulf. not over one part of red to ten of
Son’the page. Initials, headings and rules may go
^ he secon^color. Do not break up lines by putting
some words in red and others in the same line in
black. That will give poor register and at best will
make a difficult job for the printer to handle.
Distribution of Circular
“As the third phase if direct advertising I mentioned
the circulation or distribution of your printed matter.
While we may consider this in third place here, you

the6 Jl S3*.

it would seem to me that the names should be taken

Biographies

Musical Life Stories Pleasantly Told

Niccolo

n
mild forms. Mark Twain
We have Paga
^ Richard Le Gallienne keeps
used to wear '' viadimir de Pachman dusts Ins own
his hair ^d Vlad.mir cl
concerts. May they
"« ■»dul1 ’•ahoul -

Paganini
Paganinis.

By Morris R. Werner

Exercises for Developing the Hands
for Piano Touch and Technic

Niccolo Paganini wasJ*e
haired musician famous. He was the Erince
^ was
the eighteenth century Charlie Chaplin. In
told
such a freak that there are even stranger s
^
about him than those credited to the account
TagPaffinfwr:n Italian, and he had long ^sy
hair and a face that looked like a sick Indian .
his hollow eye sockets, high cheek bones, sun
and pointed chin. He hated the cold and wore a coat
in summer. He ate little, gambled much, and loved
^Paganini’s father was an export shipper with A taste

can give you. But I would urge that you have a small
Ust fnd cultivate it faithfully, rather than a large list
which you are apt to neglect because of the expense.
about the shipping business, and the result wa^ that
"Use first-class postage, for all your advertising
matter even if it cost you four cents for each piece.
Letter postage is always opened, third-class matter fre¬
fault in his music, and his father often deprived hun
quently gets into the waste basket unopened. In fol¬
of food. Then to add to the circumstances of his _^
lowing up inquiries from your advertising matter you
velopment, .Mother Paganini went t
will find the personal call the most effective.L
live inquiry you will convert into a pupil l by the force
of your own personality, either as expressed in
or fn person. Having sent out the first piece of adver¬
tising matter, prepare to send a second and even a
third And here I should say that you may best employ
a personal letter, done by the duplicating process with
the salutation filled in, and properly signed by your¬
self You may wish a small four-page folder or an
inexpensive card to accompany the letter,
you will find the letter alone sufficient. For AW
inexpensive follow-up there is nothing that compares
with the government postal card. You can really say
a'great deal on a postal, and it is always first-class

By Joseph H. Moore
The law of muscular growth is:
First, Exercise—during which the muscle or muscles
grow thin.

Opportunity

Rare Musical Facts
Handel did not confine the gavotte to dancing or
dance music. He thought it a very appropriate rhythm
for vocal music.
. TT
_
Russian music is not new to the United. States.
Many years ago Georg Galium, who died in 1874
formed a choir of boys and men in Russia, visiting
America to acquaint the new world with Russian
music. Galitzin was a son of Prince Nicholas %
Galitzin, a patron of Beethoven. Beethoven dedicated
some of his compositions to Galitzin.
One of the most interesting instances of a musical
family in modern times is to be found in the brothers
Fumagalli, whose names were Disma (1826-93), Adolfo
(1828-56), Polibio (1830-1900), and Luca (1837). These
interesting men produced everything from piano pieces
to opera. Adolfo was known as the “Paganini of the
Piano.” Their works are little known now.
When Sebastian Erard (1752-1831), who made the
“first pianoforte in France,” was apprenticed to a
harpsichord manufacturer, he was dismissed after a
few days “because he wanted to know everything.
Erard in later years virtually put his first employer
out of business by reason of his remarkable inventive
ability^

which the muscles (by vir-

to Sread° he fingers apart quickly or bring them to¬
gether rapidly is slowly acquired by players because
gether rap y
formed by such comparatively
k Zscks A^in the extension is often followed
To rapTdty by contraction that the power to overcome
the Instinctive and sympathetic spreading of all the
fingers when any two have been separated, requires
much practice to overcome. In arpeggio and extended
Thord work the greater power and agility given by the
following exercises will be quickly recognized.

m"If you say you have tried this and haven t suc¬
ceeded7 examine carefully your work and see if you
have reaHy put your best into it. Four opportunity
may lie in the unexplored fields of direct advertising.

"Foolish is he who says that at his door
I knock but once, a furtive moment stay;
Fearing lest he shall hear, then haste away,
Glad to escape him—to return no more ,
Not so, I knock and wait, and o’er and oer
Come back to summon him. Day after day
I come to call the idler from his play,
Or wake the dreamer with my vain uproar.
Out of a thousand, haply, now and, then.
One, if he hear again and yet again,
Will tardy rise and open languidly.
The rest, half puzzled, half annoyed, return
To play or sleep, nor seek, nor wish to learn „
Who the untimely guest may be—Opportunity.

dur;

Jofpnvious exercise) can become larger .beeb, to..
xa
a nnmfr are in all muscular effort someWP1ffied3
especially
thispian(j
true of
such gentle
what
allied «Pec
y is ^
playing.
The efforts
aWity

AN OLD VIENNESE CARICATURE OF PAGANINI.
and had a dream. She dreamed that an angel came to
her and predicted that her son would become a s
-erne artist. When Mrs. Paganini awoke, she im¬
parted her dream to the family, a)iid strange to say
they didn’t all laugh at her and tell her to forget it,
but they resolved to develop, or manufactUK if you
will a genius. The result was the idol of the Forties.
At the age of nine Paganini played at the Carnegie
Hall of Genoa, and followed this concert with a few
benefit performances. The money received was devoted
to his musical education, for he was tied to the greatest
violinists of Europe, and finally learned more about
the subject than any of them knew. At fourteen he
was puzzling the musicians of Europe by the technical
achievements of his compositions. In fact his whole
career as a child sounds very much like that of Winifred
Sackville Stoner, the infant prodigy of the present

Exercise for Separating Fingers
Hold the second and third (or middle) fingers about
an inch apart at their ends; grasp these ends between
the thumb and middle fingers of the other hand. First
try to separate the grasped fingers, and notice just the
amount of power'you can put forth. Then fix your
attention upon the position of the clasped fingers and
try to preserve that position, while the grasping fingers
try to pinch them together. Now notice that weak
though the resistance will be, at first the resisting
muscular effort is stronger than the voluntary spread¬
ing apart effort.
Later curve the fingers to their
piano position, and repeat the exercise; B«d.iaMy mcrease distance of finger, as you progress further and
further apart. Practice this exercise with second and
third third and fourth, fourth and fifth fingers; also
with’second and fourth and third and fifth fingers of
each hand. Also practice with thumb and each finger,
remembering to push the thumb not upward but out¬
ward and horizontally across the other finger. After
good practice this way, play the ordinary arpeggios
and notice with how much greater ease the spreading
apart of the fingers is accomplished.

dapaganini had a habit of gambling, and sometimes he
would lose so much that he’d have to pawn his violin,
which would make it difficult for him to keep concert
engagements. However, he was soon cured of that
vice; but only to take up with Antonia Bianchi, a vice
which was much more troublesome.
Paganini traveled all over Europe charming audi¬
ences. He made a great deal of money, so much that
he was able to leave more than $2,000,000 to his' son,
and an annuity to Antonia Bianchi, the mother of that
son. Paganini had very unusual musical habits, and
when he broke a string during a concert, which he
often did (it is said that these breakdowns were some¬
times intentional) Paganini used to get along on the
remaining strings, and he did it so well that the audi¬
ence was in the habit of shouting like a World Series
crowd and touching him to see if he were real flesh
and blood. • In fact, there were many rumors, seriously
believed by the people of Europe, that Paganini was
in league with the Devil. It was said that when he
talked to himself, which he did whenever he was
alone, he did not have money in the bank, but was
conversing with Satan.

Exercise to Draw Fingers Nearer Together or to
Pass Over or Under Each Other
Cross the middle and second fingers so that one will
be directly above the other. Then try to keep em
in this position, while with the thumb and middle huger
of the other hand you try to push them sideways apart,
i. e., in such a manner that they would be forced to
their natural position. Now let the two fingers s rive
to change from their natural effortless position on the
hand to the crossed position, in spite of the now re¬
sisting fingers (1st and 3rd) of the other hand. No
how, at first, the movement-effort is weaker than tne
resistance-effort. Also notice that, with practice,
.
movement effort rapidly becomes much stronger, an
your playing of extended passages far more nue •
Do not at first try to preserve the piano curved position
of the fingers, but after considerable new power has
been gained, do assume the piano curved position a
repeat the exercises.

Eyes, Ears and Finger Tips
ly T. L. Rickaby
Pupils who fail to use their eyes and cm*
D
moment during the practice period indicate that
y
have not yet comprehended the need for attention, co
centration and interest. Imagine a team drawn by
magnificent horses. No matter how fine the horses
.
the moment that one falls down the others hav
stop. Concentrate all your power of seeing rtg
all your power of hearing right on the wor
•your finger tips, and then note how much mor® ;
your progress is sure to be. Watch a great vi
pianist at any recital; he is the very personihea io
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T the outset it must be stated
that these Brahms reminL iscences are not in the
first but in the third per¬
son, as the writer reached Ger¬
many the spring of Brahms’ death
(April, 1896), and the following
melange of personal traits and
characteristic anecdotes which go
to make up a fairly good picture
of Brahms, the man, have there¬
fore been gleaned from a number
of the 'composer’s close personal
friends. The chief raconteuse was
Frau Clara Simrock, quite a per¬
sonality in Berlin musical circles,
both in her,own rights and as
widow of Fritz Simrock, who
controlled the destinies of one
of the largest music publishing
houses in Germany.
Simrock’s name will ever be as¬
sociated with that of Brahms, as
it was he who with a keen percep¬
tion of his genius and ah abiding
faith in his intuitions took the risk
of publishing the Brahms compo¬
sitions at a time when the big
blond giant from Hamburg was
drearily waiting for the world’s
recognition. It was at the hos¬
pitable home of the Simrocks that
Brahms always stopped when
called to Berlin by business or
professional duties; and Frau
Simrock, like a good German
“Hausfrau,” took great delight in
her prophet’s chamber which she
had fitted up in rose-colored hang¬
ings and draperies. Brahms could
never accustom himself to this

Brahms as a Man and as a Friend
New

Brahms’ Disregard for Fashion
Brahms was never known to look into a mirror ; his rea¬
son being that he "didn't fancy himself !” ITad he done
legs too short and slight to carry the heavy torso and’ truly
magnificent, head which alone redeemed the outer man from
the aspects of vagabondism. He was very fond of going
about bare-headed and once when on a walking tour through
northern Italy with his friend Simrock, the' latter declared
that the peasants they passed, with the Italians’ unerring
eye for beauty, stopped to exclaim “che bella testa” ! His
trousers were short and baggy, and from their lower edge
was apt to protrude several inches of checked cotton under¬
wear. He was never seen in anything but a shabby brown
frock coat hanging loosely from the collar and bulging at
the pockets,. unless the heat forced him to change into a
mohair garment of nondescript contour, or a dilapidated
house jacket of velveteen. It is small wonder that on one
occasion he was refused admittance to the Simrock house
by a newly installed concierge, who defended his action by
saying that “he had instructions to allow no suspicious
looking persons to enter the front door.”
Brahms’ habit of never consulting a looking-glass
came near resulting in a catastrophe just at a moment
when his artistic fame was hanging in the balance.
After long years of deferred hopes, his First Symphony
was finally placed upon • the program of one of the
Gewandhaus Concerts in Leipzig, and Brahms was in¬
vited to conduct. Frau Simrock and a friend occupied
seats in the front row and to their consternation
Brahms walked on the stage wearing his creasecl and
spotted gray trousers underneath his evening coat.
But the worst was still to come! As the symphony
progressed and the conductor’s movements became
more energetic, trousers and coat parted company and
an ever widening line of white appeared around his
waist-band. Luckily matters remained at this status,
and later Brahms explained he had been interrupted
while dressing, and with his usual disregard of sartorial
matters had not noticed that anything was amiss.
He had a special abhorrence for all superfluous
accessories such as collars and cuffs; and Frau Sim¬
rock was therefore surprised when he appeared one
morning at the breakfast table “booted and spurred”
so to speak. In answer to her inquiring look Brahms
said: “I thought you 'had other guests, but as you
have not —with that the cuffs went into one corner,
the collar into another and a relaxed and relieved
Brahms settled down to the enjoyment of his matitudinal meal.
Brahms went to Zurich on one occasion to conduct
his Requiem, and as was the custom in those days was
entertained at the house of one of the wealthy Swiss
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summer months. Lichtenthal nat¬
urally became the focussing points
for hero-worshippers of both
sexes, and Brahms had to submit
to his share of “lionizing.”
But he had rebellious moods,
and one evening when an amateur
quartette insisted upon singing his
Liebeslieder, he stood it as long
as he could, then rose from the
piano exclaiming, “Nun ihr musen
genug!” (the closing line of the
last quartette in the cycle), closed
the instrument and sat upon it.
Every night before turning in,
Brahms' would stop underneath
the window of the Simrocks’
room to whistle the Serenade
from “Don Juan,” and was as
disappointed as a child if no
notice was taken of his little joke.
Brahms was very much preju¬
diced against women pianists.
One evening when seated by re¬
quest next to the woman pianist
par excellence Madame Teresa
Carreno, he commenced a diatribe
on his favorite theme. “I hoped
to make my two piano concerts
prohibitive for women players,
and thought I had succeeded, but”
—here he gave a desperate groan
—“they will play them!” An em¬
barrassed silence fell upon the
company, but Madame Carreno
and Intensely Interesting Human Aspects of the
with her ready tact took the
dilemma by the horns and said,
Great Master
“But m.y. dear Maestro, here I
sit overwhelmed with mortifica¬
By CAROLINE V. KERR
tion !” to which Brahifls replied,
“My dear child, you don’t for a
Burgher. Scandalized by the condition of his ward¬
moment suppose that this remark was directed at you;
robe, the good woman of the house abstracted his
I always look upon you as a man pianist!”
entire stock of socks and knit in new feet. This
Brahms did not discover until he had left Ziirich,
Why Brahms Never Married
whereupon he humorously wrote: “Some good fairy
. Brahms himself never married; not, however, be¬
has wrought a transformation in my socks. Receive
cause he was a confirmed misogynist.' On the contrary,
my sincere thanks. I am thereby relieved of the
he was extremely fond of women, and always sought
terrible embarrassment of never knowing which hole is
the fairest of the fair. But by all accounts he was
the top of the sock.”
endowed with that modesty which seems to be the
Clara Schumann once begged Frau Simrock to use
birthright of many great men, and depreciated his
her influence with Brahms in correcting his slovenly
own qualities as a suitor and a husband. We have
appearance; but this Frau Simrock stoutly refused to
his own word for this, as he once said to a friend,
do, saying, “No, Brahms is Brahms, and it would be
“When I was young and had the inclination to marry
an impertinence to nature to attempt to cast him in
I had nothing to offer any woman. My, works were
another mould.’’
hissed out of the music halls, or at best received with
a chilly silence. I could bear this lack of recognition,
Brahms' Choleric Disposition
for I felt in my innermost soul that there was a
Brahms was of a choleric disposition, and when in
categorical imperative in my creative impulse, and that
one of his bad moods not even his most intimate
some day the world would think differently of me
friends were secure from the shafts of his sarcasm.
and my work. Consequently I could go home after
He always realized the presence of these' evil spirits,
each fresh failure, disheartened but not wholly dis¬
. and once upon leaving an evening party said to his
couraged. But I could never have had the courage to
hostess, “If there is any one of your guests whom I
confess these failures to my wife. The wife of an
have neglected to insult, please beg his or her pardon!”
artist may love him never so devotedly and believe in
He was easily enraged by fulsome flattery and effusive
him never so loyally, but she can never share his con¬
adulation. At a banquet given by the Tonkiinsllervqrein
of Vienna in honor of Franz I.iszt and Anton Rubinstein,
scious certainty of an ultimate victory. And at such
Brahms carefullv avoided the seats of the mighty and
moments she would undoubtedly have attempted to
betook himself to the company of the younger musicians,
seated “below the salt.” But this strategic move did not
console me—compassion of a wife for an unsuccessful
protect him from an enthusiastic young pianist who had
husband! Bah, I don’t like to think of it—it would
resolved to carry off trophies in the shape of a lock of hair
from each of the leonine heads. Liszt and Rubinstein
have been a perfect hell to me I”
yielded with a good, grace to this Deliliah, but Brahms
TO a friend he confided that he had several times
curtly refused. Slipping up behind his chair she was just
about to realize her wish,, when Brahms felt the cold
been on the eve of a proposal but that “fate had
point of the scissors and exclaiming "What
always intervened” to prevent him from committing
sense!” rose and
jjr banquet.
such folly. “And who knows what she would be
On another occasion he was forced into playing with
marrying?” he skeptically asked. “At a dinner one
a cellist of most mediocre attainments. With manifest
evening,” he relates, “I sat next to a beautiful girl in
reluctance Brahms seated himself at the piano where
whom I had been interested for some time. She was
he thundered and thrashed about among the keys,
charming, extremely musical, and I was all fire and
while his foot never left the damper pedal. The per¬
flame.
All conditions were propitious, and I thought
spiring cellist made the most desperate attempts to be
surely the great moment had arrived. I quaffed my
heard, and when the final chord crashed out on the
last glass of wine, drew my chair nearer and was about
piano he turned to Brahms and gasped, “You played
to make the most passionate declaration when the fair
so loud that it was impossible for me to hear what I
one broke the spell by asking my opinion of a certain
was playing.” “You lucky man!” was Brahms’ laconic
disgusting young jackanapes whom I could not endure.”
answer.
Brahms’ name was frequently coupled with this or
One of Brahms’ favorite summer haunts was the
that beautiful artist (among them the great singer
idyllic -little village of Lichtenthal near Baden-Baden,
Hermine Spiess); but whenever such rumors came to
where Clara Schumann, Pauline Viardot-Garcia, and
his ears he was wont to say: “I must be on my guard,
many other musical lights also cast their tents for the
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The Favorite Flat

THE ETUDE
Critic, and i, -a. avi.h the
gave a work to the press. As Ute as
Ms friends to write a symphony,
-ul
write one; you can form no concepho
of a composer when ne hears a hiant
marching along ahead of him.”

*1 Jy

By Edwin H. Pierce

,
1

haU »
_
„„
rs T have been both amused and puzzled
For many.
,,
th pupils who expressed a
by meeting ^ona^^h PJJ
often

Brahms

nearly

s&T-SIxSfjA
the world’s best literature, past and present.
Brahms' Interest in Political Events

‘trr,
ES- ielta »<
W1n s not a stran ;e thing, perhaps, that a person
.
n Lavf, a oredilec.ion for particular keys. Notice,
forllanT, how many of Beethoven’s best and most
characteristic works are in C minor, and how many of
Mendelssohn’s are in E major and E minor likewise
how many of Haydn’s best are ,n C, major. However,
to prefer “in the lump” flats to sharps is so singularly
narrow and eccentric that we may well take a little
trouble to. show the absurdity of it.
1
The most recent case of this kind and my method of
treating it is indicated in the following dialogue;
Pupil: Please don’t give me a new piece in sharpsI like flats so much better.
I
Teacher: Probably that is because you happen to be
more familiar with them and can read them more

The Composer
A Powerful and Fascinating Romance of Modern Musical Life
By the distinguished writers

AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE
Authors of “The Pride of Jennico”, “The Bath Comedy”, etc.
“The Composer” commenced tn THE ETUDE of last October

He was deeply interested in current political events
and when'in doubt always consulted Bismarck, a ■ ea/’ly>Oh, no! It is because flat keys sound so much
“Leo" whose parliamentary debates he a ways
nCreri am glad you have a discriminating ear. Have
carried about with him in his traveling ba0. He ■
i age when
vou noticed, too. that the more flats in the signature,
wont to sav “Whatever Bismarck says about the
the richer the sound of the chords?
rash act.”
matter is sufficient for me. I believe in him as I do
P: (Enthusiastically.) Oh yes, indeed 1 And I always
„
inked about his “fortunate ill luck" (wohlgein no other statesman living or dead.
fiigtes0Ungliickh and was fond of applying^ 0^0
just hated sharps.
Brahms, like Bismarck, was essentially German with
the familiar bon,, mut.
°™™cb 'a thlng-thank <iod 1
T- (Seats himself at the piano and plays from mem¬
every pulse beat and every fibre of his being. he w
ory a part of Chopin’s Nocturne V, tn F# major.)
According to on°e /f
passionately patriotic and' followed every manipu a 10
a tender passion for
” •
' „ivt bad grown too
Here is a piece in six flats—a little difficult for you
of the national life with interns* interest. It was un¬
' accustomed ^regard’ hhn in'the light of “der gate Onkel
just
yet, perhaps, but you’will soon be ready to take it.
doubtedly due to this strong national consciousness
Brahms” to accept him ns * ™ nl
P ■ That is lovely. I certanly shall enjoy it.
tiers “edited by Uujlol f
that he interested himself so deeply in the rich treasury
'feld)
T- (Playing a little more of the nocturne.) Do you
:!• still living
picture of
of German folk song.
, . . ■
suppose it would sound as good written in sharps?
Brahms who had something of the vagabond ,n his
P: Oh no; I am sure not!
own nature was also strongly attracted by the music
When in the circle of his intimate friends Brahms
T- That is most curious, if true, for six sharps, the
of the Hungarian gypsies, which he raised from the
waY as exuberant as a schoolboy, and Leyden recafls
key of F sharp, is exactly the same thing on the piano
level of folk-song to that of “Kunstgesang
Von der
keyboard as G flat, the key of six flats. Come to think
Leyden describes a beautiful evening at the home of
of it. I believe Chopin used sharps in writing this piece
Julius Stockhausen, who was the first to sing the
_let me refresh my memory. (Opens the book and
Zigeunerlieder cycle, Op. 103. Brahms was at the
shows pupil the signature of the piece—six sharps.)
piano and at his side turning the music sat Clara
It is seldom necessarv to say anything further, for
Schumann! Julius Stockhausen was considered the
the sake of “rubbing it in.” A good-natured laugh,
past master of German song interpretation and was a
with the friendly caution not to be too narrow in one s
born interpreter of the Brahms music. Stockhausen
musical
likes and dislikes, is generally sufficient.
possessed the rare gift of being able to hear with the
If one needs further illustration, there is the third
ear of the spirit; in his art were united the Italian
prelude and fugue in Bach’s Well-Tempered Clanthroat and the German soul and both were controlled
by high degree of artistic intelligence. Small wonder
chord. In some of the editions it stands in the key o
then that his art stood on an ideal basis and that
Clf major (seven sharps) ; and in others in the key
Brahms should have so highly valued the criticism of
of Db major (five flats)-different to the eye, but abso¬
this master. This also explains why nearly all of the
lutely identical in sound. Peters’ edition contains ex¬
Brahms songs, written after this artistic friendship
amples of both, one edited by Czerny, the other by
had
matured
are
for
baritone.
Kroll.
ril back’” Whereupon he sat down at the piano and
(Another article upon Brahms by Miss Kerr will
began
play a “Vienna Waltz,” as perhaps oAy this
appear in a later issue.)
great classicist could play this music-and one by one

t

cari, riser, hU »o»
, -no- “Never look at the clock when you go to bed, as
i'clm then remain in blissful ignorant. °< *; "“J,
but never get ut later than «;* o'clock,;>”“»'”

1"™- - a-2£u
f„ h, reeoneiw to an ear., brook.,,.. and »e
of the inns frequented by him in his summer sojourns
could tell amusing stories of the ecccntnc o g«*• '
man who appeared before the personnel had. bestirred
itself, and was found fishing a table and a chair from
the confusion of the midnight house-cleaning^
At one of the Crefeld concerts, devoted primarily to
the Brahms music, the program was opened y ee
hoveris Umm »«««, No. 3 D.rmg the reto, al
Brahms turned to von der Leyden and said Wb*.
ever I go to conduct my own compositions I have the
misfortune to find this work on the same program,
and no other composition can assert itself when placed
side by side with this magnificient music.
Rrahms was once present at a concert of the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra at which .Hans vonBulow
gave one of his memorable performances of the Beet¬
hoven Ninth Symphony. At the close of the concert
Billow introduced Brahms as “the composer of the
tenth symphony,” praise which was so little to Brahms
liking That he said later, “It was like having stinging
salt water thrown into my eyes.
Throughout his life Brahms was a merciless self-

Walking Down the Keyboard
When a child has taken a term of lessons, and is .so
fond of music that she continues to play without in¬
struction, her next teacher finds' she has developed a
jump before each piano key played; she plays neither
staccato nor legato.
Let her take a walk with two fingers—2nd, 3rd;
2nd, 3rd; 2nd, 3rd, etc., slowly down the keyboard,
with her arm at right angles to the keys, or on the
table if preferred. Now she must-think: are the mus¬
cular conditions in the. arm like those of the body in
ordinary walking? Do the two fingers move, carryinthe weight that is upon them with as much ease as do
the two feet carrying the weight imposed upon them ?
We never push the feet to make them heavier, so we
must not push the arm, hut let its weight be similar
to that of the arm lying in one’s lap. After the feel¬
ing in the arms is all right—no tightness anywhere—
and the two fingers move easily and naturally without
jumping, more fingers may he used with the simplest
keyboard work.
The difference between a step and a jump is just as
evident with fingers as with feet, and any lapse may he
instantly corrected by asking for a walk.
Walking fingers cannot jump, nor can they ever
cause the tones to overlap; and walking fingers are
slow fingers—but they may prdperly develop into run, ning fingers.—L. P. S.
Copyright MDCCCCXI
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And Sady answered briskly.
‘“she stoodmechan'icany,6 strtfched
a0„trfnUbed band to tbe bell.

J°Ss!
—
rrui«i, 0f Xennyson
bury al
„ThLn^ Z^ofra ESy-ouB id dig tl
Lothnar has got a copy c
SSST5* tnne^
^an^as safe somewhere—and yo
hoimngnllt und« her chin wltb a flesbloss all right!”
But Sarolta shuddered, hid her face in her
Anger and thumb.
■Never, never 1"
pillow, and moaned
■•Where do you come from.'
comfort
when Sady clasped 1
“From the ‘Altschloss.
n”her, she trembled
“So_ - Frau Hegemann’s voice rang with
stifi more and shrank so pitifully that Sady
a malignant triumph. "So, frin>«“•
agony^tha^'i^could0 not b^r^eve?? he^touch!
ZX a
Long hours Sarolta lay : and long hours
crs
o,vr. - herUttle friend sat by her bed, thinking and
wondering.
Sarolta’s Sorrow
When she had received that mad scrawl
across^ my threshold yon do not Pa**- *
most
hanpv. or tbe most unhappy of
Sady had made up her mind that she was
alone—an
needed. It had taken her some time to
break down madame's opposition ana dis¬
The words fell now with no m
engage herself from an all but signed com
upon Sarolta's mind than if the
tract. But the American bad her own code
turned to hailstones about her e
those of friendship and of its duties, and her will
eyes were fixed as if fascinated
was as firm as her temper was sweet, that
skeleton fingers, How could any one expect is the kind of character that gets It own way
anything of hun n softness from a hand like through life. She had resolved to surprise
Sarolta, being anxious, as she phrased it to
Thon she saw the door close against ner herself, to walk ■ right into things straight
h (vovp i helpless cry—“Oh, please let me

In 'lpblgenia,’ for Dr.
“Ob! VU^ew STwhy?
or Dr. Lothnar.”
said Sady “Your*
1 dtet door°“that %be wUl be able to breaking—Sarolta, i Q0U L
sing'
back t0 the things about her
f bed.”
t long.”
•th
ifierce start. She put Sady’s arm
>t know whet' « on )ier errand, Tway from her, and said slowly, between her
amused or angry, as smw' ° tbe Teuton’s
but, at her very first w od’ justitted. A tee“Don’t you understand it’s life or death to
self-sufficient certainty
oWflV eves, color
tbe s
thought sometimes so ex ^ tQ ufe agaln,
i'll sing, honey,” she said at
that
from ber plllows with the move-

s s-rsr?

ieard you in such

Justda plait aLdWtwo balrpms anyway^a^Oh,

voice.
But that very afternoon she sent a tele¬
gram to Sir John Holdfast. It was couched
in these words:
, ,
Your chance at last. Don’t Btop for lunch¬
friend's
^for me’—for me? Ob, Sady
eon.—Sady.
Though the tone of this message was jocose the girl’s heart was heavy with foreSady slowly. ^Sbe r^iend deemed more pite¬ boding as she handed it over to the official.
ous than her sorrow.
Webel regarded
befwUh°aaGeman disfavor of disheveled
Jocks and excited womanbomi
^
“Please, frhulein, he seaieu,
. ~ V ’ aentlst adSady thought with the air of a aen
dressing a nervous patient.
ken on

8s,rs. ■css.

CHAPTER XXI
chestra into me ■■••••
theatre of tbe Altschloss—designed for the
beraeri.e8 a la Watteau, and the powder and
patch artificialities of bygone days—and

ings. A temporary scheme of lighting had
also to lie arranged: and the conductor, with
endless patience and ingenuity, had devised
inttbe.'“«■
She had driven first to the wooden house, S5
schemes which should throw certain figures
where Rosa had expressed round-eyed sur¬
into light and yet keep shadowy the make¬
mise at her demand for Fraulein Vaneck.
shift background and the exiguous stage.
“But the fraulein has gone! Frau Hege“I will have,” he explained, “a kind of
ing pavement.
„„„ , mann has taken her away! Onr lady here
Adroschke,.laden with luggage, was eras¬ would not keep her! It was the day of the
performance. You understand, all of
it S dream
ing'up the cobbled roadway. The coachman
you : the Master sitting yonder, alone. In the
herr's funeral.”
head was bent against the driving wind.
It seemed natural enough that the Miow
Sued
apathy,”that,oih
the
hope
dark,
the sorrv lade stumbled and slipped at nearly should yearn for solitude in her grief; yet by
Everything must be low-toned but exquisite.
plan
every sti
Sarolta saw, without seeing Sady gathered something ““****"““'
will have it perfect, but dim. lou must
thera_a singular, ; n almost Iwatch
She felt a dreadful ebbing away of all Uei the maid’s tone and mien. Witness of the.
over yourselves: nothing violent, noth-in the hopes of surprising ing breaking out; yet every shade kept in
subsequent scene on the steps of the board¬
STtt. ^terf
tave
the love of his <
ing-house, she was, of course, by no means
its lowered measure, as it were seen in twi¬
unprepared for Frau Hegemann s simstei
again; u othf r words, into a zes
In the woods.
light. Nothing lost, I repeat, yet all sub¬
innuendos on tbe succeeding day :
dued.”
“You ask an explanation, frkulein. T pre¬ ” To this’ end it was proposed to give a.
name—mixed anguish an^
Never, perhaps, bad the good man spoken
fer to make no charges. But ask Frau nerformance of "Ipbigenia” in the little dis
so much, or so earnestly. The deep poetry
Somwne had sprung out of that dcoschku
Reinhardt why she refused to keep youi
Puesred theatre
inherent in the Teutonic nature pierced now
friend under her roof, and see if she \\ ill
some one extraordinarily active and in
through
his stolid personality.
some
t ,.
lnrt then Sarolta ft
A0tteZr
had
b^en
found
for
Achtlles-one
answer you ! There are things German ladies
When Sarolta found herself that evening
whose voice could be compared to iriea
t like t
one of the group in the faded anteroomi ad¬
" cried Sady,
the stage, it seemed to her, indeea,
^•■Tbe same it is not,” said Webel. He was joining
rrible ideas that talking solemnly to the two girls, almost as as if she were in a dream. The unfamiliar
about her: Clytemnestra, Agamemnon,
Sprout in German ladies’minds'.”
It he liked to rehearse out loud the many spaces
CHAPTER XX
arguments be had addressed ^to Mmse ^n the High Priest, the Chorou, familiar figures
in familiar garments, yet looking somehow
“And so, my dear,” said Sady, Sarolta’s word?; ^diseh^ed* the account; swept all support of his setoe
strangely unlike themselves; and Achilles,
girlhood chum from America, “when they
I s°od vol.9f- clad in the armor she knew so well, haa
san
b^; And ivwethe
offered me. an engagement for yiicn
have
too
much
light
on
the
will n
Michaela!—I just said to
in ms armor and helmet, and the so horrible a resemblance to the beloveo
she had food for disturbing thought and
chuck the career and go off beento‘Car- mniecture. That Sarolta had been at the rest he Will pass. He is a stout fellow. Achilles of their happy days, that every time
Altschloss and^tbere Reived ttmt ^leamy XT ’even If he makes the Master angry, he turned his head, the horrible dissimilarity
thaTMlchSl'a creature comes In
that will be something. Then the Master struck her like a blow, it bad all the grotesque pain of a nightmare.
I said to myself: 'If that ant t
y whatWhad Lothnar done to her friend? she
lowest part any poor singer bat. evet hau ro asked herself. Whi : had passed between rens^ aP:rrnPeSI-Whye,:i70Frankbelm alonl
There was a constrained sense of expecstoop to!’ Madame said, 'Youivc got to be
I could have picked a better.’ And perhaps tation. No one knew what this night woiil
gin?Pchild.’ And I said, ‘When you begin theHow Sarolta had shuddered at the very be will try to put bis word to the proof. bring forth; and though Webel was confident
with Michaela, you stay put.
' name of Phaedra ! How she had shrunk from Za—nt any rate we will have shown him of luring the Master down to the theatre,
She broke off. She knew that^ook in her touch_how she had moaned !
there
was still the possibility of his refus¬
the Achilles is not everything in his great,
Sarolta's eyes: not one'Wor<+Dfgwhat *e
Partial elucidation came when Herr Webel work—I, with my orchestra, and the rest of ing to be present, and of the whole undeibad said had reached her friend s mmu.
returned to Frankheim as unexpectedas
taking ending in abject futility.
Miss Schrelber gave a littie s^h of ^ he had left. Once more the whole town
(Lt ifll Is not Achilles.
Nothing could begin until Webel reap¬
i, his o
lYiiyypd with rumor and excitement. Heir
peared with the news of success or tailure.
Webel had not returned alone; he hua aytemnestra—his°own Iphigenia?”
SS' .S ZT Z>" »
The new Achilles, obviously repenting or ms
brought one Carolus Peters with him—a
heart-whole proffer of himself, concealed
He paused.
v
real nervousness under airs of growing and
“Bingen mussen Sie, Fraulein.
sullen impatience—shoulder-shrugs and such
i Sarolta’s white face became once mi
to bed like a child. She had further watched
Clytemnestra suddenly announced that _
fused with crimson.
lrl^eantwTs
r
lspread.
in
spite
of
all
efforts
at
would scream if something did not happ
by her till the “or"^’bet^UfeAss^lng, noi
promptly called in, had been r
secrecv,
that
the
orchestra
had
actually
been
soon. No one paid any attention to her; w
feminine
I will Sing
to say contemptuous of
pnllpfl ’together for rehearsal, and that the
Agamemnon, declaring that he «<"S cMd, put
new tenor had made a private trial of bis
“I will sing.” Defiance was in that cry— his fur-lined coat over his Greek robes wltn
"Gelaufm im Nassen, erkaltct, aufgerecht, voice in the theatre.
defiance of her own weakness, perhaps, or fantastic effect. Sarolta’s teeth were ebat
nienu Oegesse^WdnicMsJ—rnn ^mtJ
Then all Frankheim learned that Derr defiance of Fate. Tbe man bent his brows.
the wet, caught cold, eaten no ainne
Webel had been to the Hegemannscbe Haus
“You can sing? Your friend says you’ve
Webel suddenly appeared in the
is nothing !” Such had been his verdict.
to look for Fraulein Vaneck; and that, wnen been ill.”
so quietly that it seemed to her still P»
He left a prescription with ammonia 1
its mistress had disclaimed ostentatiously all
Sarolta flung her angry glance toward
it, and advised a milk, or preferably a far connection with tbe. young lady, the condnc- Sady; then, without a word, sprang to her of tJie dream. He was very pale, but extraor
dinarily calm.
ursed her.
feet and ran to the piano. She struck a few
“All is in order,” he said, ‘I go ’ ;
justified that n t day S
chords and her voice rang out. In her ex¬
place in
the orchestra.
,He„P®0Ved
y return
feve
tremity she did not hesitate in her choice; place
;...
,m ,..me
xk round eyes movtu
_ ented quite”obediently to drink
it was Phsedra's first song upon which she
Through his glasses, his
- beg yon
the hot” milk that her friend insisted upon.
. He ventured_a wail, high-pitched and rising from one to the
r little sitting-ro
event a note of emotion il~-io his
But this very fiocility was part of a con¬
^rmr V.+0+101*
na the
+V, voice
! ~of* a
" lamenting all"
ever
higher,
as
low
tones—-“to
remember
my
instructions,
dition that frightened Sady far moie than
woman will rise, till it seems as if it must to remember above everything that «*<*
“Sarolta is ill.”
would a physical ailment Sarolta Hy as
“Ach, u-as l” said he. “A cold?” He break upon its own height of misery. Only
If the very spring of her life had run down.
tapped his throat under his beard. His perhaps Lothnar's art and Sarolta’s voice ?rtohtde\rmMS0ban,ds°VYou wil. sing to
She expressed no
beyond round eyes protruded, a A a threatening could have ventured upon such a test of
'a dark theatre, and to but one peraoo- But
came into his tones it was as thougn
ascertain "childlike abandonment to them. growl
never in yonr lives will you sing to such an
cli a catastrophe.
Webel drew a long breath.
She could find no smile, for the lively_ de¬ he forbade her to admit s J. It's—she’s in
important audience or to such
0f
"Fa, ex war doch grossartig! A pity for issues!” He ended with a quaint gesture m
scription of her friend s interview
ln bed.”
.
‘Hippolytus’ 1” he muttered in his heard. his hands that was almost a folding o
•
“Have you :
5aottaett uns alle Muth!" lie said, and
“No—she’s ot°lU° raough for that. Just ^^d
with that prayer upon bis lips, went a.
dreadfully i
roii»r “With the voice there is nothing amiss.
a of relief.
quietly as he had come.
sibilant1 b:
The man dre’
“Ach so I Ja
(,Continued on page 273)
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Women in Music
There seems to be an erroneous impression that the
work of women in the art of which St. Cecelia is the
patron saint, is something very new and somewhat to
be questioned. As a matter of fact there was a pupil of
Haydn and Porpora, named Marianne Martines, who
produced' an oratorio named “Isacco,” as long ago as
1788, with great success, in Vienna. Another musician
who gained note as a composer was Maria Theresa

Mrs. H. H. A. Beach.
von Paradies (1759-1824). She was blind from her
fifth year. She could play sixty concertos for piano
from memory. She wrote operas, operettas, pieces and
songs with facility. Clara Schumann (Clara Weick,
born 1819; died 1896) was extremely gifted as a com¬
poser as well as a pianist. She published a number of
pianoforte pieces and songs. ■ Augusta Holmes (18471903), of Irish parentage but a native of Paris, is
credited with three operas, as well as symphonies,
symphonic odes and suites, and one hundred songs.
Pauline Viardot-Garcia (1821-1910) wrote three operas
and many useful vocal studies. Fanny Hensel (18051847), Mendelssohn’s sister, was highly gifted as a com¬
poser.
In England we meet with many names of women in
music which bring great credit to their art. After a
period of 'rather banal ballads by “Claribel” (Mrs.
Charles Barnard), and “Dolores” (Ellen Dickson), we
find Alice Mary Smith, who wrote many excellent
cantatas and the ever-beautiful duet, “Oh, That We
Two were Maying;” Amy Elsie Horrocks, who com¬
posed a symphony, as did her lesser known sisters in
art, Edith Green and Edith A. Chamberlayne. Mrs.
Rhoads (Guy d’Hatdelot), Frances Allitsen, Maude

Valerie White, Teresa del Riego, Ellen Wright, and
other English women have written many . excellent
songs which are not likely to be forgotten for many a
In America a rather astonishing number of women
composers of decided accomplishments and merit have
developed during the last twenty-five years. Among
them are: Helen J. Andrus, Mrs. E. L. Ashford, Cora
S. Briggs, Mary Helen Brown, Carrie Jacobs Bond,
L. A. Bugbee, Jean Bohannan, Helen L. Cramm, Theo¬
dora Dutton, Mrs. R. R. Forman, Fay Foster, Jessie
L. Gaynor, Celeste D. Heckscher, Helen Hood, Marga¬
ret R. Lang, Matilee Loeb-Evans, Grace MarschalLoepke, A. F. Loud, Grace Mayhew, Marguerite Mel-,
ville, Mrs. L. E. Orth, E. A. Park, Agnes Clune Quin¬
lan, Caro Roma, Julie Rive-King, Mary Turner Salter
and many others. Space limitations prevent us from
giving detailed attention to more than a few whose
immense popularity make them subjects for special
discussion.
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach
America may be especially proud of Mrs. H. H. A.
Beach not only because of her splendid accomplish¬
ments, but because of the fact that her education is
entirely American. She was born Mary Marcy Cheney,
in Henniker, N. H., September 5, 1867. Her ancestry
goes back to some of the first New England colonists.
Her father had very strong inclinations toward mathe¬
matics. Her mother was decidedly musical and culti¬
vated in the child an early love in the art in which
she was to become so distinguished.
When she was four years old she commenced to
find her way to the piano keyboard and commenced
immediately to devise little melodies which attracted
the attention of her friends. Apparently without in1 struction, she was able to transpose any melody that
was given to her. Her ear was remarkable and she
had the gift of absolute pitch. At the age of six her
mother commenced to teach the little girl regularly,
and when the child was seven years old she played
many times in public. Het repertoire then consisted
of the simple works of Beethoven, Chopin and other
masters, as well as little compositions of her own.
When she was eight a fortunate move took the
Cheney family to Boston, where it was possible to
continue the child’s education amid metropolitan ad¬
vantages. At that time she was so advanced that com¬
petent authorities pronouced her in every way capable
of entering any of the great European conservatories.
Fortunately her parents had the good sense to avoid
forcing her musical education, and she was accordingly
advanced in her general education.
The little musician delighted in recording the sounds
of nature—particularly those of the wild birds. She
grew up as a natural child and lived much of her time
in the open. Her teachers were at first Ernst Perabo,
a well-known concert pianist and pupil of Moscheles,
Richter, Hauptmann and Reinecke. Perabo spent most
of his life in Boston, where he had over one thousand
pupils during many years. Her next teacher was Karl
Baermann (a pupil of Franz Liszt), who was also one
of Boston’s leading teachers for many, many years.
The girl then studied harmony with Junius Welch Hill,
an American, who had had a thorough German school¬
ing under Moscheles, Plaidy, Richter, Reinecke and
Hauptmann. In counterpoint, composition and or¬
chestration she was almost entirely self-taught. In
order to show how thoroughly she worked it may be
said that since there were no English translations of

the great works on orchestration by Berlioz and
Gevaert she studied French expressly to make her own
translations of these master treatises. Her real debut
was made in Boston as a pianist when she was sixteen
years of age. Her numbers were the £ flat Rondo of
Chopin and the Moscheles Concerto in G minor which
she played with orchestra. Her development was so
rapid that during the ensuing winter she was sought
as a soloist with large American orchestras. When she
was seventeen she played the Chopin F minor concerto
with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, under the baton
of the stern and severe Gericke, and later played tl]e
Mendelssohn D minor concerto with the Theodore
Thomas Orchestra, under the famous conductor him¬
self. These performances brought her into immediate
fame with American audiences. This was particularly
extraordinary in 1884, as our public was not as yet
educated to accept virtuosi who had not had the benefit
of a European debut. A series of recitals in different
Eastern cities followed.
In 1885* Mrs. Beach married the distinguished sur¬
geon, Dr. H. H. A. Beach, who was for many years
a lecturer upon anatomy at Harvard University. Dr.
Beach was devoted to music and a source of continual
encouragement to his talented wife. Until his death
in 1912, the married life of the gifted couple was ideal.
In fact, it was Dr. Beach who incited his wife to more
and more ambitious endeavors in the field of musical
composition. In 1892 she composed a Mass in E Flat,
shortly thereafter came Eilendc Wolken, a Festival
Jubilate, for the opening of the Woman’s Building of
the Chicago World’s Fair. In 1896 the Gaelic Symphony
appeared and also a violin Sonata. Her many songs
and pieces in smaller forms have been received with

Tcile Chaminade.
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ell ask me whence come the birds in Spring.
Jodies come from.
might a s well ask me
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Si
he should have done any tendency toward

Liza Lehmann.

g ^

upon the part of the student. He ^ my respect
menced by finding everything Dad', At ' .l, rebellious
for his authority effectually paraded he rel^
feelings that crowded upon me, but little b>
became less in awe of him.
. , .
rodard
Chaminade's next teacher was Benjamin God«d.
Godard was at first a violinist, having been a pupd
the great Vieuxtemps. He is best known now hovvtv^^.
as a composer of very charming pieces for the
j
forte He wrote seven dramatic works, but little is
ol
from .he
Chaminade describes him as "Very tail mcredMy
stern and as unyielding as a stick. H.s hair, which
was as inflexible as his body, was worn very <> ,,Speaking little, much given to self-communion lie r sembled some vague .legendary spirit. Godards stiff
ness and reserve earned him some enemies, _ who at¬
tacked his music more than his personality.
Chabrier and Moszkowski (Chaminade s brotiei-i
law) also had much to do with moulding the career
of the young composer.
The numerous charging pianoforte pieces and songs,
which seem the very embodiment of spontaneity,. are,
according to the composer, the result of an unusual
amount of reflection, care and “polishing.
She writes
of. them: “When I complete a work, I am reluctant to
have ■ it published immediately, prefering to keep i
hidden in a drawer for some considerable time, unti
I come across it again, and find that I have confidence

Mme. Teresa Carreno
horn at Caracas, Venezuela, De-

jrsrsf

H
Her father was t
but owing to a
1
little pianist was broug
age and grew up
™

sun

«r of Finance in V.n.™U,
^ ^ famlly resources,,the
New York at a very early
meIropolis. There she
g
Utcr she studied under
Beginning at Forty

a tour ot me
d 011 four days notice she
comphsbed as a - is
^ in Lcs Hugcnots in the
sang t e pa
t impressari0 Mapleson. For some
company of t
8
member of the opera company
‘Tch induded Brignoli and Tagliapietra.

When tour-

£5535s3SS
?forthree weeks until
V It was not until
a"Sotssional pianist and
the publ c in general by

a new conductor could be
1889 that she reappeared as
astonished her friends and
her highly individual and

tional Hymn is her composition.
Ethel Mary Smyth

immense favor. Mrs. Beach has a delightful gift of
Thi, unusual composer ,1 ™J*
In 1889 Chaminade played her Concertstiick for piano
melody, an impassioned mode of expression and rich
■ and orchestra with the Lamoureux Orchestra in Fans.
breadth in all of her treatment of the material she
This marked her debut as a pianist. Since then she
selects. In 1913 she appeared with great success in
Europe, where her Symphony in E flat, her piano , has made repeated tours of many countries wit
great success. Her ballet-symphony. Calhrhoc, and her
Concerto in C sharp minor and other works met with
“self taught. A, carl, as 1884 her string quart,!
Symphonie Lyrique, Les Amazons, have been given with
decided favor. In recent years Mrs. Beach has toured
was give"‘.n.
gVeTat'the Royal Albert Hall
success in Europe.
America many times. Her pianoforte playing is
in London in 1893. Since then she has produced many
scholarly without being pedantic. She has fhe gift of
Liza Lehmann
works of large-dimensions, such as the one act opera
communicating her own ideas to her audiences in a
Elizabetta Nina Mary Fredrika Lehmann, best known
Dcr
Wald,
and
the
three
act The Wicckers. Both
most fascinating manner.
to the public as Liza Lehmann, is a grand-daughter
of these works have been given with marked success in
Cedle Chaminade
of Robert Chambers of Edinborough, and a daughter
Germany. Dcr IVahl- was given in America at t
of the famous painter Rudolf Lehmann. She was born
Few composers in the last fifty years have had the
Metropolitan Opera House in New York in 903 Miss
in London in 1862. Her mother was a very accom¬
Smyth writes in a full vigorous style that has been
good fortune to have their works as. extensively played
plished singer and musician who arranged many old
described as masculine. Her ability in handling the
as Cecile Chamirtade. The gifted French woman has
orchestra is most noteworthy. The Grove D.ct.onary
songs
under
the
modest
non
de
plume
of
A.
L.
The
written in such a very charming style that people of all
speaks of her as “among the most eminent composers
Lehmann home in London was the rendevouz of many
countries of Europe seem toappreciate her piano pieces
of her time, and easily at the head of all those of her
distinguished people including great painters, poets and
and sortgs with equal eagerness. She was born m Fans,
own sex.” In recent, years she has been an active
musicians. The girl’s first teacher was her mother who
August 8, 1861. Her interest in music dates from her
worker in the cause of the suffragettes in England.
taught her the art of singing. Her talent was so great
earliest childhood. In her own words she says:
“While quite a tiny tot I used to compose, and it
that after she had studied singing with Randegger, she
seems to me that I have always possessed an instru¬
was sent abroad to study with Raunkilde in Rome.
ment upon which to express my thoughts. My cat and
Freudenberg at Wiesbanden, and then with the late
my dogs, like everything else, were merely an excuse
Hamish MacCunn.
for a musical parade. My dolls danced the pavan.
In 1885 she made her debut at the London MondayI dedicated slumber songs to my dogs and to my cat,
Popular-Concerts, and for over nine years she was one
whose ways were mysterious and unaccountable. 1
of the favorite singers of ballads and art songs in
would cpmpose a nocturne or a serenade lunaire
England. On one occasion Mme. Clara Schumann
surely nothing is more fitting to a cat than a moon¬
chose her to sing Schumann’s Nussbaum and Friihlight serenade.”
lingsnacht and accompanied her at the piano. In 1894,
Her musical training, which was commenced at a
she gave a farewell concert in St. James Hall and
very early age, was peculiar in many ways. At first
retired to become the wife of Herbert Bedford, an
she came under the influence of Bizet, who took an
English composer of decided gifts. In 1896, she sur¬
immediate and deep interest in the talented child. She
prised musicians with her very beautiful setting of
describes him as “a stout, swarthy gentleman, who
parts of the Fitzgerald translation of the Omar Khay¬
made me play all the pieces I knew.” The composer of
yam Rubaiyat' under the title In a Persian Garden.
Carmen advised Chaminade’s father to “give the child
This work was so successful that it started a vogue
all possible opportunity for coming to the front, but,
for song cycles. It was only with the very greatest
above all things, do not bore her.”
difficulty that Mme. Lehmann was able to secure a
She next went to the Conservatoire, where her teacher
publisher for her work. Even after it had been printed*
was Felix Le Couppey, the author of a famous series of
it did not meet with favor until it was presented in
elementary etudes for piano students. Le Couppey,
America. Here it treated a furore and ever since it
while a little old fashioned (he was Henri Herz’ suc¬
has remained the most popular work of its kind. This
cessor at the conservatory), was nevertheless very prac¬
inspired Mme. Lehmann to write other cycles and many
tical and very efficient. Among other things he organinteresting songs, to say nothing of a comic opera
. ized a class for young ladies at the conservatory.
Sergeant Brue.
Chaminade describes him as “an earnest man, possessAnent the composition of In a Persian Garden,
ing many curious mannerisms and eccentricities.
she once said, “It was my first work of any significance
Amongst other things he was never to be seen without
and was written just outside the city of London where
his box of candies. Even when teaching it remained
we were living in a little home located in the middle
open beside him and he never ceased devouring the
of an apple orchard. I was very deeply impressed with
bon bons. “He has a most astonishing capacity for
the wonderful beauty of the oriental poem and with
work, and never took any rest, believing it time
the blossoming apple trees all about I was very happy.
wasted.”
.
I am always happiest when I am composing. One
Later she studied harmony counterpoint and tugue

“What work would you suggest for a woman of
forty who wishes to learn to play hymn tunes,
little marches, etc? She can play advanced first
grade music fairly well.”—H. L.
The attitude of the teacher towards a pupil of this
sort must naturally be different than that towards a
young student. A woman of forty with so modest an
ambition must needs be taught in the same modest
manner. Flexibility of hand she will never be able to
acquire, and hence the amount of technic she can com¬
mand will be little. My observation in regard to
women of forty and over has been that they rarely
encompass more than the second grade. Most of them
play this grade even haltingly. The most of the work
you give her would better be in the nature of attractive
little pieces, and these should be selected in accordance
with her musical taste.
Little need be given in the way of technical exercises.
Passage work exercises in the beginning, like the simple
ones in Plaidy, then scales and arpeggios. The simpler
arpeggios will be useful, as they help to a marked
degree in securing familiarity and freedom with the
keyboard. After the first group, which keeps the hand
within the compass of one octave, has been learned
verbatim in several keys, then thoroughly commit to
memory the following form, which should be trans¬
posed into the simpler keys. You will be surprised to
note how easily this can be done, if once the student
first digests and understands it. For a woman of forty
studying for the purpose you mention, this daily
formula for several weeks will assist her amazingly in
finding her way about in such little pieces as she will
be able to play smoothly. It is founded on the tonic,
dominant and sub-dominant chords—the three common
chords with which she will have most to do. In these

she will soon feel perfectly at home, and they will
sound familiar to her in her hymn tunes and marches.
Her arpeggio work will not likely advance beyond this
stage. A formula of this sort committed to memory
and applied in several keys and practiced for a long
time will be of infinitely greater advantage to such a
pupil than any number of varying exercises that the
student only dwells upon for a short time each.
Little pieces to be given will depend a good deal
upon the natural taste of the pupil—a perhaps some¬
what arbitrary taste at the age of forty. There are
albums which will be suitable, such as 25 Melodious
Pieces, Opus 50, by A. Schmoll, or Short Melodious
Studies, by Max P. Heller. These will introduce a few
helpful technical ideas. Such albums as New Book of
First Pieces, of a popular order, will be useful, unless
your student has an advanced musical appreciation; in
this case one of the beginner’s standard classic albums
will be possible. You and I. four-hand pieces for the
piano, by George L. Spaulding, is excellent, for when
the teacher plays one part the pupil can be held to
correct timekeeping. Sometimes women of forty who
wish to learn to play a little, but who have never been
brought in contact with a higher class of music, will
have an excessive liking for the familiar melodies of
their younger years, in which case such a book as
Old Favorites will prove acceptable. You have given
no intimation of the taste of your student, but as the
same problem is liable to come to any young teacher
at any moment, these general remarks will indicate
something of how a woman past the age of muscle
development may be taught to find interest in what she
is doing. Do not make of your teaching a fixed
routine, so that it is impossible for you to alter it to
&t the requirements of any peculiar or individual con¬

dition that may be brought for you to treat. The prob¬
ability is that if you should attempt to follow ordinary
routine teaching with such a case as you mention, you
would only meet with complete failure. Intelligent
manipulation, however, may result in a good deal of
pleasure to you both, for even though you cannot
impart the sort of music you would prefer, you can
find much pleasure in your pupil’s delight in her own
little progress. Therefore see that you make it inter¬
esting, and do not look for unusual results.

is to improve conditions as they exist, without at¬
tempting to begin over again. Teachers will show wis¬
dom in not trying to prove their pet theories on pupils
of that age, as fixed muscles and ligaments will tend
to prevent their becoming shining examples.

Scales

The studies in Czerny’s Opus 299 are not all of equal
interest or value. A judicious weeding out is always
advisable. It would be better, generally, to learn fewer
of them, and let those selected be worked up to a
higher velocity. These studies are often attempted too
early in a student’s career: This is not so bad, how¬
ever, if the teacher will insist on their being learned
slowly the first time with absolutely flexible muscular
conditions, and then reviewed later for a greater de¬
gree of velocity. I often think that the review is the
most valuable period of a pupil’s study, for it is then
that freedom and rapidity is acquired. The time when
the greatest benefit is derived is when the execution
of a piece or etude becomes almost automatic. This
is the reason why the distinguished virtuosi produced
the greatest effect in concert with the pieces they have
been playing throughout their entire careers. Paderew¬
ski is ^till playing a large number of the pieces in his
programs that he played on his first visit to America
twenty-five years ago, and they had been in his reper¬
toire for years previous to that. To return to Czerny,
I would say that I no longer use the Opus 299 as I
used to, since the publication of the invaluable selection
of Czerny etudes made by the late Emil Liebling. In
these books the teacher is relieved of all responsibility
in making selections.

“With beginners I use Beginner’s Boole, following
with Mathew's Graded Course, giving the major
scales during Book II. I gradually give the scales
in their various forms, using double thirds with the
larger ones. Is this right, or should the minor
scales be given simultaneously?”—L. F.
I cbnsider it best to teach the major scales first. To
try and use both simultaneously makes too great a
demand on the average pupil. It takes so long to get
through them that they accomplish but little along the
lines of preliminary velocity work. When the student
knows all the major scales with a fair degree of facility,
in a four octave range, then the minors may be intro¬
duced. I should teach the minor scales, however, before
the pupil takes up the majors in double thirds. These
must not be attempted too soon. Double scales would
not better be attempted until absolutely free and easy
muscular conditions are ensured. Premature practice
of the scales in double thirds is apt to stiffen the hands
unless watched very carefully.

“1. IIow much time should be given to advance
work during the lesson hour? I notice that many
teachers do not devote much time to this, but it
seems to me that more time in looking over the
advance lesson would mean fewer mistakes to
correct.
2. In playing arpeggios is it best to twist the
hand somewhat in passing the thumb under?
3, Is it wise for a person of twenty-eight, who
has been studying for years, and playing the fifth
grade, to take the advice of a new teacher who
insists that she learn an entirely new method
of holding the arms, hand, etc.?—M. S.
1. This depends entirely upon the agb and stage of
progress of the pupil. A child beginner needs much ad¬
vice as to work to be done on the next lesson’s assign¬
ment. An advanced pupil should have enough musical
intelligence to be able to figure out the main poinits in
the lesson work for the next week. Teachers should reg¬
ulate this matter in accordance with individual condi¬
tions. There are many pupils who quickly foirget
what you point out to them in advance music. It is only
when the music becomes impressed upon the mind that
they ufill realize the pertinence of any suggestions
as to its improvement or correction. With pupils in
the early stages, however, to whom the whole field
of music is terra incognita, it is a wise plan to ptoint
out some of the principal difficulties to be on the Idokout for.
2. If you will stop to consider for one moment you
can almost answer your own question. In playing an
arpeggio upwards with lightning rapidity,' how much'
time would there be to make the suggested “twistts,”
and would not the same result in a series of jetrks
which would record themselves in the music? Hiive
you not heard such breaks in arpeggios as played by
incompetent pianists? The hand Should be held on
a very slight angle, and the thumb taught to quickly,
pass without motion in the hand.
3. I should say that the possibility of the person of
twenty-eight, who has become fixed in her habits of
playing, changing her entire method of hand and fingjer
use would be very slight. At that age radical changes
should hardly be attempted. ' Control over the tecl 1nical machinery should have been completed many
years before. The most that can generally be done

"In Czerny’s Opus 299, should th(
given in the order In which they t
They get uninteresting towards the las
of my pupils.”—M. H.

Memorizing
“Should beginners be encouraged to memorize? I
have always laid great stress on this, but they both
memorize and forget quickly. Would it be belter to
have them spend more time on the notes?”—H. W.
Memorizing should by all means be encouraged con¬
stantly. It is of little consequence that beginners forget
their pieces quickly; not many of them are worth keep¬
ing in repertoire. Beginning pieces should be in the
main considered as steps to something one degree niore
difficult. When a fair degree of advancement is reached,
then certain pieces of the greatest musical value should
be chosen, memorized and kept in practice. As the
list becomes too large some of them can be dropped,
perhaps for only a time, and taken up again as the occa¬
sion may seem wise. It is in this manner that the
virtuosi keep up their concert programs. Meantime,
reading by note should not be neglected. Every pupil
should have a short time set aside every day for sight
reading practice. I f a player has reached a high degree
of technical skill and efficiency, he should consider it
a disgrace if he is unable to sit down and play at sight
music of an average grade of difficulty. One should
be able to read simple music at least with as much
facility as he does the evening paper. There are
certain pieces that a player should spend much time on
in keeping in polished perfection. But aside from this
he should be able to become familiar with a wide range
of music by means of sight reading. How otherwise
can he acquire a liberal education in regard to musical
progress in the world? A musician should possess an
extensive knowledge of what is and has been done in
the world of music aside from his own small repertoire
of music for public or private playing. What would
you say of a professor of English literature in a college
wh3 could only recite a few passages from Shakes¬
peare, Milton and Browning, and was otherwise un¬
familiar with the great range of English writing? Too
many players are contended with this position, however.
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S rour practice unproductive?
Perhaps you will find the remedy
in this article by a practical and
experienced teacher.
Dr William Mason once re¬
marked to the writer that it was a
very great thing to know how to
practice; many spent years in piano
study—so-called—without apprehend¬
ing in the least the real meaning
of the word practice; some never
learned how to practice at all.
“Some pupils,” he asserted, are so
anxious to get over a large amount
of ground, that they bring me
number of pages, or a whole compo¬
sition—but only half prepared. I tell
them I would rather they would
bring me one-half page thoroughly
learned, than many pages of which
they know little or nothing,
it was
quality not quantity with Dr Mason.

sr

Five Essentials of Real Practice

inA good way is to carefully read
over the piece to get an idea of its
form and construction. Is it a con¬
tinuous melody, or is it made up of
short themes, often repeated? Is the
Miss Brower has slated the essentials 'of practice in terse,
melody in the upper or lower voice?
■ Notice how it is formed-its contour,
understandable terms which busy students
so to say—the' arrangement of its
will not fail to appreciate.
intervals.
Take a short passage, say two or
four measures, in the right hand; re¬
cite the notes aloud before you play
. m This is the work of but a few moments. The
them, tms is
slaved giving at the same time
passage can now Jf.
**£££>. phrasing, and the
careful atten on
Eight or ten repetitions should
be ever under the condemnation of 1.^^ ^ ^
^r^^^tflfmind and fingers, for the
hearing not.” It is related of
room not
ttae at least You may have to review them several
tell, when standing at the
e°d
t note, but also
times before they stand fast.
only whether the pupil played the comctaot ,
whether the right finger was placed upon it.
Analyze and Recite Aloud
think he could have done so unless he
«
The next step is to take up the corresponding left
tening intently? This is not necessary genius,^ ^
close ear-attention, which has been cu

sssra ,£3

to train the ear, by devoting a few moments each day
to special ear-training exercises, and then by llstenlg
to every note you play, you will be surprised, after
awhile, at the progress you have really made

touch, tone and phrasing. When each hand can do its
work’satisfactorily, put them together
Some'pieces have many more notes to the meas
ure than Others. If our selection happen to have but
few vou can probably learn eight measures a day.
The’ short Prelude in A major, Number 7, of Chopin,
conta ns but sixteen measures. Almost any one can
contains d i
giving twenty minutes

Are You Neglecting These

each day XThe Prelude in G major, will take perhaps
£5 days, giving thirty minutes each day to themem¬
orizing of notes. In the latter piece, careful analysis
will reveal the fact that many of those left hand meas¬
ures are exactly alike. First find out which are alike,
then those that are different.

of a hun.
undivided atten« *' f1““-

,

PATH OP HONOR
MARCH

Attention and Analysis

Essentials ?

How the Ability to Memorize Grows with Use
Like everything else, the ability for menM
music grows with use; you will soon J“d
learn a passage twice as long as you could whe y
Incessant Listening
began.
Regular Memorizing
What is meant by secure tempo."
A tempo that is fast when the notes are easier and
Productive Thinking
is forced to be much slower when the difficult places
Secure Tempos
are reached, is in no sense secure. This insecurity is
the result of too fast practice. The only way to con¬
quer the natural tendency to play too fast, is to d
J
opposite thing. Even after the piece is well under
your fingers, practice it a certain number o
daily, very slowly, taking care to make decide
g
Rests in Music—Positive or Negative
movements, with full tone, watching all phrasing and
directed ^pendtare of thought and reasowng-W
other marks. Take out every difficult passage separately
Jot one s3e note played without such reasoning
and master its technic. Remember Chopins words,
By Herbert Stavely Sammond
tt°Hand in hand wifh attention -d analyse mus^go
that “Each difficulty, slurred over, will prove a ghost
to disturb you later on.” Let us have no ghosts to
fot™. To
muskd^nse than to allow
How does the average pupil in the first year or two
fear. We will fear none if we do our work thoroughly
ourselves—by he hour-to hear musical sounds w.thof his study regard a rest?
,
and honestly.
Does he not treat a rest as merely a negative thing?
S really listening to
That is as a place where nothing has to be done, and
made by ourselves or by others.
Ana g
. .
so forgotten; while the tone before the rest is fre¬
Grand Opera of Other Days
quently held until the next note appears, regardless oi
The following excerpt from Burney’s “History of
the value of the note before the rest.
Music,” published in 1776, describing the first perform¬
We explain rests as quarter rests, half rests, etc.;
ance of the opera Berenice, in 1680, indicates agm
and then little more is thought about them by the
that “there is nothing new under the sun,” even in
pupil, because they produce no pretty sound and no
way of sumptuous staging of music dramas,
Listening of First Importance
note has to be played, which seems to be all that the
famous New York Hippidrome show pales before tnis
Listening to ones playing is of the first importance;
thoughtless pupil considers. Why not frequently call
description. “There were choruses of 100 virgins, 1
there can be no real study in tonal effects, in g
attention to rests as something positive rather than
soldiers, 100 horsemen in iron armor, 40 cornets o
shade or in expression without it. To go far her back
negative’ As something that implies that no note
horse, 6 trumpeters on horseback, 6 drummers,
is So be held or sound heard in the part represented by
signs, 6 great flutes, 6 minstrels playing on u
the rest? Show the pupil why the rest is there; demon¬
flutes and 6 others on octave flutes, 6 pages,
strate to him that prolonging the sound of the note
geants, 6 cimbalists, 12 huntsmen, 12 grooms, 6 coacnbefore the rest either makes a discord with the other
men for trumpeters, 6 others for the procession,
hear the errors? Therefore there can be no real prac
tones (not so much on the piano as on an organ, the
lions led by 2 Turks, 2 elephants led by 2 others,
piano tone ceasing with the vibration), but that the
Berenice’s triumphal car drawn by 4 horses,
0
•effect wanted by the composer is lost or hampered by
2
** •*
cars with prisoners and spoils drawn by 1- _or.se :
not considering the rest as a definite and positive thing
„o,icl effects, the poilri— of »*>*““„2t3nt”
coaches for the procession. Had the salaries of smg,
et nrld shade and in tonal coloring, these points
to be done. Later on, when special chords or harmonic
been at this time equal to the present (1776), t e pS»rf,
acco««sh.d sri.— the
effects are desired by prolonging a chord or arpeggio
port of such expensive and puerile toys would
(broken chord) over a rest, it is to be expected that
inclined the managers to inquire not only a er
•
s*-—.»«-»** s? the pupil has learned how to treat rests and will not best,
but the cheapest vocal performers they could tin .
need to be told how.
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H.D. HEWITT

In the grand march or processional style: four beats to a measure, one step to each beat. Suitable for indoor marching or recital use.
Grade III.
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By HARRIETTE M. BROWER

be

occupying your fingers wit
thoughts are far away, and y

Memorizing the Piece
Pupils often think if they play the
niece often enough they will know
it bv heart; they evidently think the
memorizing will take care of itself.
But if you wish to know the piece
thoroughly, you must have a plan
of learning it, a method of inemom-
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MOMENTO GIOJOSO

CARL MQTER
well worked out. A splendid study
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MINUET
in E

.

\>

L.van BEETHOVEN

" .
charming minuet highly characteristic of Beethoven in certain moods, was first issued in 1805. It is without op mu number and is
not included in a set of pieces.

Moderato mm--

4

back to the beginning a
& From here go

*

back to Trio and play to Fine of Trio .then g

HOB GOBLINS

FREDERIcK A.WILLI AMS, Op.95,No.4

Fairyland by this popular American writer.
of a new get of four, entitled A Trip to 1
An easy teaching .piece in characteristic vein, one

°rd

2

Rather slow and mysterious

Copyright

m.m.
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JOY OF SPRING

A.W. LANSING

2d Concert Polka
„

arrangement. The paits are in-

This is an original four-hand piece

A brilliant ensemble number by a well known^ A®er“a“ ^"®er. Grade IV.
teresting all wel! balanced. Play in a spirited, dashing m

,

Tempo dj Polka m.m.J=ios

British
Copyright 1917 by Theo. Presser Co.
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JOY OF SPRING

Copyright secured

2d Concert

Polka
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MARCH OF THE HERALDS
ALFRED PRICE QUINN
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hoping and longing

W. LEGE

SEHNEN UND HOFFEN
Work
,
\ melodious drawing-room piece displaying ^considerably variety in treatment an
and much finish Grade IV.
i demanded, with singing tone

. some ornate passage

An exp'essive style of play
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LITTLE BOAT

william e.haesche

atkil mi

Arr.by Hans Harthan.

THE ETUI)£

INVITATION TO THE DANCE

A most effective and playable transcription of this celebrated piece,
the precursor of all idealized waltz forms.
The composer is said to have given to his wife the following short
program explaining the introduction and conclusion:

.

I
|

CARL MARIA von

Huge 253

WEBER

a)The dancer approaches his lady.b)Evasive answer of the lady, c)
More urgent invitation, d) Agreeing to his wish, e) Their meeting f)
Ready to begin the dance, g) His thanks, h) Her reply, i) Retiring
from the dance.

A PR I l m
Page 254
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An effective transcription of one of Schubert’s most beautiful melodies. The theme must be brought out with singing tone and the ac¬
companiment duly subordinated. Grade 3.
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AT DAYBREAK

LOUIS A.COERNE, Op. 99, No. 4
1 i 5 4

A C.rmmg te.ching piece, BT.C.tul end opigipal, . little t.»e poem. Grade S.
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MY JEAN!

CARLO

MINETTI

A simple and unaffected but very artistic setting of Burns’we 11 known verse,done in the old English manner. A fine teaching or recital song.

Copyright 1917 by Theo Presser Co.
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British Copyright secured

A CANOE

*

The songs of Mary Helen Brown are well known. With

In a Canoe

'

MARY HELEN BROWN

this talented writer makes her fir«t appearance

pages as an instrumental composer. Grade A 2Slow Waltz M. M.o-=56
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EPILOGUE

/Solo: Reeds 4',^ 16'
\Great:
Registration: < Swell:
6
/Choir:
l Pedal :

Full to Fifteenth
Full minus Reeds
Clarinet and 4' Flute
Full lleed,Gt.toPed.,Sw. to Pei,Sw.to; Gt.

A full organ piece or grand chorus of much dignity and distinction, suitable for a festival post u e or . e

Allegro moderato

TAMES R. GILLETTE

Intro.

.;t*t number.

Page 261

DAVID REEVE

Avery ornate Morceau de Salott. Salon or drawing-room music is music of light or ephemeral character, primarily intended to entertain or to
allow of display. Mr. Reeve’s Lorette is a high-class example of its type. Grade VI.

-
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manual

British Copyright securer
Copyright 1917 by Theo. Presser Co,
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LORETTE
MORCEAU DE SALON

Copyright

1917 by Theo. Presser Co.
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Collecting a Music Library
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dance of the apes
work is essential, and a strong

»„ tuneiui
tuneful Sh
E“*liah d*"“ rl,5',h'”8' B'"k
A merry and
ns number in «• - «* •">
j _,OA
Allegro ma non troppp M.M.

By Joseph George Jacobson

THEO. BONHEUR
accentuation. Grade

HI.

A MAN is known by the company he
keeps. Also, his true and deeper char¬
acter can be learned from his books, and
if he is a student of music, from his
collection of music and what in it he uses
the most. For a man—an artist in par¬
ticular—keeps company with neighbors
who interest him as well as with the com¬
posers of all times; and consequently the
influence of the music upon his character,
as well as its betrayal of character, is
just as important as that of people. The
great Montesquieu wrote: "Books arc
our best companions; they never come
uninvited, and can always be dismissed
without offence.”
Speaking of tKe same influence, the
panegyric' of Cicero on the pleasures and
advantages of letters (in his “Archias”)
is probably his most effective expression.
Dr. Channing tells us, "In the best books
great men talk to us: they/* are the
voices of the distant and the dead, and
give to all the society of the best and
greatest of our race.” As exceptions
only help to prove the rule, we find
among great men many who cannot be
judged by their libraries. For example,
Peter the Great, after the completion of
his library, gave the order to the book¬
sellers to fill the shelves. When asked
what books he wished, he replied, aston¬

ished, “big books at the bottom and
smaller ones at the top.”
I met a musician in Europe who was
the possessor of a wonderful collection
of old music which would awaken the
envy of every student. Hundreds and
hundreds of books adorned the shelves.
On inquiring several times what certain
volumes contained he invariably replied
that he had never lotoked into them. He
loved the books because they were old
and curious and rare, and perhaps be¬
cause they were likely to arouse the
envy of the bibliomaniacs.
Be a bibliophile; that is, love your
books for what is in them and what they
teach you. An old proverb says: “Be¬
ware of him who reads only one book.”
One can generally guess the key to his
culture and his daily thoughts from the
one book he is constantly reading. This
applies in the same manner to the music
one most frequently hears a person play.
The great publishing houses of to-day
afford such facilities to the earnest
music-student to gradually acquire a fine
music library that it is astonishing to
find students who have practiced for
many years and yet own a collection of
music hardly worth while. Secure a
good catalog from your dealer, and spend
considerable time in making selections.
It will pay you.

The Right Way to Select Teaching Pieces
By Sidney Steinheimer
Scene; Music Store in New York
City.
Time: Present.
<• Door opens violently—a lady teacher
rushes to the clerk.
Teacher: “I want a piece of music
for a pupil.”
Clerk : “What kind of a piece and
what grade, madam?”
Teacher : “Oh, I guess about the third
grade. Just give me the prettiest piece
you have, and please. hurry, because I
have only a few moments’ time.”
Clerk : (Brings one sheet of music
and hands it to her.) “How will this
do? This is one of my best sellers.”
Teacher: (Glances at the piece hur¬
riedly.) “This will do. It must do be¬
cause I am in a hurry and have no more
time to spare.”
Now what do you intelligent teachers
think of this method of selecting music
for pupils? How is it possible to select
the proper piece for a pupil in half a
minute? It is impossible, because too
many things must be considered. First
—the grade of difficulty; second—the
pupil’s temperament; third—the possi¬
bility of the hand and fingers. The last
is a very important point that must not

be overlooked, because one single phrase
can keep a pupil back months trying to
learn a piece. It takes a great deal of
thought, good judgment and common
sense in selecting the proper music so as
to have the pupil make rapid progress.
And I leave it to your imagination if
all this can be done in half a minute.
When you buy clothes you are very
particular about the fit. You don’t hurry
your selection. The same method should
apply in selecting pieces. The piece must
fit the pupil from every technical and
musical standpoint, and this certainly
takes time and thought.
To get the best results for pupils, a
teacher should always have on hand, to
look over at his or her leisure, a large
selection of music in all grades to select
from. This is the one and ,only way
to get proper results. It can be done
best in the quiet of the home. It is no
easy matter to make up one’s mind about
good pieces and bad pieces. Snap judg¬
ments are always bad. The successful
teachers devote as much time to getting
good materials as to teaching it. Try
studying your teaching material at home
instead of during a few stolen minutes at
the music store and see if I am not
right.

Beware of Borrowing Music

.
and
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Pianos
Player Pianos

ONAL excellence is the one great -piano
essential. No matter how attractive an in¬
strument may look, it cannot be considered desir¬
able unless its tone is of true artistic quality.
In no other piano in all the world is tonal quality
so exquisitely developed as in the Kranich Si Bach.
tyords are inadequate to describe its beauty,
but it represents the same enchanting loveliness
and unapproachable purity as the tone of a rare
old Stradivarius violin, or the matchless tenor of
Caruso—a superb individuality that is
instantly recognised by everyone, even
the novice in music—no one can hear
it without feeling that here, indeed,
is the realization of tonal ideals—
a masterpiece in which some inspired ,
genius has attained exalted heights '
of tone production
far, far above the J
regulation piano f
■
standards of today ;. hh JL*
— beautiful be- N'/fjI

"What
Wonderful Tone”

manenc, the wonderful richness of ‘
Kranich Si Bach " •*&£§
tone is the result of
fifty years of striv¬
ing for perfection.
*
by three generations of the Kranich
Si Bach families of piano makers.
Kranich Si Bach Pianos and Player
Pianos are priced fairly and may be
bought on convenient terms of payment.. Liberal
allowances made for old pianos token in exchange.
Constructed throughout by

KRANICH & BACH
Makers of Ultra-Quality Instruments only
233-243 EAST 23rd ST.
'
NEW YORK
!B»gsa^jiii«aii«Mai«i«aiiaraaaa»iaigaaiMiraiiUMM««Jii

Write for booklet about the
"Granietle," our new 59inch grand piano. Price
$600. (f.o.b. New York)
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aPPendecl Bst are some choice
and carefully selected ENCORE SONGS by
some of the most popular modern writers.
The entire list, or any numbers from it, will be sent freely, “ON SALE”
to any who may be interested.

ClllvUl\£i Di/IlVllJ

Alone Upon the Housetops... H or L Gallowa’
April First (Humors '
. H Robinso
M Clark
M Lee

nt Sally. ..
Blossom and the Bee
Cupid’s Conquest ..
Dolly Dimples.
George and his Father (Humorous
Grandmother Brown
Heart of Mine.
Hills O’Skye.
Honey Chile.
Honey Town.
I Know a Little Girl.
I Met a Little Elfma
I’ll be dar to Meet y
Indian Cradle Song .

M Steele
H Robinson
M Burleigh

Katie O'Grady. L Neidlinger
Keep a Good Grip on deHoe.M Burleigh
L«’l Boy.M Neidlinger
Lindy.H or L Neidlinger

$0.25 Listen to My Tale o
h Blackbird .:
. . -jmrajr’* Li’l Baby..

M Smith
M O’Hara
M Niedlinger
L Burleigh

:1 My
SW-Ste:"
Brown Rose .

..: L Galloway
i My Love, She’s But a Lassie Yet. H Marshall.
I My Shadow .M Stephens
‘
ar the Well (Humorous) .M Quinlan
ra . HorL Pigott
*"*
HorL Johnston
. . -ssorn An’ De Coon .M Clark
) Pray Don’t Tell.M Bischoff
) Rockin’ In De Win’ :. H or L Niedlinge.
of Cherokee.M Cadman
Inside.M Huerter
rel and the BumbleBee .HorL Niedlinget
l Miss Mary .HorL Niedlingei
.Little Girl Don’t Cry.. M or L Norris
I Three Lucky Lovers (Humorous) , .L Sudds
I Wren Love is Done
M or L MacLean
I When the Kye Come Hame .. M or L Nevin

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,

By Nef Niplag
“I wish you would get Kayser, Book
II, for your next lesson,” said the
teacher.
“I did have Kayser, Book II,” an¬
swered the pupil; but my former teacher
borrowed it and loaned it to another
pupil. I never got it back, and this has
always annoyed me.”
Borrowing books and music is a habit
which should not be cultivated. In a
regular library, where an accurate ac¬
count is kept, borrowing is all right, but
with the individual where no records are

kept the borrowed article is much more
likely to be lost than not.
Many a student and many a teacher
has lost a reputation in this way. It is
always best to buy suoh a perishable
thing as a book outright. It is human
to forget to return borrowed articles.
From a standpoint of economy, consider
your own self-respect. Is it not cheaper
to buy a new book and have it as your
own than to barter your friend’s good
will for a borrowed book that is never
to be returned?

CHILD'S OWN B00K1F GREAT MUSICIANS
A charming series of useful books for little folks
By THOMAS TAPPER
BACH—HANDEL—SCHUBERT—SCHUMANN — MOZART—MENDELSSOHN—CHOPIN
These biographical “play-study” books are designed for very young children at that
age when they love to cut out pictures There are no illustrations in the books, but
black spaces are left for illustrations. The accompanying pictures are printed on a
large sheet to be cut out and pasted in the book. After writing in certain questions
the child binds his own book with a cord provided for that purpose. All who have
used these books are delighted with them.
Single Biographies, 15 cents each

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
w mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertissrs.
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Vocal Technique of the Grand Opera Singer
of breath control, and the singer must
Furthermore the modern composer
study assiduously to obtain this result.
Tone-coloring depends upon continuous
What sort of vocal technique was
Grand Opera is expected to
.
freedom of the instrument and absolute serious study of the various orchestral Otherwise he will corrupt the tone on the
needed by the singer of the “Old School”
vowel and lose the legato—in other
control of the singing breath. Also upon instruments, their resources, mhations
of Italian Opera?
.
the possession of fancy, imagination, and and that “best range” in which each can words, he will cease to sing, and become
The voice must show at least these
sensitiveness to the emotional significance exhibit its most characteristic tone- a mere shouter or declaimer.
tonal characteristics:
Next there must be prolonged and
of music, word and scene. There must
Clearness—freedom from defects, such
quality, and its special adaptability for careful, intelligent study of the item of
lie a giving up of the whole of self a
delivering a motive, melodic phrase,
as harshness or huskiness.
“coloring” the voice for expression^ pur¬
becoming, for the moment, poet, musician
accompanimental matter.
He wri
Steadiness—no tremolo.
poses.
The range of emotional ex¬
and playwright in one. There can be a
Power—as much as possible this side
violin passages, not piano passages, for pression in the modern Grand Opera is
mechanical preparation for this, in the
the violin. He will not keep the clarinet much greater than that of the Rossiniof loss of musical quality.
technical study of the high and low
There must be command of voice so
constantly in the upper third of its range Donizetti' Italian Grand Opera.
The
resonances or colors of the various
nor on its weak middle notes. He will modern singer must strive to develop to
as to show:
vowels. But, in the last analysis, the
Flexibility—power to “shade,
make
study how to get the most characteristic the full his powers in this direction.
vocal artist is able to “color” his tones,
variations of force without injuring
color and delivery from each instrument
Nevertheless it must not be forgotten
or “act with the voice,” because he has
quality.
,
that Grand Opera is after all a bundle
a free instrument, under skilled control, of the orchestra.
Agility—power to deliver rapid pas¬
Judging from much of his work, he of “conventions.” The auditor has to
and is “improvising” (as it seems) ;
sages” or “divisions,” arpeggi, trills, or¬
makes
no
such
study
of
the
singing
voice
overlook
much and take much for
identifying himself with the thought, feel¬
naments of all kinds, with a true ing, personage, situation to be expressed in its various “classes.” He does not granted. Those who argue for “realistic”
LEGATO, yet with distinct articulation
sufficiently take into account its “best singing to the utmost limit in modern
and portrayed..
of each pitch, and this at various de¬
working range;” its inherent and charac- Grand Opera must fail to see that it is
teristic power as an instrument for sus- unreasonable to ask from the SINGING
grees of power.
Modem Opera
Tone-coloring—power to vary the
As the foundation of all good singing taining and binding tones. He often com¬ voice that which properly belongs to the
“color” or “hue” of the tone, indepen¬
is THE EMISSION OF A TONE OF plicates the singer’s problem by treating speaking voice. 'The great operatic artist
dently of the vowel, or of the “method
MUSICAL
QUALITY,
and
THE the voice almost as a percussion instru¬ is he who, while continuing to SING—
of production, or of the pitch (within
POWER TO STEADILY SUSTAIN ment. He does not give it “singable
to sustain and connect musical tones—
limits), according to the varying emo¬
AND BIND TONES (sostenuto and music, in the ordinary sense of that term. by his skill in “coloring” his voice and
tional content of the words and music
legato), it is obvious that if the student On the contrary, he assigns to it long his artistic diction, manages to create in
and, to a degreee, of the dramatic situis really to SING Modern Grand Opera stretches of declamatory material, with the auditor a feeling that there is ap¬
(Wagner wished his Music-Dramas to angular intervals or “skips,” many syl¬
Clearness depends, in the first instance,
propriateness to the word, the music and
be SUNG, but seldom could get what he lables to the phrase, and a plentiful
upon the unimpeded, natural action of the
the dramatic situation in his singing. Jt
wanted) he must acquire first the tech¬ sprinkling of the “explosive” and harsh
vocal cords in generating tone, thus mak¬
nique, heretofore mentioned as necessary consonants. He does not always lay has been done, and it can be done again.
ing possible the correct “attack or
for the Old Style Italian Opera. Lilli out” his climaxes so as to fit them to
“start” of a note. If the tone be not
the most sonorous part of the solo voice
well-born, it cannot be improved through Lehman did this.
Talk vs. Action
What further in the way of vocal tech¬
the influence of the resonance chambers.
nique is demanded by. Modern Grand employed.
Such an attack is the result, first of se¬
It is therefore plain that in addition to
By F. W. Wodell
curing and retaining absolute freedom Opera?
the
training
which
was
sufficient
on
the
The “Old Style” opera referred to,
from rigidity throughout the vocal in¬
T he theory of tone production in sing¬
from Mozart, whose “cast of melody is side of vocal technique for the adequate
strument, and second, of the willing of
delivery of the roles of the Old Style ing is a fascinating subject of conver¬
distinctly
Italian,”
down
through
Rossini,
the realization in sound of a correct tonal
Donizetti and Bellini, to Verdi, furnished Italian Grand Opera, the singer who
sation to some teachers and pupils.
concept ON THE BASIS OF THE
would succeed in Modern Grand Opera
The teacher has a theory, is enthusias¬
aforesaid condition of non¬ "the singer with “something to sing.
That is to say, the music written for. the must make special preparation for his tic concerning it, and possesses excellent
rigidity.
singer was adapted in its style to the
powers of verbal expression; the pupil
Steadiness of tone depends upon the
nature of the vocal instrument. It gave
First he must be sure that he is well is also interested in the subject.
non-rigidity of the vocal instrument, a
to* the voice opportunity to sustain and grounded in the management of the
Here we have a combination favorable
correct tonal concept, and a control of
bind tones; it flowed onward in curved breath, for only then can he be certain
breath-pressure exercised upon the prin¬
to the wasting of precious time.
melodic outlines, with few angular or of the necessary freedom of the vocal
ciple of the least possible effort that will
A certain amount of “talk” at a lesson
awkward skips. The singer was not often instrument, the fullest development of
bring the desired result.
is necessary. A topic must be properly
required to deliver many notes in a power, and that his voice will endure.
Power of tone depends upon the con¬
measure, with a syllable to every note, Next that he has developed to the utmost presented and made clear; at least the
dition of non-rigidity mentioned, a cor¬
but was given musical material upon the “power” of his voice, remembering “what and how to do” must be set forth
rect tonal concept, adequate “attack,
and repeated until the teacher is certain
which it was not difficult to keep the
skillful breath-pressure, and full use of
that the pure tone carries farther than that the pupil understands.
But the
stream of tone constant in its course.
all available sources of resonance.
the impure tone. This means the fullest pupil will never be a singer until he has
The orchestral accompaniment was
Flexibility depends upon non-rigidity
possible use of the resonance chambers
comparatively
light.
The
Italian
com¬
“done” something.
of the vocal instrument, correct concept of
quite as much as it means the acquire¬
posers after Cimarosa, though criticised
Nothing is more certain in vocal study
the tonal effect desired, and of the ac¬
ment of skill in using a controlled breath
for a falling off in constructive power,
than that we really know nothing about
companying sensations.
Also upon a
are credited with a thorough technical pressure.
' well-developed control of varying breathAs a special preparation he must study tone production until we have taken
mastery as “shown in an admirable skill
action,—endeavored
to realize, in the
pressure, and skill in the use of the nonthe problem of the delivery of the con¬
in treating the human voice, and in hand¬
sonants. It is upon the vowels that we sound of our own voices, our tonal con¬
rigid instrument.
Agility depends upon continuous free¬ ling the orchestra so as to make the sing, express feeling; it is with the con¬ cepts.
voice
effective.”
Their
orchestral
accom¬
So with reading books on singing. To
dom of the instrument, and a strictly
sonants that we make ourselves under¬
economic use of breath-pressure. Also paniment has sometimes been condemned stood. Upon the skilled delivery of the those who are prepared by previous
upon a correct concept of the measure as nothing more than the tinkling of a consonants largely depends the preserv¬ knowledge, and who “prove all things
and rhythmic accents, and of the figure huge guitar, and as little expressive, ation of the legato, or-true singing style and “hold fast to that which is (proven)
or phrase as a “musical unit,” rather than though in certain instances this criticism and, to a degree, the “carrying power” good,” the reading of books on voice
production and singing may be of bene¬
as a succession of individual notes. There is not fully justified.
The modern Grand Opera composer of the tone.
must be also a keen appreciation of the
The larger the auditorium, and the fit ; and this because such will know that
imperative necessity of “letting the too often takes little thought of the stronger the body of orchestral sound, mere reading about a subject does not
peculiar resources and limitations of the
vocal instrument do it,” rather than try¬
give a practical knowledge thereof.
the
greater
the
“percussion”
necessary
for
human voice. He frequently covers it
ing to “make” or “compel” it to function.
There must be doing as well as reading,
with a billowing ocean of orchestral the “explosive” consonants. Under the
In passing it may be mentioned that all
to bring satisfactory results.
sound, fiddles scraping, woodwind screech¬ same circumstances, the sub-vocal and
passages to be sung on one vowel must
There is a point here which properly
ing, brass bellowing and percussion vocal consonants must receive more than
be done without movement of the jaw,
understood will assist many teachers, and
pounding their utmost, while one singer ordinary “vocality.”
except possibly to allow the chin gradstudents as well, to combat a certain
This special consonantal delivery can
is expected to make himself heard above
ually to drop a little, of its own weight,
be exhibited without involving the loss type of discouragement.
when ascending to the higher pitches.

THE ETUDE

There is an order of mind which is
quick to take in the theory of voice pro¬
duction, while it is often the case that
such persons are no more apt or capable
' than others in commanding tile realiza¬
tion of their mental concepts through the
use of the vocal apparatus. In o.her
words, they are quick to understand the
theory of tone production, but sometimes
slow in the practical exemplification of
the theory.
Now to such, their inability to quickly
realize in sound all that they have in
mind regarding beautiful tone, brings

a sense of defeat and discouragement.
Such should be helped to understand
that the element of time must enter
die acquisition of. new and good habits
in the use of the vocal apparatus in
tone production and singing, and that
there is no just cause for discouragement
in the situation as set forth.
It is only by doing the right thing ...
the right way and repeating the action
many times in exactly the same way, that
a good habit can be made to displace a
bad one, or a new and correct habit be
established.

The Confessions of a Vocal Teacher
By F. W. Wodell
And lo, as he slept he dreamed. And
there stood before him a grey-bearded
Ancient, with shrewd but kindly face,
who said: “I am Conscience.
1 have
been uneasy for a long time. Answer
my question ; satisfy me, that I may be
at peace and you may have strength for
your task.’
And he replied: “O, Conscience, what
have I, a vocal teacher, to do with thee?”
Then Conscience said: “Answer me,
and thou shalt know."
And he said: “I will truly and honestly
C.—Why did you take up vocal teach¬
ing?
A.—I had studied hard, and had suc¬
cess in singing, and many aske.d me to
give lessons.
r v
u a
j
,
C—Lou had prepared yourself for
4•
teaching?
A.—I knew what I had learned.
C.—You sang bass?
A—Yes.
C.—You knew the special, peculiar
needs of the tenor student?
A.—I knew how to sing.
C.—Had you developed the power to
show others how to sing?
A.—Well, I could give them pattern
tones, good tones, and show them the
C.—The higher tenor
A.—Well, of course,
do not sing
tenor.
C.—Then what could you do for the

|
j
|

|

,
1

A.—I told them to do the things I had
been told to do for my own upper tohes.
C—Did it work?
A.—Some of them improved.
C.—What about the others?
A.—I hated to say it, but after a while
I had to tell them I could do nothing
more for them.
C.—That was to your everlasting
credit. But were you satisfied with the
situation?
A.—I certainly was not.
G You are still taking tenor pupils?
A.—Yes.
G—In spite of the fact that you cannot always depend upon “imitation” of
your own tones, or doing the things you
were personally taught to do for your
own voice development, to bring results
to your tenor pupils?
A. I can help some, and at least I
do no harm to others.
G—What about the time and money
°f the “others.”
A.—I give them some good ideas; they
get something out of it.
•
G—But as a teacher you are not quite
satisfied with the outcome?
A.—To tell the truth, I am not. But
do not know just what to do.
G—Did you ever think that there
be some principles founded on
natural law, underlying good tone proauction by all classes of voices ? .
A.—Well, now that you’ mention it, I
should say that such must be the _
C.—And that there are also principles
teaching founded on the law of
e operation of the mind which can

be applied to the teaching of singing
A.—That also is probably true—yes, it
must be so; if one could get at them’
C.-What, in your opinion, is the duty
of the vocal teacher who is taking all
kinds of voices and of personalities to
deal with?
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IVERS & POND
PIANOS
THE SMALL GRAND’S VOGUE
has paralleled the development of
the I vers & Pond “Princess,” the
favorite model shown below. Taste¬
ful in design, ideal in tone and
touch, and surprisingly economical
in cost and maintenance, it repre¬
sents the highest type of the small
“home-grand.”

A—I had a good teacher, and I have
a good “Method.”
G- Do you know the principles upon
which your "Method” is’ founded?
_>yc
-We did not discuss that topic at
my "lessons^ wT just
ahead and
did things.
C- Was that a proper, effective prep¬
aration for you as one intending to
take up the work of a teacher?
A.—I was not thinking at the time of
becoming a teacher of singing.
<- -i-i,.,,,
.. 8 ° ,
^ hen as a matter of fact you
really
- • - preparation for
- made -—1- special
the work of teaching singing?
A.—I suppose it might be put in that
C. Ever find that your exercises did
not bring the results you wanted?
A—Oh, yes, sometimes. I have told
you about the tenors. I had trouble with
some sopranos, too.
_
C—Was the fault in the exercise, in
^
ability on the part of the
pupil, or of want of teaching skill on
your own part?
A.—I could not always tell.
C.—If the exercises which worked
with you in a similar condition did not
wo.rl^ith /our PuPn> what did you do?
-Tried something else.
C—And if that did not work satis¬
factorily?
A—There have been some cases like
that, and they worried me.
C.—So that if you had known of Fun¬
damental Principles of Tone Production,
based on natural law governing the _
of the vt3cal instrument, at such times
you would have been very glad to have
applied them?
A.—-Do you mean a new Method?
C.—To work against nature is to make
failure certain. Given a knowledge of
the laws of nature governing the use
the vocal organs in song, you can work
with nature. Every “Method” which produces satisfactory results is based on
obedience to the laws of nature in this
relation. The teacher who understands
the principles of tone production based
upon natural law is prepared to deal
with all sorts of vocal troubles, refer
them to a contravention of natural law,
and if need be, devise new exercises for
the successful application of said principles. No matter what his “Method,”
an understanding of these laws and the
principles based upon them, makes his
teaching immensely more effective.
A.—I follow you there. I see I shall
have to do some study of my own
“Method.”
C.—And some study of the principles
underlying the Art of Teaching, also?
A.—Yes, indeed.
C.—Do this, and again I shall be at
peace.

PRINCESS GRAND.

STYLE 93

Ivers & Pond
PIANOS
are built

in

a complete

line

of

grands, uprights and players, in but
one

grade—the

leading

best.

Educational

Over

400

Institutions

and 60,000 American homes use
them. Every intending buyer should
have our

catalogue.

Write for it.

OUR “NO-RISK” SELLING PLAN
4 unique way of shipping on approval wherever in the
United States no dealer sells the Ivers & Pond. The piano
must please or it returns at our expense for railroad freights
both ways. Liberal allowance for old pianos in exchange.
Attractive easy payment plans.
For your own-interest
write us to-day.
We especially invite correspondence from musicians and teachers
Write for our catalogue and full information

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
141 Boylston St.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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ISMSl The Standard
J| History of Music

m

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

The Basis of Hundreds of

If Every enthusiastic teacher aspires to have the best
for every pupil, f With the Standard History of Music
give the same course that is now being given in m
:onservatories.
If The Standard History is so comple
iged, so simple that any intelligent teacher may foi
at any time of the year, without previous experience
music history. If All pupils are delighted and inspired by this text
book that is as interesting as a romance.

Let Us Help You Form a Musical History Class
We shall be glad to fdrnish you gratis with certain
help you immensely in forming a class. These cot
obligation of any kind. Just say “Please send me
Plan.”.

that will

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street

Pa.

To Singers and Vocal Teachers
I have something practical for you. Something that makes better singei
and better
'
tter teachers.
No miracles, but a system that is free from mechai
ics and is
based on sound sense,
18 unn
SenSC’ musicianship,
musicianship, and
and experience.
experience. My
My work
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HEAD VOICE is attracting the attention of singers everywhere.
MMER TERM, July Second to August Fourth.
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,
ncn.p
alike. In the first place, let the student
Composure at a console
practice systematically.
Certain hours
T wonder if a teacher exists who from shouid be set aside for the learning of
asked
questions
by
notes and for the choice of registrations,
In these days when the organ is being at an organ recital, whether given m ^ ^ -- .„ ....
th wnom
- have been acquired,
£ other
used for purposes which a few years agq church or auditorium should be conwhh
wh6m nc
he s brought in daily when these
were entirely unheard of, and when sidered complete without at least one contact which give him ample oppor- periods are to be employed only for conhis menuu
mental powers.• To
the, teacher
builders in their development of number in the interpretation ot wlucn me
exercise ms
-- tinuous performance. And
,
,
King of instruments” have brought organ tone can be adequately employed,
has come plenty of such might do well to permit *estudntdu,
about a state of perfection both in tonal while in our playing of the Church service
during the season just past, but ing a part of the lesson to do only those
e
possible
while
before
a
should predominate m
i
nQne irum
JPH_
(
effects and in mechanical completeness the Diapason tone^should
none
from the practical
standpoint
qurte things that
all that we (do. But in treating the in- ^ the impression that was made by audience or congregation.
that cause both player and listener.
‘ The second and very important means
dividual tones representing the Reed, ^
y> «What in your organ playing
String and Flute families our inspiration ^ experience during the past few to the desired end lies in the study of
ought surely to come from the orchestra.
chiefly taught you?» With scarcely harmony. A prominent musician has
Who of us after hearing the wonderful ^ deliberation the answer instinctively recently said that harmony is to the
musician what gasoline is to the auto¬
messages played by the violin, the flute,
How , be composed while playmobile. The comparison is homely, but
the oboe or the clarinet can fail to want ing before
audience.”
There doubtless come to the mind of the truth is unquestioned. There was a
to imitate them on our stops at the
when the study of harmony was
organ?
Likewise the massive brass the reader many prescriptions that might
•
effects in the works of Wagner and be given for securing such a desired re¬ left to the last; now, happily the leaning
sult. One might say, select something is to have it accompany practical de¬
Strauss?
.
'
Fortunately, especially in our musical to play that is naturally within the scope velopment. When one is well versed in
centers, a splendid opportunity is now of your ability. Another, work on what this indispensable study it is interesting
note the security one possesses while
given to hear the best of orchestras play¬ you decide to play' until you have being the best of music upon the best of come its master. Still another might ad- playing before an audience, Just how
instruments, while the tours these bodies vise, play that which you are fond of can it help, you say? ^ One of the de¬
of musicians make from time to time playing. All of which are: good; but lights in the study of harmony
■e important practice of resolving discords into
afford organ students in smaller communi- d)ere
I believe,
the acquisition of this com- Cords. Let the pupil sound, for
most excellent chance of studying factor
cotpe only through posure at the console, and a factor to ample, three or four promiscuous
effects which
hearing and observing. A well-known which, I also believe, is given too little at a keyboard and in a given time reAmerican concert-organist recently ad- consideration. Can not each reader re- solve them to a given position m a given
Xd all composers for the organ to call the day when the matter of striking key. Continual practice in such work
will
eventually give the student the
study the orchestra and orchestral wrong keys was made the chief, if r..
ability to resolve any accidental discords
effects as much as possible. He might the sole subject of a lesson.
That
that may occur. And with this ability
well have included in his advice both wrong, go back and play it over,
key-board will come a confidence that is equal to
students and recitalists, for with not our early struggles ~
hold their breath, the question can well organ
all emergencies, and a poise that will
organ build- gymnastics recalled as we read these
he asked “To what extent should the these significant advances
words? At the time it was unquestion- make his organ playing all the more
organist in his concert work imitate the i„g there will come if indeed they ^
impress upon the young effective—Ralph L. Kinder.
orchestra?” It is perfectly true that not already here, wonderful opportun.fles
^
of" obedience
obedience a
and
' organ builders to-day have perfected and ^eat demands upon^player^ as
but as we rCach that period
iremeuccs with such as composer. And when organists everyopment when we must begin™
actions and conveniences
cleverness that a performer is able to where realize that
appear in public, can we ever hope to Individuality in Organ Playing
accomplish results that are little short of color constitute he &
exnress the acquire that very requisite composure beAt a recent organists’ convention a
wonderful, while orchestral color is so distinct touches, eacn to
V_
fore an audience if notice is regularly leading American organist made this
significant in the up-to-date instruments tone-color of the famiy
P
J >
taken Qf every false key, whether in very significant remark: “Notwithstandwe hear all about us that one naturally necessary properly to interpret the great
^ ^
that we accidentally ing
- y the fair
- - number of technically per¬
stops and wonders where the organ and volumes of music, both old and new
?
fect organists, the artist who can com¬
orchestra meet and shake hands.
written for the organ, then wifl *
But, you may say, does not the winkbine consummate skill with the ability
We hear many diverse opinions, ex- come into
°wn \
d to ap_ ing at a false key encourage in one’s to express his own individuality
pressed on this point. Many of our most given the^chance to
of this character a perhaps unconscious tend- it would be a wise thing if these words
capable organists feel that the orchestra preciate the wond
u instruments.- encv to choose the easy instead of the could be printed, framed and placed in
should be imitated most. sparingly, if at most wonderful of all instrutne
d;fflcult path> and t0 dose one’s eyes to a conspicuous spot in every organist's
_a
playing of
of their
their chosen
chosen mstrumstru- Ralph
Ralph L.
L. Kinder.
kinder.
^ false
false and
wrong ;n
nil. in the
the claying
and wrong
in life?
life? Needless
Needless to
to studio. They hit the “bull’s-eye.” It is
ment, while many just as competent or--state tbis doctrine should not be im- indeed fine and inspiring to hear a large
ganists believe, since the organ is threec. ,
pressed upon a student who has not modern organ played with a confidence
fourths orchestra in Its tonal effects, that
AdVICG to Organ otUCICntS
reached a seasonable grade in his deorchestral coloring should be liberally efflteacher and velopment. But it is impossible for me
ployed in their organ playing. It is safe
1 Secure a good organ teacher,
tQ {V,.^ ^ any player strikes a
Ralph L. Kinder
to assume that no performer believes that study only good organ
wrong key deliberately; and such being
the orchestra should be in his mind when
2 Be earnest in the practice of the ^he case> why should one who has beBorn in England, January 27, 1876,
the Diapason family is being used. But pja
£or
js necessary for an organist come reasonably proficient in his technic
Mr. Kinder studied music both in
what of the Reed, String, and^ hlute ^
piano well.
and who is habitually accurate, stop
this country and in Europe, notably
families? What has the builder for set
in 1897 with Dr. C. W. Pearce, Dr.
3 Secure a good, general education and playing when perchance a finger or a
stance in mind when he voices any.
o. occuic a
,s
foot has “sbpped?” What is gained?
E. H. Turpin and E. H. Lemare, and
of pipes belonging to these families
read good books.
What can a teacher hope to accomplish
1902 with Edward d’Evry in LonTake the wonderful organs in any of the
4. Go to Church regularly and believe ;n an earnest and reasonably advanced
n.
He has held three organ
municipal buildings which happily many in God.
positions in this country: Trinity
student by reminding him that a false
of our large and leading cities possess,
Church, Bristol, R. I., Grace Church, *
note has been sounded? Surely he can
5.
Be
neat
aljd
tidy
in
your
appearance
and recall the superb coloring of the
) encourage composure at the
Providence. R. I., and since 1899 has
Reed, String and Flute pipes. What is in¬ and think more about how much you hot Hope
had charge of the music at the
coMtm let us refer to two
stantly recalled to the mind when one need to learn than about the amount you
Church of the Holy Trinity, Phila¬
hears their individual tones? Is it not the may know.
practical means which have been found
delphia. Mr. Kinder has written a
orchestra?
6. Cultivate the habit of telling your helpful by the writer in encouraging this
large number of well-known com¬
If, however, we claim the organ
positions for the organ as well as
Then1 should brother organists their good points.
composure before an audience. And
favorite musical instrument then
of passing let him state that in his teaching
much choral and piano music. His
7.
Study
theory
from
the
star!
we claim the Diapason as our
favorite
,
,
,,
. ,
experience of the past few years it has
time is divided among composition
organ tone. Nothing in our love for the y0ur musical career.
been most interesting to note the effect
work, organ recitals in all pads of
organ should come between us an 1 .
g when attending an organ recital. not ordy from the standpoint of progthe country, his organ school in
is the tone which has caused the organ
to detec). wbat you can well im- resSi but also in the matter of nervePhiladelphia and the direction <>f the
to be recognized, as a well-known clergywbat you might censure.
control that these means in their appliNorristown, Pa., Choral Society.
man has said as “God’s instrument
—Ralph Kinder.
cation have had
strong and weak
should therefore be given first consideri ■«
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The Organ and the urcnesira

ation in our treatment of the organ and
organ effects Furthermore, no program
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AN illustrated booklet
nn
dtpst Salt
Quit
on tVtf*
the great
Lake organ one hundred
and nineteen stops, re¬
cently completed and
installed by the Austin
Organ Co., may be had
on request. The com¬
plete specification is
given.

they have little thought left for the

organist who has lost himself ... _
thought of the composition he is inter¬
preting.
It is not too frequently the case that a
reoital is termed successful when the
performer has merely played his
without apparent flaw* or, perchance,
displayed “The Organ with the Human
Voice,” and other modern devices with
a spectacular effect? It recalls to mind
the young theory students who are so
careful to avoid a consecutive fifth that

the development of their sentence,
recent suggestion that the publishers of
organ music might refrain from insert¬
ing the registration for compositions,
thus compelling the performer to study
the text and the thought of the
P°ser, is not an idle one, and might be
a first step
the right direction towards forcing
performer to cultivate
that sadly neglected art of individuality
organ playing.—Ralph L. Kinder.

Choice of Registration in Hymn Tunes

The two manual Chorophone
has found a place among
those who desire a complete
and solid built pipe organ at
moderate cost.

3

Hartford, Conn.

Hutchings Organ Company
on a name-plate means
In Tone:—Refinement, Nobility, Character
In Action:—Simplicity, Reliability,
Durability
In Console:—Beauty, Finish, Convenience
For detailed information, write to

Organists who wish to avoid the
charge of monotony and dullness in their
playing of hymn tunes in accompanying
congregational singing are often embarrassed by the very excess of variety
possible in a large church organ, and
not having any well-understood guiding
principle in the matter, are apt to hit
upon some effects that are eccentric, unbeautiful or inappropriate. In order to
be able to choose suitable registration, it
is necessary, first, to have a sympathetic
understanding of the sentiment of every
hymn, and secondly, to have a keen
tistic sense of the quality of tone appro¬
priate to the matter in hand.
We may divide hymns conveniently
into two broad classes—the objective, in
which the words deal with outward objects, such as the Church, the various
attributes and praise of God; and the
subjective, in which the person uttering
the words looks inward, so to speak, and
utters his own feelings in regard to himseH.
As an example of the first class, we
may mention
“The Lord our God is full of might
The winds obey his will.”

Founded in 1869 by Gi

Church Organs
e Only.

Main Office & Works KEND^SGSREEN’

Hook & Hastings Co.

New Organ Music4‘On Sale’’
. Have your name entered for the receiv¬
ing of a few small packages of new music
ON SALE during the professional season,
no guarantee as to amount to be kept;
discount the best obtainable; the only re¬
sponsibility the small amount of postage;
returns of unused music to be made once
each, year; a postal card will stop the
sending anytime. Thousands of teachers
receive piano music from us in this way.
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Hymns of this sort call for the Open
Diapason as a basis, made more brilliant,
if necessary, by the Principal 4 ft., or
more somber and dignified by the use of
16 ft. tone on the manual (though 16 ft.
tone should be very sparingly used on the
manual, as it is apt to cause singers to'
flat, and the same is true of 16 ft. couplers). If necessary for power, reeds may
be added, but it should be understood that
the Open Diapason is that part of the
organ which is preeminently fitted to
sound forth the praises of the Almighty,
n example of the second class, \
night i
"In the hour of trial
Savior, plead for me.”

“My faith looks up to Thee
Thou Lamb of Calvary.”

Hymns of this sort call for string tone
—not necessarily of the extreme type like
the Viol d’Orchestra, but such as the
Violin Diapason, the Geigen Principal,
the Salicional, or even the Dulciana, cornbined perhaps with some delicate flutetone, either 8 ft. or 4 ft. (The so-called
Stopped Diapason is classed properly as
flute-tone, not as diapason-tone.)
These subjective hymns just mentioned
are of quiet and meditative sentiment, but
there are also hymns which are subjective
and yet very spirited; for instance,
“Awake my soul, stretch every nerve
And press with vigor on."
This sort calls for loudness, but for a
built-up tone rather than for pure diapal-work. Full Swell, including light
reeds and mixtures, but excluding 16 ft.
tone, will answer very well. If one has
a modern organ from which mixtures
have been omitted (a fad of questionable
taste), then he can use some pronounced
string-tone in the combination, together
with 4 ft. couplers,
I have said little of flute-tone as yet.
This is appropriate for ideas of purity
and innocence, but unfortunately does not
blend remarkably well with voices, when
used by itself in massed chords. It an¬
swers better for solo or obbligato pass¬
ages, or for blending in combinations.
The organist should by all means read
over every hymn he plays, and endeavor
to adapt his playing and registration to
the sentiment and mood of the different
verses, but on no account to attempt by
sudden changes of registration to follow
it word by word, or line by line, as that
would result in a hopelessly patch-work
and jerky effect, and frighten off all attempts of the worshippers at congregational singing. As an example of how
NOT to do it, I need only mention the
Hutchins Hymnal, used in many parishes
of the Episcopal church. In a commendable but a misguided attempt to overcome
the carelessness or monotony of perform¬
ance which sometimes has existed among
church musicians, it goes to the other ex¬
treme and jumps back and forth every
word or two, from fortissimo to pianis¬
simo, and from crescendo to diminuendo.
The true secret of effective performance
is to be alert and sympathetic to feel the
true sentiment of the words, but to paint
in broad surfaces in the matter of regis¬
tration and other means of expression.

Books for Organists

PANAMA PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION
0Terl^'rMtel!n“eTHE ORGAN POWER CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
dso Winners of the GOLD MEDAL at JAMESTOWN)

Carols Old and New. Published by The
Parish Choir. Collected from many sources
and arranged by the Rev. Charles L. Hutch¬
ins, D.D. Bound In red cloth. Illustrated.
Price, $5.
A comprehensive collection of carols for use
at Christmas and other seasons of the year.
The author was prompted to undertake the
preparation of the volume, through a desire

The usefu?npfin'n«e
children’s choruses,
creased by adequate indexes. There^re7 sevfim1,te^1JoPa1g0e00iliU0^StiODS- ThG edlt‘°n ls
„.8?hS°l of Choir Singing, hv F. Melius
iwi&t awen’ Pu'lllshed by Augsburg Pubcents8 Honse- Cloth‘ 90 PP- Price, 7fi
This book is intended to be used by choirs
and also as a one-year course in singing for
higher schools. It is divided into three parts
—Theory, The Voice (tone-production, pro¬
nunciation and breath control) and Exercises.
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The Seal of Quality
The Knox seal on a hat or a
garment is indicative of good
taste and correct style.
Early Spring fashions in out¬
door garments and hats for
men and women.

Edwin H. Pierce, F. A. G. O.

Austin Organ Co.
1155 Woodland St.

born of superb technic, but there is

KNOX HATS
For Men and Women
Fifth Avenue at Fortieth Street
161 Broadway :: New York

eac^STEERE ORGANSd j
NOTABLEn<ORGANSatRECENTLV BUILT
^prtagfl^eW/M^NmS^paTJrgan^lDlS.

Moller Pipe Organs
mstruments. Gold Medals and Diplomat
M. P. MOLLER

Hagerstown, Maryland

GEO. KILGEN & SON

Pipe Organ Builders

The Hall Organ Co.
New Haven, Conn.
Modern

PIPE ORGANS

ffi Bennett Organ Co.
ORGAN BUILDERS
ROCK ISLAND - - ILLINOIS
The organs we build are aa near perfection

pESTEY CHURCH ORGANS-,
Estey standard maintained.
Maximum facilities.
Highest grade ot product.
Pioneers and leaders always.
Examine stop action and wonderful reediest
Oboe, Saxophone, Clarinet, etc.
ESTEY ORGAN CO., Braltl.boro, Vermont, U. S. A

NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL

PIANO TUNING
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The Composer

Making the Best of a Poor

Organ

By Roland Diggle

Moving Picture
Playing
A adapted for all phases of moving
picture playing None of these books
are exclusively for church use, but a
contain sacred and secular music suited
to all occasions; original works and
transcriptions by classic, modern and
contemporary writers.

THE ORGAN PLAYER
Compiled by Preston Ware Orem
Price, $1.50
An all around collection of inter¬
mediate difficulty, one of the most
successful books ever issued, contain¬
ing 33 pieces in all styles; grave gay,
pensive and. characteristic, including
such representative numbers as Cho¬
pin’s Nocturne, Wagner’s Pilgrim Charm,
Gavotte from “Mignon , Thomas, The
Golden Wedding, Gabriel-Marie, Hymn
of the Nuns, Pilgrim's Song of Hope and
many others.

ORGAN REPERTOIRE
Compiled by Preston Ware Or<Sm
Price, $1.50
A compilation similar to the above,
containing 39 numbers, all short or o
moderate length, tuneful and well-con¬
trasted. original compositions and
transcriptions, covering every occasion.
A wide range of composers will be found
including Schumann, Mendelssohn,
Beethoven, Chopin, Tschaikowsky,
Wagner, Faulkes, Engelmann, Wachs,
Thome, Kroeger, and others. A handy
work for any emergency.

ORGAN MELODIES
Gems from Classit and Modern Composers
Compiled and arranged by C. W. Landon
Price, $1.00
47 transcriptions of famous melodies
by all the great masters, all effectively
arranged for the organ with suitable
registration, and especially adapted for
two-manual organ. These pieces are
in practically all styles, short and easy
to play. A very useful work.

THE STANDARD ORGANIST
Price, 50 cents
A book of 64 pages, printed from
special large plates, thus avoiding
many turn-overs. 43 pieces are in this
collection, well-assorted, covering a
wide range, all of medium difficulty.
Such pieces as the Sextet from Lucia,
Mendelssohn’s Spring Song, Miserere
from Trooalore, Intro, to Act III in
Lohengrin, Prayer from Freischuelz, serve
to make this book more than accept- .
able to the live and conscientious
moving picture player.

PIANO MUSIC FOR
MOVING PICTURES

,

In the following collections, arranged
in progressive order, will be found a
wealth of suitable material. All these
volumes are printed from special large
plates:—
PIANO PLAYER’S REPERTOIRE
POPULAR HOME COLLECTION
STANDARD BRILLIANT ALBUM
POPULAR RECITAL REPERTOIRE
Price of the above, 50 cents each
ill parts of
ery liberal.
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springs in tie pedal board and to regulate get that yon ha.e Stem.
the touch. To-day organist, may do this
p'or
f Far too many organs have been ruined
by cold and damp. * ch.Jth will .P«nd
three or four thousand dollars on an
organ and in the winter months leave it
for six days a week in a freezing church
and then on Sunday have the temperature

Philadelphia, Pa.
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at the postlude use an awful "“Ti.''?.
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i
noise, ace mat
rpd.
suitable to the organ ^^^f^Vhave
tration shows off the best stops you nave
at your command.

A Protest
generally badly sung, and therefore not
worth listening to?
^re tkey badly expressed, and therefore fa;j to hold the attention of the
listener?
Whatever the reason, it is for the musicians responsible—organists and choir
leaders—to do their .part to present the
musical part of the church service with
all possible dignity and reverence, and to
urge the clergy of every denomination to
give it a worthy place m the service,
If the theological colleges would en¬
phasize the uplifting influence of music
and make it an important part of
their course of framing, we should probably hear less of the “empty pews”
What solemnity or religious uplift can which are a problem in every Protestant
the singing have under such conditions? church to-day; for it is only when clergy
Should the parson pray or preach, no and choir work together that music can
one must make any unnecessary move¬ reach and maintain its rightful position
ment, out of respect to the Being ad¬ in the church service.
dressed and to the word spoken and to
The abuse of music as a “fillgap” is
the speaker; but while the choir is offer- to be condemned at any time and in every
ing prayer or praise—the same w.ords to place; but when vocal music with sacred
the same Deity—religious participation on words is misused in God’s house, in
the part of the choir is seldom expected prayer and praise to His Holy Name, it
or given, and during offertory is not is nothing short of impiety, and almost
permitted.
might be termed blasphemy.—Choir
Whose fault is it? Are the words Leader.
e Editor of “The Etude” :

Dear Sir:—Will you not (through the
columns of The Etude) voice a strong
protest against the very irreverent practice (prevalent in many churches) of
singing an anthem or solo during the
offertory? Surely in every church things
should be done “decently and in order.”
Yet in the very church whose rubric
enjoins that order, we find caps and
gowns for the choir, a beautiful organ,
good singing-AND a continuous dropding of pennies on a metal plate and a
shuffling of feet on an uncarpeted floor
as the wardens move from pew to pew.

Expression in Modern Psalm Singing

Sarolta s rted.

You can easily remove thb cloudy,
streaky, bluish coating that ob¬
scures the original handsome finish

By Dr. Orlando A. Mansfield
As definition must precede argument,
we should like to describe expression in
singing as an attempt to intensify the
effect of the music sung—and to assist in
the efforts of the music to reproduce and
deepen the varying sentiment o t e
words—bv the introduction or employment of various gradations of tone. The
greatest obstacles to the cultivation of
this desideratum are not so much the lack
of spiritual life or of musical culture
on the part of the singers as ignorance
, of and ’indifference to the real meaning
of the words. Hence it,is that wc not

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut St.,

The n :t thing
E the well-remembered
strains ot the Overture. The opera began
with the march of the impatient and weary
soldiers in Aulis, It used to grow as if from
the distance, into splendid clangor, barbaric
blare and clash, till the very eye seemed full
of the pageant and movement of the youth
of a world of heroes. Now she realized,
though but vaguely, with what a superb
command of his art the conductor was con¬
triving to keep low every effect yet not mar
one of them. It was a vision of the past ;
but, as he had wished, a vision in a twilight
reverie.
Agamemnon rose and went forth, joined
by the group of warriors; the armor clanked
as they went by her; then she conld hear
the tramping on the boards of the stage.
Two or three of the Greek maidens crept
closer to the stove;,and Clytemnestra, with
a twisted smile, caught up Agamemnon's
cast-off fur coat, and wrapped it round her.
She went then toward the wing and stood
watching.
Presently Agamemnon's voice, deep-noted,
broke across the music, and Clytemnestra
came back toward Iphigenia :
“Birr! child," she said, “X tell you this
likes me not. The black theatre, empty and
cold, with but that one creature in it—and
he, they say, mad! I'm glad you go in be¬
fore me. How white you look! Don’t you
rouge for the first act? . . . You are
not listening to a word I say. Ugh! what
am I doing here? I feel as if I were the
only live flesh and blood being among
ghosts."
Clutching the fur across her capacious
breast, she went back into the room, calling
in whispers upon Carolus Peters to let her
pinch him to see if he, at least, were real.
Sarolta sat on as if turned to stone ; all
bodily sensation had well-nigh left her. With
an intensity born of her single passion, she
felt the tragic presence, solitary in the black
chasm of the theatre; she flung her soul
out upon each wave of music; calling him
back from a grave deeper than the dead
man’s, to Life and Art again. Lothnar,
whom she loved, who had kissed her soul
awake, who had called the red Are into her
life—yonder he was, in his sorrow! . . , .
She must forget that last hour with him,
forget those terrible wounds that he had
dealt her pride, her self-confidence, her very
womanhood. Perhaps, if she sang as she
used to sing—nay, surely to-night she must
sing as never before, did not she hold his
fate in her hands, as Webel had said?—she
might be once again his singer to him . . .
“bis Singer, sprung from his heart
The dream music roiled on; and the
Iphigenia theme was being woven into the
rough, agonized, storm-driven cadences that
ever beat round the figure of Agamemnotf—
the theme of Iphigenia, pure, exquisitely
young, flower-fresh, piteous in its very joy
and confidence of life! But in her soul it
was the wail of Phaedra that now was re¬
sounding, the desperate flight of the white
bird against the gale—bitter waves below,

,
.
Is it any wonder that
I suppose I should not be far wrong at summer heat
^ living in Canada
in saying that fifty per cent, of the read- tie.organ r 1 • ^ ;nsisted upon keeping
_™l„mn
g
U ■*""u 'i the
^
of this column have to olav
play Sunday scme I *
it Sunday on poor organs,
organs. I do not roQm ifl which the organ was «>ea*w ^
after
refer to the poor new organs (of which proved satisfactory in every"** ^
organ
was
used
every
Sunday
,
^
used
I am afraid there a number), but to the
old organs, many of them good instru¬ in former years it had naraiy
ments in their day but now worn out,
and if not ready for the junk pile, at 31 If the organist has not I'^Uc'ueTleave
experience, he would bet^e^,
least in sad need of____v;ouS
rebuilding. What,
then, can we do"to'‘get'the‘be°st results the pipes alone ^^“"gan^unen
from such an instrument?
assistance of a
P .
who took the
If the organist is anything of a me- I know o^ one o g
d Mlgd them
chanic. and understands the organ, he can reeds; out of his org ruined them. He
do a great deal to improve the median- tn oil. Of course,
ical part of the organ, especially if the nearly lost hiei post.
use

distorted expression, which
intolerable.

is

simply

But even when there is a desire to sing
praises with expression, some serious difficulties have to be overcome. In the
first piace> expression is an art and not
an exaGt sc;ence. Consequently the rules
^ jts cultivation admit of various excep~
.«
«
-.
.
turns. Secondly, psalmodic poetry „ often
a combination of various sentiments,
amongst which the subordinate sentiment
is often in danger of being mistaken for
the principal. Lastly, marks of expres; not affixed t
r inserted i all
hymnals; and even when supplied
and as
such are more honored in the breach than
in the observance.
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shak-

“Ater, Kind, they’re waiting. Haste!”
Webel, with his master coolness, glided his
orchestra into a repetition of the passage.
“Pater, mein Vliter!” angrily hissed the
prompter.
Sarolta sprang to her feet, and ran upon
the stage like a hunted thing.
"Vater, mein Vatert” . . . Iphigenia’s entrance was heralded by that cry,
shrill and gay as the pipe of a shepherd on
the hilltop. Only yesterday Webel had had
special praise—unwonted favor—for her ren¬
dering of those opening notes. Tonight she
caught up the cry, as she ran, true and pure
enough; but, once on the stage, with the
Bloomy throbbing of the Agamemnon music
about her, there came upon her an extraordinary hallucination. It seemed to her
ttat she was not Iphigenia, but Phaedra;
that, from where he sat in the darkness
Lothnar was calling it out to her : “Ipbinever again, but Phaedra—my Phse:la'' she fought against the madness.
Instinctively her bodily senses tried to keep
to the ordered theme; as if it belonged to
else, she beard her own voice waver
a,,
^*rl*8*1 tenderness of the words :
"Father—he mine, all mine to-day—•
Oh, smooth thy knitted brow, unbend and
smile!”
But even as Agamemnon's hands embraced
her shoulders, the illusion returned, in fuller
T* !hiS time- This was Lothnar's touch
pon her 1 He was speaking to her quite
now’ through the confusion of a
c which no longer meant anything in
ear! “Between the white of the Iphi-

I the \
lies t ! red !
hack never again!"
How Silly they all
Iphigenia music, when
wanted her to be! .
Phaedra, why did this
man held Phaedra : she

were to play tha
it was Phmdra li
.
Since she wa:
man hold her? N,
was all to him win

She wrenched herself from Agamemnon';
clasp, which had tightened in amazemen
upon her, turned full upon the dark abyss o:
the auditorium and flung out the whoii
strength of her voice to that unseen silem
stammered, passion white, to his teaching. ^
A wave of Webd's bflton brought a cres
oendo to drown those piercing tones. Cly
1 emnestra caught her by the elbow. Sin
heard a savage whisper ; “You have losi
your senses!” A low-muttered order, anc
once again the orchestra, with hardly a hesi
it hack
She 1
a the !
;
hideous reality. With eyes like
of an angry cat, Webel was glaring at her
over his desk. It seemed to her as if all
the eyes of the • orchestra were upon her
too, upbraiding, raging. And Agamemnon's,
Clytemnestra’s, the wthan all, unseen eyes
n that darkness—
It was her cue—light, ca_„, R__ _ .
Smooth thy knitted brow, unbend and
Then, hoarsely the notes came. The play¬
ful turn upon the last words should once
more have fallen like the artless measure
of tbe shepherd's pipe, innocent of any emo¬
tion but that of a mere joy of life. Sarolta
felt her breath fail upon them. She tried
to catch the note; missed, made a desperate
leap of all her strength to reach the next
bar, could bring forth nothing but a strangled
sob.
A moment she stood, struck rigid by the
horror of ber own disaster. The unity of
the instruments wavered and broke. The
conductor’s baton fiercely rapped the desk,
and there descended an awful silence—in the
midst of which a laugh x-ang out at her 1 A
iaugh from the depth of the darkness that
heat upon her as if with whips, and drove
her from the stage, running, stumbling in
agonized haste to escape from it.
She brushed' past Achilles, who hung about
the wing; and though the ejaculation he
flung at her had no meaning in her ear, she
knew that he looked at her as if he could
have killed ber.
The execrations of every one pursued her—
he knew that. She had failed-Webel, who
had piMssuch issues into her hands; she had
failed those who worked with her; she had
spoiled, perhaps irretrievably, the chances of
the new Achilles. But what was it all to
the knowledge that she had failed Lothnar 1
Oh, that laughter 1 Would she ever get it
out of her soul, that jeering, contemptuous,
hitter, mad laughter 1
No one tried to stop her as, blindly, she
rushed across the artists’ room toward the
antechamber beyond. But it was, after all,
into Sady’s arms that she ran—Sady, who
had been forbidden to come this night, yet
had followed in secret and waited, wrapped
in her furs—a little monument of devoted
patience.
Sady had not the least idea of what was
happening, shut off in the little cold hall.
But one glance was enough : her worst fore¬
boding had been fulfilled. It was her own
wraps that she flung round the distraught
creature, still in the lovely flutter of thoso
Greek robes, in which once she had touched
such heights of joy and ti-iumph—and, with¬
out a question, led her friend tenderly to
the carriage she had kept in waiting without.

The Most Popular Elementary Piano Course

School of the Pianoforte
By THEO. PRESSER

Vol. I, Beginner’s Book

Either or both volumes will gladly be sent for examination

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712-14 Chestnut St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

SPECIAL PREMIUM REWARD |

SIX SURE BLOOM ROSES
FOR

TWO NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE ETUDE
To show our appreciation to those who influence new sub¬
scribers to take The Etude regularly, we have arranged
a special premium reward of Six Everblooming Roses
for Two New Subscriptions to THE ETUDE.

OUR OFFER
For two new yearly subscriptions to The
EruDEat 31.30 each, we will deliver this entire
collection of six hardy everblooming roses
shipping charges prepaid, and will
special printed directions for plant¬
ing and culture. The subscrip¬
tions to The Etude will start
as soon as order is received.
The Roses will be sent ac¬
cording to planting schedule
shown below.
Do not fail to take
advantage of this splendid offer, it is
the finest ever made.

of the avenue, still there __
between them; only Sady drew her comrade
into her embrace, with a gesture that was
maternal in its pity. And Sarolta lay, as
one broken, shaken from head to foot by
long shudderings. Only once she spoke:
“Oh, Sady, Sady!” she cried; and then
clinging: “Sady, take me away!”
“Yes, yes, darling,” soothed Sady, and
thought of her telegram with a little inner
comfort in the midst of the desolation she
shared so truly.
“Take me away!” that was Sarolta’s re¬
peated ery during the night that followed.
She lay in the kind arms that had caught
her In the moment of her utmost need; but
no warmth of love, no soothing of the most
delicate ingenuity of tenderness could touch
the restless misery that possessed her.
To be away from Frankheim, from the
place where she had known such bliss and
anguish—away from those eyes that had
shot wrath upon her, from the sound of the

Vol. II, Student’s Book

These two volumes take the young student- in an easy
and pleasant manner from the very beginning up to third
grade work. The Beginner’s Book covers the rudiments,
notation and elementary work, while The Student’s
Book takes up the scales, etc.
The material used in both books is of the most attrac¬
tive character, all bright and tuneful, yet of genuine ed¬
ucational value, arranged in logical order and proceeding
by easy stages, in the most thorough manner.

SEND ORDERS ONLY TO

THE ETUDE,
Please mention 1

ire all strong, well rooted
plants, which have been
grown for . us by one of
the largest rose growers
of America. They are
well packed and guaran¬
teed to reach their destination in good condition.
Roses will not be shipped
until the proper time.

Philadelphia, pa.
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THE ETUDE
There is a fascination about owning a
real Cremona which is shared not only
by violinists and collectors, but by singers
and players of other instruments, and men
"t all professions.
McCormack, the
tenor, possesses one of the finest Stradi¬
varius, and also one of the finest Guar¬
nerius, violins in existence; the late H. C.
Havemeyer, president of the Sugar Trust,
paid $12,000 for a splendid Joseph Guar¬
nerius, on which he used to play for
recreation after the cares of strenuous
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Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

The
Emerson
Cremona Violins

I was not satisfied with these; I wanted
talents really are, are those who are
In spite of all the labors and dis¬
opinions “higher up;” so’. at
Have I Talent?
studying for their own amusement, and .•
I went to four eminent concert coveries of the violin makers of the
Every student of the violin is naturally because they love violin playing for its violinists, two of whom were European world, since the time of activity of the
own
sake,
but
never
hope
to
make
money
celebrities.'
They
very
kindly
consented
much interested in knowing just what his
'school of violin making of Cremona,
to hear me play, and to give me some ad¬ these violins still hold the premier rank.
talent for playing the violin amounts to. out of it.
vice. Three were very encouraging, and
Learning One’s Talent
Every mail brings letters to the editor of
The leading violin makers of the present
the fourth was reasonably so. All said
the 'Violin Department, from violin
day use their best efforts to copy the
The violin student who is studying for
students, giving lists of studies an ’ the profession should systematically go I would succeed if I worked. Buoyed up work of Stradivarius and Guarnerius as
by
these
opinions
that
I
“would
do
for
pieces which have been “gone through
to work to find out what his talent really the profession, I found that my zeal was closely as possible, and the world’s
in a given length of time, and asking is. He should not depend on the judg¬
redoubled, since I felt that I was on the greatest violinists will play on none but
if the rate of progress shows talent, and ment of friends and friendly audiences.
genuine Cremona violins. Elman, Kube¬
if so, how much. Unfortunately very It is only human nature to encourage the right track.
lik, Zimbalist and Macmillen use Stradi¬
little ’help can be given these inquiries, young, and extravagant predictions of
varius violins; Kreisler, a Joseph Guar¬
for the reason that there is no way of success and greatness are often made in
Self Examination
nerius ; Maud Powell, a Guadagnini,
finding out how well this material has the case of every ordinary young violinists
Beatrice Harrison, a Guarnerius cello;
If a student is so situated that he can¬
been mastered, without a personal hear- who score hits at an amateur concert,
May Mukle, a Guarnerius cello. A long
not visit one of the large cities and seek
' or parlor musicale. Nor can the judg¬
list of other artists who will play on none
Probably no art or science in the world ment of violin teachers always be safely eminent advice in regard to his talent, but Cremona instruments could be pre¬
or
has
no
opportunity
of
consulting
an
spells more rapid advancement for people taken. Most violin teachers are obliged
pared.
with talent than in violin playing. The to take pretty much all comers, who are eminent traveling concert violinist on the
A Remarkable Advance
student with a sure, keen musical ear, willing to pay the price, and come reg¬ subject, he can ascertain to a limited ex¬
tent by himself or with the assistance ot
The advance in pric.e of Cremona
the ability to know how music sounds ularly for their lessons. Only the most
musical friends whether he has at least violins within the past twenty years has
by reading the notes mentally, without eminent teachers can afford to pick and
a
reasonable
amount
of
talent.
been
almost
incredible. Violins which
having the instrument in hand (corres¬ choose the most talented from those who
were in the hundreds at that time .are now
ponding to sight singing in the vocal art), apply. The ordinary violin teacher, who
Signs of Talent
in the thousands, and the advance is go¬
a sense of absolute pitch, natural mechan¬ should tell all his pupils the naked truth
ical dexterity in mastering the mechan¬ concerning their talent, would speedily • The following are favorable signs: ing on steadily all the time. It is the
ical side of violin playing, a sensitive find himself without any business, and First, the ability to hum a note instantly masterpieces which have advanced the
musical temperament, and a good musical would have to give up his profession after’ hearing it struck on the piano or most, as the whole world seems to be
violin; Second, the ability to hum, or play clamoring 'for the greatest works of
memory, naturally progresses in violin altogether. It is natural for the teacher
melodies on the violin, correctly, without Stradivarius and Guarnerius, the two ad¬
playing by leaps and bounds, passing the to encourage his pupils. The successful
the use of music; Third, the ability to mitted greatest makers of the world.
dull, clumsy, false-eared student, as a teacher must be an optimist, and full of
hum successively the notes of a chord,
A recent catalogue of a leading Am¬
racing automobile passes a wheelbarrow.
encouragement. Very few teachers, ex¬ say the dominant or diminished seventh, erican violin dealer gives prices of their
The violin is an extremely difficult instru¬
ment to master perfectly, but most pf its cept in cases which are really hopeless, in any key, after hearing it played on the collection of leading old violins as fol¬
piano or violin; Fourth, the faculty of lows. It is of course understood that
can
bring
themselves
to
discourage
and
difficulties vanish before talents of a high
send away reasonably intelligent pupils, playing in tune, which can be ascertained different specimens of the same maker
order.
or turn away applicants .who seem to have by playing for a violinist or pianist with differ very much in price on account of
Should Have Sufficient Talent
a good ear ; Fifth, the ability to hum the difference in preservation, beauty, tone,
the least promise.
notes of the chromatic scale, say in one quality, historical associations, etc.—
One of the most famous Greek temples
An Examination for Talent
octave, entirely by ear—without the use Joseph Guarnerius (formerly belonging
had inscribed above its portals the words,
How then shall the student ascertain of an instrument; Sixth, mechanical ap¬ to Wieniawski) and since sold to Mc¬
“Know Thyself."
It is also of the
highest importance for the violin student if he has really firstrdass talent for the titude for the instrument, which the pupil Cormack, the tenor, $18,000; Carlo Ber¬
to “know himself” as regards his talent. violin? The best method is undoubtedly can judge by the relative ease with which gonzi, $9,000; Joseph Guarnerius, $8,500;
Every student of the violin has different to go to really eminent violinists, or he finds he can master his exercises and J. B. Guadagnini (Turin), $8,000; Anpieces; Seventh, an intense love for tonious Stradivarius, $7,500; Domenicus
objects and aims in studying the instru¬ violin teachers and submit to a thorough
music, and desire to hear music of all Montagnani, $7,000; Sanctus Seraphin
ment. One wishes to become a concert examination. Men at the very top of the
kinds for its own sake, and especially a
(Venice), $6,000; Antonius Stradivarius,
artist, another a symphony orchestra profession, men who have a real reputa¬
love for high-class music and not cheap
player, another a theatre musician, yet tion in the musical world, should be popular rubbish; Eighth, the power to $5,500; Joseph Guarnerius, $4,000; Lor¬
another a high class amateur, while an¬ chosen for the purpose, since such men hum a piece of music correctly from the enzo Storioni, $3,500; Andreas Guar¬
other may be satisfied with the ability are always busy, and the gaining of a notes, without the aid of an instrument; nerius, $3,000; Joseph Guarnerius, $3,000;
J. B. Guadagnini, $3,000; G. B. Ruggeri
to play only a few tunes for his own few pupils, more or less, counts nothing Ninth, the ability to name a note by
(Brescia), $3;000; Francois Tourte violin
amusement. The main point is that each with them. If the pupil has to pay a fee letter, on hearing it played or sung;
bows are listed at from $250 to $300. A
should satisfy himself that he has suffic¬ for such an examination, he should cheer¬ Tenth, the ability to tune the violin per¬
cello by .Carlo Ferdinando Landolphus
ient talent to carry out his purpose. fully do so, for he will save much time fectly, to detect wrong notes, and to in¬
(Milan) is listed at $4,000; and a cello
Many a student wastes years of his life and money by it in the end. If possible, stantly recognize when a given note is
by Carlo Antonio Testore, at $3,000. The
studying to be a concert violinist, only the verdict of several such' violinists played too flat or sharp; Eleventh, high record price for a Stradivarius violin
to find at the last minute that he had should be sought, as there is always ability to memorize rapidly and accurately, is $15,000.
never had talent enough for such a high safety in numbers. Eminent musicians and to be able to play a melody on the
A Good Investment
ambition. Another may study for years can recognize talent or the lack of it, violin with reasonable accuracy, after
and spend several thousand dollars in where the ordinary musician would be hearing it played or sung a few times;
Violinists are growing to regard these
time and money, with the hopes of enter¬ unable to do so. Such an examination Twelfth, a constant striving to produce famous old violins as investments, as they
ing the ranks of a symphony orchestra, would be in the highest degree useful to beautiful sounds on the violin, full, are constantly increasing in value, and
but failing in this’ambition from lack of the violin student, since, if the verdict smooth, sonorous and clear; Thirteenth, seem as safe to' hold as diamonds, as
talent he quits the instrument in disgust. was unfavorable, he would be saved the natural ability to play in time, and to first-rate specimens can always be easily
Others may lose years of their life study¬ loss of time and expense involved in long keep one’s place when playing in orchestra, sold. It will thus be seen that the violinist
ing the violin for some other branch of years of useless study, or if the verdict string quartet, etc.; Fourteenth a general who owns one has the pleasure of play¬
the profession, but finding in the end was favorable he would be vastly stimu¬ love for the beautiful in literature, paint¬ ing on one of the finest instruments in ex¬
that they are failures on account of lated by the knowledge that he possessed ing, sculpture, the drama, etc.; Fifteenth, istence, in addition to possessing an in¬
real talent, and that success was certain
the power of interesting listeners by one’s vestment like money drawing interest in
limited talent.
.
For some strange reason violin pupils if he applied himself with sufficient dili¬ playing, so that audiences will demand a savings bank. Of course there will be
pay very little attention to trying to find gence.
frequent encores, and testify their pleas¬ a limit to the advance in price of these
Consulting
Experts
out what amount of talent they really
ure in the student’s playing by hearty ap- instruments, but the end is not in sight
have, although in the case o students
I can .remember that I personally
as yet. Not only is there a great demand
studying for the profession the knowledge figured out this problem as a boy. The
Many more signs of talent, in addition from, violinists for Cremonas, but rich
would be worth hundreds of dollars to dearest wish of my heart was to become to the above, could be named, but the collectors, who enjoy possessing them,
them, saving them, as it would, years of a professional violinist. Friends, neigh¬ violin student who can fulfill the greater like the collectors of rare stamps, coins,
useless study, and large sums of money bors, and my violin teacher were en¬ number of the above requirements may pictures, bric-a-brac, statues, etc., are con¬
spent in getting a musical education. The couraging, and I had good success in be satisfied that he possesses at least some stantly in the market looking for choice
only class of violin students who can playing for concerts and musicales, but , talent for violin playing.
specimens.
afford to neglect finding what their

Synchrona
is unique.

Joining the Union

It renders automatically
(by means of electric
power) the life-like
interpretations
of well-known concertpianists.
Further than this, the
Synchrona makes
possible—when desired—
the control of tempo
and expression from a
distance.
Dealers in principal cities and
towns. Write for catalog.
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business days; the late General Hawley,
of Hartford, possessed $75,000 worth of
genuine old violins, which were sold after
his death; the late Arditi, the well-known
conductor of Italian opera, had a fine
Stradivarius;
Congressman
Nicholas
Longworth, the congressman son-in-law
of Ex-President Roosevelt, has a Stradi¬
varius ; many of the European rulers pos¬
sess one or more good specimens of
Cremona violins, and there are many
fine private collections scattered all over
Europe.

The principal musical union of the times non-union. It is true also that the
United States is the American Federation union is stronger in some cities than in
of Musicians, which is affiliated with the others. Union musicians are not allowed
American Federation of Labor, with to play with non-union organizations.
Samuel Gompers at the head. A cor¬ Heavy penalties fall if found out.
respondent writes for advice as to As a matter of fact, in the larger cities
whether he should join the union or not. where there are so many thousand
The situation is about this—solo violinists musicians many of them take a chance,
who. do no orchestra playing are not re¬ and do play sometimes with non-union
quired to belong to the union; the Boston
Symphony Orchestra is the only sym¬
The initiation fee, for joining the union,
phony orchestra in the United States the ranges from $10 to $100, according to the
members of which are non-union. All city, the latter price being that in New
the other symphony orchestras are strictly York City. The American Federation of
union, and a violinist can not enter their Musicians has undoubtedly done a re¬
ranks unless he is a member of the A. F. markable worl; in keeping up the price
of M. Almost all the theatre orchestras of salaries of musicians to a living basis,
in the United States are strictly union, and in looking after their interests. The
and if a violinist hopes to get work of rules of the Union are such that
this kind he should join the union. A musicians cannot be imposed on by people
violinist hoping to travel as leader or who employ them, and that the relations
director of theatre orchestras should join of employer and employed are placed
the union, as he will be required to show on a business basis. Among the best
his union card before he will be allowed regulations of the Union are those
to go to work.
governing the number of men which shall
Orchestras playing in cafes, hotels, res¬ be employed in order to do the work
taurants, picture shows, and similar properly. The exact number of men to
places are sometimes union and some¬ be employed in each theatre is specified.

Susanna Cocroft, Depl. 29. 624 Michigan Ate., Chicago, III
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About the Bridge

for History of Belgian School. Enclosi
.. Address Registrar, Musin’. Virtuose
School, 51 W. 76th St., New York. Privet,
and ejass lessons given by Ovide Musin in Person
“cientific Instruction By Correspondence
LOUR “SPECIAL”

0CC 10 Tested Lengths,
£0LSilk Violin E, for
Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue

musicians SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange St., Bo.ton, Mass.

The bridge is a very important feature
of the violin, and must be in perfect con¬
dition if the violin would sound at its
best. The violin bridge in its present
form was designed by Stradivarius, and
with its graceful scrolls is a very beauti¬
ful object of art.
The bridge should be made of maple,
of the finest, driest and most sonorous
quality. The tone is affected to a certain
extent by the hardness or softness of the
wood.
The feet should fit the arch of the belly
perfectly, in order to conduct the sound
perfectly from the bridge to the belly.
It requires a skillful workman to cut the
feet so that they will thus adhere.
Bridges vary in size to fit Ms, Ya, Yt,
)4, and full-sized violins. The bridge
must be of the proper width so that the
right foot shall rest directly over the
sound post, placed in its normal position,
and the left foot over the bass bar. Most
violin makers make tlieir own bridges,
so that the exact width is obtained.
The bridge must be of the correct
height so that each string lies at the
proper distance above the fingerboard.

If the neck is attached to the violin at
an incorrect angle, so that an abnormally
low or high bridge is required to make
the strings lie at tjie proper distance
above the strings, the repairer should
correct this defect.
A high bridge gives a more brilliant
tone than a lower one, since the higher
bridge results in an increased pressure
of the strings on the belly.
If too thick, the bridge should be cut
down, as the relative thickness or thin¬
ness of the bridge give different qualities
of tone.
The notches in which the strings lie
on top of the bridge should be very
slight, for if too deep it has a tendency
to mute the strings.
The curve of the bridge should be made
so that the A string shall lie slightly
above the level of the E and D, and the
D string slightly above the level of the
G and A. If too flat it will be difficult
to avoid playing three strings at once.
The notches on top of the bridge should
be cut at exactly the right distance apart.

Pablo Casals
Pablo Casals, who is considered by
many critics to be the greatest living
cellist, was born in Vedreli in Spain, in
1876. He adds one more to the long list
of eminent musicians who sang as choir
boys. Casals was 12 years old before he
chose the cello as his life instrument, but
had already made considerable progress
on the flute, violin and piano. His
father was organist of the church where
he sang as a choir boy, and the young
musician sometimes successfully took his

father’s place at the organ. His cello
teacher was Jose Garcia. He displayed
wonderful talent for his chosen instru¬
ment and in three years carried off all
the prizes for cello in the conservatory
at Barcelona, Spain. He then entered on
his career as a concert cellist, and has
since played in almost every civilized
country.
Casals has a colossal technic, beautiful
tone, and plays with wonderful tempera¬
ment and authority.
He excels in
chamber music as well as solo work.

PRIVATE LIQUIDATION SALE OF

VIOLINS, ETC.
By reason of the termination of the co¬
partnership of August Gemiinder & Sons
due to the death of Rudolph Gemiinder,
the undersigned as sole surviving co¬
partner under order of the Supreme Court,
New York County, is engaged in liquidat¬
ing the assets of said co-partnership.
Among the assets is an
EXCELLENT STOCK OF VIOLINS,
CELLOS AND ACCESSORIES
If you desire to purchase a violin or
cello it will be to your advantage to inspect
the stock at once.
Showrooms: 141 West 42nd St., New York
AUGUST GEMUNDER & SONS-In Liquidation

AUGUST M. GEMUNDER
VIOLIN INSTRUCTION
Victor Kuzdo
First authorized exponent (in America)
of the system of

Leopold Auer

Teacher of Elman, Zimbalist, Parlow, Eddy Brown
560 West End Ave., New York

“EASY VIOLIN MUSIC”
For Solo Work, Sunday School, Church and AmaIrofeasiomTh21 d!scount “^^“^Schools^nd

vio,in

E. T. Root & Sons, 1515 E. 55th St., Chicago
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toned piano, you will eventually rum their ear for
music. But if you choose a pure-toned mstrument.
they wUl have cancel musical taste as long a, Ihcy Hoc.
The Hallet & Davis Piano has a pure, rich tone
and sturdy construction that have been praised by
greatest masters of music. In nearly 1W 000 homes,
schools and conservatories today it is used and loved.
Before you buy your piano, don't fail to write for our
catalog and prices. Send today.
HALLET & DAVISfcPIANO COMPANY
142 Boylston Street

Hallet

Boston. Mass.

& Davis Piano

Famous Three-Quarters of a Century

Physical Culture
for the Face
will make the outline of your
face, neck and chin graceful—
relieve wrinkles, sagging muscles

-ss-M -2lKiSa=

skin clear and soft, your eyes

TWO PRIZES

a few minutes at home each d<

$25.00 for an Idea.
$100.00 for a Finished
Cover Design.
Prize I—$25.00 will be given
for the best Idea, a rough sketch,
or a word explanation. Examine
the covers of The Etudes that
you have and you will get a very
good idea of just what Is re¬
quired.
You may have some
l or a picture or some clipetc., which would answer
every purpose.
Prize II—$100.00 will be given
for the most appropriate Etude
Cover Design finished/ready for
mechanical reproduction.

SELECTED CZERNY
STUDIES
teaching! Send for it. Your best talent may be de¬
veloped here, at low tuition rates and upon easy terms.
NILES BRYANT SCB00L 0E PIANO TUNING
11 FinA Arts Inslilute
Battle Creek, Mich.

Your Music Is Torn!
It

will Take One Minute to
Repair it by Using

MuItum-in-Parvo Binding Tape
5-yard roU of white linen or lO-jard
roll or paper, 86 cents each, postpaid.
Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissue
10 cents per package
If your music dealer does not carry it, send to
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
' Multum-in-Parvo Binder Co.
624 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Revised, Edited and Fingered, with
Copious Annotations, by

IN THREE BOOKS
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PRICE 90 CENTS EACH

VALUABLE and noteworthy addition to the technical lit¬
erature of the pianoforte. This work represents a
diligent sifting and careful selection of material from
the entire works of Czerny, including all the popular
opus numbers, together with many less known, but
equally meritorious studies. Mr. Liebling’s editorial
work has been of the most exact and painstaking
character from both the technical and interpretative
sides; the annotations are of real practical value and
musical interest. The three volumes, which are care¬
fully and closely graded, the studies being arranged in progres¬
sive order, range in difficulty from the early second to the sev¬
enth grade.
Czerny’s mastery of technical detail and his mastery of
musical expression are truly remarkable; he was a most
voluminous writer.
It is, of course, impossible to study but a small portion of
his works, and even in the more generally used opus num¬
bers there are many studies which are unnecessary in the pres¬
ent day. But in practically every volume there is to be found
some pramstic gem which should not be neglected.
,
The object of this present compilation is to present his very
best studies of all grades in attractive and convenient form for
general use. The success of this work has been of the most
flattermg character. It is the best work of the kind ever offered.
P""t,ed from beautifully engraved special plates and
substantially and thoroughly bound in heavy paper.

Our subscribers will confer
a favor upon us by notifying
their artist friends of this
competition.
Designs or Ideas not winning
a prize will be considered for
purchase.
The publishers reserve the
right to withhold either one or
both prizes should none of the
ideas or designs prove worthy.’
Do not use or suggest nude
figures or draped mythological
figures playing pipes or lutes.
Be sure the proper shape is used. The
!r®n}ed size of The Etube is 10>£ x
U/S inches. Any shape larger in exact
Proportion to the above figures is usable,
t is best that the finished original design
be at least one-half larger, or 1 S%x 20*.

NOTICE: THE ENLARGED
SIZE IS 15?x20i.
iqu?16 ^ontest W’U close May,
y‘7, and the prizes will be
awarded June, 1917.
lbe name and address of the
Cover ETt°n ^ °^er'ng‘ Address the

the etude
THEODORE PRESSER CO., mmpEipiqyfe]
advertisers

" m8Dti0n THE ETU°E when addressing our advertiser*.

M2 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
Se mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.

SOFbLkATnoVtE^Jy J£S3
with regard to tone—such marks as p, 1, ft,
etc., should be taken relatively to all those
used during the same piece or to those used
by a composer of a certain period. We should
not, for instance, employ the hard metallic ft
in Passages from Haydn's works that might
he justifiable in one of our modern apostles
of noise! “What does ft mean ?" a teacher in
recent Punch illustration asks of her small
>11. “Oh, it
_■ there_,_| P_„„,
tation, too, whose playing is_ ‘thump,
thump,” and not infrequently a string-hreal
' ikn simply the loudest of a graded
But an excess of pp playing may reveal an
equally exaggerated attempt at expression. If
the violinist sinks his tone-level to an almost

iinists and singers ;
an excess of vibrato (organists, too, may
easily become slaves to the “tremulant”).
The singer’s “top-note,” also, is often a gross
aWdlm«°t
P1'Tr Way °De Sh0uld “ark
,thc P.hrase- 11 Should not be
shrieked out in such a manner as to cause us
to forget its true relation to the rest of the
passage, but should simply make itself felt as
the note to which others are tending. Then
exaggerated pose, unnecessary distortion of
muscles, unsightly breathing efforts,
lmi °Pen to condemnation.
aiTOtty be trying to
?.Uw°?£ admiration (or sympathy?) for his
tinns str‘sgles wit5untoward physical conwho°SeSredn5ie“k0sreand1Ml X^tr^vTn'
n'n'tstfrall
instances drawn from a lower tvDe are
of

fi5pS5 sScSS &
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New Books for Music Lovers
New Light on the Old Italian Methodby
David C. Taylor. H. W. Gray and Co.
143 pp. Cloth. Price $1.00.
Mr. Taylor reviews solo singing from the
year 590, making many interesting observations upon the musical historical movements
which led up to the founding of the so-called
Old Italian School. He notes that singers
of all voices were put through
•ough the same
training, so that the basso was^ theoretically
pposed
coloratura soprano. The .
. __ the
.
“— disputes
value of mechanical methods of vocal instruc¬
tion. He predicts the return of “bel canto”
through a study of the old method. All in
all, it is the most interesting book upon the
subject of the Old Italian Method we have
vet read and deserves the serious attention
of every vocal teacher.
The Symphony Play. By Jeanette Lee.
Published by Charles Scribner’s Sons. 192
pages, bound in cloth. Price $1.

A million delighted users prove its value. Popular
tints: Flesh, Pink, Brunette. White. 50c. by toilet
counters or mail. Dept. T. E.
National Toilet Company, Paris, Tenn., U.S.A.
STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by
,un„'Jer U'6 Personal
... MAIL
__
instruction
of Dr.
Alfred Wooler, winner of Interuarates. Composers’ MSS. correct®
ALFRED WOOLER, Mus. Doc.
322 W. Utica St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Learn Harmony and Composition
scfccMfully, practically, rapidly,
eon. Free *a“:C' .V™
Three Trial LeeWilcox School of Composition
Sox E. 22S Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.

This book, by the clever
ist Gerald StanW r
significance nth* +J ’aifthoressh? ,,han tke fact that cue
homelv ni, it endeavored to write four
Pla.vlets to he presented in the order
tne movements of a symphony. Mrs. Lee
18 an orlgmal and interesting worker who
writes with greater sincerity and deftness
^an^many who essay to do what she accomA Child’s Book of Holiday Plays, bv
2OTDnnS
Macmillan- Company!
209
pp. r!IfuPr’T„The
Cloth. Illustrated.
This collection of nine plavs for children is
exceptionally interesting. They are centered
around the leading holidays of the year and
are\ °* C(mr8<‘’ Purely fanciful. “St. Valen¬
cia® S fh°USln!>S, perhaPs the best of the plavs,
from , the child’s standpoint. The vogue of
such pieces is very great at present.
Please mention

dvS* addressing
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INITIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

Easter Carols
ballet in the time of Louis XIV. In the
opera, “Le Roi s amuse,
(The King
Qne lorious spring day, long, long
(For student’s club or pupil’s recital.) Amuses Himself) Delibes, a modern
saii;ng around Lake Con/ eadcr To-day we will talk about the French composer, has written a dainty
- Switzerland
We had sailed
dances that were » popular i^days and^ fascinating Passpied^ I w.ll^ask ^ ander four flags that day and ^
of Bach and Handel; these dance tunes Rachel to play it for you.
two-headed eagle announced that we were
: put together and called a Suite. from the opera
now in Austrian territory. Coming to
The first dance v.-i Allemande, then
landing place, the sun’s rays lit up
came a Courante, followed by a Sara- “Le Roi s amuse . . .Leo Delibes the gtors8 and'touched each icy' pinnacle
baud and Gigue, the whole Suite was
Courante
with a glittering radiance; the valleys
preceded by a Prelude; sometimes the
^ .. a ^
folded away in shadows. From the
GaV°tte\ pUce”’of"the'Allemande', Coir- means running. It is always lively, light
°sound of bells, the
found ini place
place or
ot me
and flowing
flowjn£r in style. Like u.«~v
me
and
most old . ,
■ _ being brought home, the
ate. Saraband and Gigue. The fa,n rule
"cm'"?,
o
parts.
Janet
will
play
herds
nces, it ha.
nas iwo pans, jauci. wn>
. ,,
rnw bells was
of the Suite was this: All the dances or nances,
Courante from Bach’s French Suite soft music of the tinkling <=ow •»
movements had to be in the same key.
p
mingled with louder sounds of rejoicing
Allemande
i. ,h. village. I, „« Holy Saturday and
Minuet
•
the Tyrolese keep this day with every
Let us choose the Minuet for our first
Leader. The Allemande, as the n
ceremony. We met bands of musicians
number, for it is one of the oldest and indicates, is a German dance.
It
who were singing beautiful Easter hymns
lias been used more often by the com- piayed moderately fast, and has
The Dances of Yesterday

tnan any other.
ouici. u
-posers than
It was the dance
for kings and queens, very formal and
slow, and it is quite easy to understand
why'the Minuet had to be slow-rthere
were long trains to manage and high
heels to stand upon, and there were
•
vrswords to get out of- the
way. Every
movement of the Minuet followed some
rule and long hours were devoted to its
practice. In the old days, it took three
months to learn the minuet of the court,
Unlike the other ancient dances, the

accompanying themselves with guitars ,
they wore high hats decorated witti wita
flowers, little children followed them
from door to door; and as they passed,
Sarabande
the happy faces of the villagers apLeader. A stately dance of oriental
red and their honest voices joined ir
-ricrin. the
. chorus. Every
__u._i,
t-hh
took part in this
origin,
the Sarabande
Sarabande was very popu- the
c
lar in Spain, France and England
the children forS'.d holiday, :
Sixteenth century. It is sai t at ine gottefl. the good housewives filled theii
great
baskets with colored eggs. At the homes
it m a ballet before Anne of Austria. ^
were given
eiven
of the well-to-do the singers
singers were
Eugenia will play a Sarabande by Bach. refreshment,, and when night came we

Good for Children’s Musical
Clubs
Musician Diagrams
Copy the following letters on slips of
paper or in the form of big letters on a
large sheet or on the blackboard. Have
the children trace the name from letter
to letter spelling the name of a great
master. Do not skip any letters.
1. Spell out the name of a great tonepoet.

2. A composer who wrote fairy music.

maricea rhythi
rnytnm. u is the first dance of
m^ked
the Suite Qllie w;n piay the Allemande
of the G minor English Suite, by Bach,

Minuet still holds its place in the
Symphony. I will ask Catherine and
Ethel to illustrate the Minuet by playing
the duet “Minuet, Divertimento in D,”
by Mozart (Etude, May, 1916.)

2 5S I^STouvtS

NEW WORKS.

The Supplying of Music
and Teachers’ Necessities
By Mail

Advance of Publication Offers—
April, 1917.

Soffi
Pri,
Allium of Sacred Piano Music. 50
OMld’s Own Book, Haydn.
Chopin, Etudes. 2 Vols.Each
Engelmann Album for Four Hands. . . .
Grieg, Sonata, Op. 7.
Handel’s 12 Easy Pieces.
Heins Album .
Lieurance, Four Indian Songs. Violin
and Piano .
low, Octave Studies..-.
Master Study in Music, Cooke.
Melodies of the Past, Greenwald.
Moszkowski Album .
Pictures from Fairyland, Slater.
Pleasant Pastimes, Cramm.
Preliminary Duets, Spaulding.
Sclimoll Method for Pianoforte, Book 2
Standard
Standard
Standard
Student’s
Lesson
Technical

Advanced Pieces.
Parlor Album.
Song Album.
Music Guide and Manuscript
Book, Jonas.
Studies for Left Hand, Palo-

Young Folks’ Music Study Playlets. . .
3. The poet of the piano.

frgm prench Suite in E.)
heard them still singing far up the moun¬
tain side, the children following with The Musicians’ Circus Parade
Gigue
lighted torches of pine wood.
Leader. Now we come to the dance
Civilization had been merciful to this
By Lucretia M. Lawrence
that ends the Suite. The Gigue comes valley and passed it by; here was no
from Italy, and it is named from Geige, touch of unbelief. What a privilege to
Gavotte
In this delightful children’s game each
Tender The Gavotte is another charm- —i early
-- fiddle. It is lively.
.. - _and
... have stood for a moment at the edge of
ing dance of the old days. It is de- rollicking manner of a j,g. Gustave will this beautiful valley and t.o have joined musician is supposed to come in riding
an animal—the name of each animal con¬
play a Gigue from the French Suite in
scribed as “a brisk round, for as many ..
in the choruses of those joyous Easter
taining the letters that spell the com¬
carols.
. ’ so it r t have been a country B, by Bach.
e from
Leader. The early dances, as you have
poser’s name, as indicated here. Try the
dance. The dance takes its i
_the heard, are full of grace and dignity, and
game with your young pupils. They will
the people who first danced
Guess What?
ance. the Suite which is made up of their
enjoy it, and learn much musical biogra¬
Gavots, who lived, in Dauphine, France.
s the tunes grew larger until it became a
’Round in a circle
phy, at the same time.
An interesting part of the dance i:
Up five and down four
Giraffe—Raff (Composer, b. 1822; d.
“musette”; the musette was a small Dag-*■- —c “ "
We are the keys
1882.)
hislov,
To melody’s door.
Brown Bear—Weber (Composer, b.
tlm movement of the Gro® «“
,bout tHl good 0ld.f,shioned
1786; d. 1826.)
written in imitation of a bagpp .
Suite; and I hope you will always welBengal Tiger—Grieg (Norwegian com¬
usually has a light melody in the treble, CQme .(s dance tunes and practice them
Play one plus three
with a drone base (which means with
j.
poser, b. 1843; d. 1907.)
And five on top
White Elephant—Patti (Singer,
only one chord in the bass). Esther
_.
Then you’ll know
will play a Gavotte of the Eighteenth
Musk„
Madrid, 1843.)
When melody cries “Stop!”
•
Shetland Pony—Handel (Composer, b.
century.
.....
,
(The triad.)
Have you studied the following class1685; d. London, 1759.)
Gavotte.Francois Gossec ical selections in The Etude of 1916?
Rabbit—Abt (Composer b. 1819; d.
Up and down, up and down,
(Etude, March, 1916.)
January.
1885.)
A twist and a twirl.
Nocturne Op. 9, No. 2.Chopin
Grizzly Bear—Elgar (English i
Pavan
I’m
Miss
Melody’s
musical
curl.
February.
poser, b. 1857.)
Leader. Like many early dances, the
(The trill.)
Gavotte from "Iphigenia in Aulis.” (Four
Bloodhound—Bull (Norwegian violin¬
Pavan was sung as well as danced; it is
Hands) .Gluck
ist,
b. 1810; d. 1890.)
very solemn and slow. Some say that Minuet fr,om “Don Juan.”
You have polish in boxes,
(Four
Water Buck—Bauer (Pianist, b. Lon¬
the name Pavan comes from a word
And polish in cans.
Hands) .Mozart
don, 1873.)
which in Latin means peacock. Perhaps
BUI
I’m
the
polish
March.
Jackal—Lack (French composer,
- a the stately manner of the
^
(Four Hands).Schubert
That comes in your hands.
1818; d. 1884.)
dance or it may be that the flowing coats March
la Turque,
(Technic.)
and robes of the dancers resembled a
Beethoven-Rubinstein
peacock’s tail as they swept
My one is eight
Gavotte.Gossec
Princes in Music
ballroom floor. Jean will illustrate the
My eight is one, •
April.
How and why certain musicians come
Pavan by playing
Of other intervals
Spring Song.Wagner
into the title of Prince no one knows, but
I have none.
Petite Berceuse.Schuett
tradition has bestowed upon the follow¬
Pa vane...Rameau (1683-1764.)
(The octave.)
May.
ing men the following titles. One occa¬
Trdumerei .
Strauss
Passpied
sionally finds them used in old-fashioned
I’m
melody’s
handmaid;
Leader. The' Passpied is a sailor’s Reverie..Debussy
You all know me by sight;
dance, and was first danced in Paris by Minuet "Divertimento in D”.Mozart
Beethoven .Prince of Composers
I’m that troublesome being
June.
street musicians about 1587. It is much
J. S. Bach.Prince of Counterpoint
That gives you stage fright.
ike the Minuet, but is played faster. The Trot du Cavalieri.Rubinstein
Schubert ....Prince of Song Coihposers
Passpied became a part of the royal La Bal d'Enfante.Gounod
(Musical memory.)
Paganini.Prince of Violinjsh

pipe^
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Commencement
Program Novelties
We have just purchased from a wellknown publisher the rights to quite a
series of ensemble music. We would be
pleased to send a selection of this music
to any of our patrons who might desire
to look at it with the idea of using ’it for
commencement and recital use.
There are about 20 to 25 pieces, brilliant
compositions on the popular order, noth¬
ing classical in the list. They are ar¬
ranged for six hands, one piano; four
bands, two pianos; and eight hands, two
pianos.
All of these compositions are in stock
in attractive small sheet music form, and
a selection will be sent promptly and
cheerfully for any combinations desired.
Include in your On Sale order any other
classifications desired for this purpose.
We have a number of operettas and can¬
tatas, choruses for all combinations, music
for violin and piano, four hands, etc. Send
m your order early and let us have as
much explanation as possible in order that
we may give you a satisfactory selection.
German Music
Impossible to Procure
For the greater part of the war period
nas been impossible to import music froi
Germany, and as a consequence all stocl
ot foreign music in this country ha\
gradually diminished, many works, sue
as the standard volumes in “Editio
Peters “Collection Litolff” and oth<
cneap editions having disappeared ei
fr°m the market, as is also tru
'«th regard to a large number of ir
'victual compositions in sheet form.
We wish our customers to understan
at any failure on our part to suppl
W» mate is due solely to the fa<
i nelthcr we nor any other importin
item Ca^ now obtain ar,y of the missin
eras. Qne compensating effect of th:
exwl?
increased sale of the man
w , ent Anierican editions of the maste
— 7 standard studies, pieces, etc. Th
I if ,ancf‘ a°d use of these domestic ed
°ns has minimized the inconvenience t
cnntJr! fxtent that we receive almost n
forJ aiI'ts from those who might prefe
,ore'gn to American editions.

One small ordei; is all that is necessary
to prove the convenience and value of mail
order music buying from Theo. Presser
Company.
We are equipped, nevertheless, to take
care of the orders of every music teacher
and music school in the country whether
they be large or small.
Our first bundle of catalogues, includ¬
ing our system of dealing and general ex¬
planation with regard to many advantages
that come to the teacher in dealing with
us, will be sent for the asking.
We have an exceptional list of classified
catalogues of our own covering almost
every necessity of the music teacher and
music professional.
We have also the
lists and catalogues of every music pub¬
lisher in the world. We are ready and
willing to send music On Sale, that is on
selection, and to answer correspondence
on any subject connected with music or
music education.
Our On Sale plan has been worked out
from the point of view of the school
teacher, and is therefore of the greatest
advantage and convenience to them. Any¬
thing in our immense stock is sent to our
patrons on examination, and at the regular
cash prices.
To the thousands of our patrons who
have On Sale packages sent at the be¬
ginning of the season, and for which set¬
tlement will not be made until the end of
their teaching season, we would suggest a
supplementary selection at this most
active time.
One word more with regard to our New
Music On Sale, a supplementary system
connected with the whole On Sale idea.
We send out piano or vocal selections: a
package once each month during the busi¬
est teaching time of the year of either
eight .or sixteen pieces, and of octavo,
violin and organ music we send out ,our
novelties at less frequent intervals, say
about four times a year, all returnable if
not used; many’of our patrons, many of
them, have found this New Music plan of
the greatest assistance. Some find it even
sufficient for their entire needs, particu¬
larly the larger packages of piano music.
New Piano Method
By A. Schmoll
Book II
Book I of this splendid instructor is
now on the market, but Boole II is nearly
ready. We feel sure that those who have
used Book I will certainly wish to fol¬
low on with Book II, and we are now
offering this volume at a special intro¬
ductory price in advance of publication.
Book I carries the student through the
major scales in a verff practical and com¬
prehensive manner. At the same time all
the material is of the most melodious
and likable. Book II goes on through
the minor scales in a similar manner, re¬
viewing also the work of the preceding
book and advancing in technic and musi¬
cianship. The two books form a complete
course, up to the Fourth Grade. Our spe¬
cial advance price for Book II is 30 cents,
postpaid.

Standard Song Album
We are offering for the first time a new
song album. This collection will be made
up of our best songs, principally those
that have appeared in the columns of The
Etude. The pieces will be mostly for
medium voice. It will be such a collection
that any singer would be very glad to
have on the piano for entertainment or
song recital. There will be abundance of
material of all kinds both sacred and
secular. ■ We dare say that it will be one
of the most valuable collections of vocal
music that will be found anywhere. It
will be bound in our usual form of
standard album, with a strong outside
cover, and best printing and paper on
the inside. Our before publication price
on this new volume will be 25 cents, postStandard Parlor Album
The Standard Parlor Album will be a
collection of pleasing, interesting and
partly educational parlor pieces suitable
for playing at home or at recitals. Only
those compositions that have been proven
to be of standard worth will lie included
in this album. There will be an abun¬
dance of all kinds of parlor music. Most
of It, however, will be of a medium grade
—grade three or four in the scale of ten.
Only the choicest compositions will be in¬
cluded in this volume. Our special ad¬
vance price will be 25 cents, postpaid.
Heins Album

This charming collection is growing
constantly'. Any child who has already
made his own little book of Bach, Handel,
Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schubert, Schumann
or Chopin, by cutting out the interesting
pictures from a large sheet and pasting
them in the proper places in the pleasantly
told book of biography will surely want
the forthcoming book devoted to Haydn.
This series, by Mr. Thomas Tapper, has
been in great demand. You may buy one
book or all the books and start with any
composer.
Each book is independent.
The price of the published books men¬
tioned above is fifteen cents each. The
volume which we now have in print
(Haydn) may be ordered in advance
through our introductory price system by
sending us ten cents for each copy de¬
sired. Thousands of teachers are find¬
ing these fine books of invaluable assist¬
ance in their work.
Pleasant Pastime
By Helen L. Cramm
This volume would need no advertise¬
ment if it were known. Here is an op¬
portunity for teachers to examine a copy
at a special reduced rate, and we are
sure that the persons who make use of a
volume of this kind will thank us for
giving them the opportunity to possess
the work. It is full of original and in¬
teresting little pieces for young players.
Most of these are descriptive. The first
one is descriptive of the metronome.
They even have pieces like “Swat the
Fly.” All are of descriptive nature, but
very simple, so simple that a child of
four or six years can master them.
There is even a little morning prayer
set to music, which is delightful in itself.
There are also a few very simple duets
which add .value to the little volume.
Every one 6f these little selections is a
gem, and we. take great and hearty
pleasure in recommending the volume to
our patrons. The special advance price
is 25 cents, postpaid.

We will undertake to issue in a short
time a Heins Album in the Presser Col¬
lection. This Album will contain salon
music of a popular order, with nothing
more difficult than third grade. The
pieces will -all be playable and attractive,
and only those pieces that have become
immensely popular will be included in the
volume. Heins’ music is at the present
time more popular than any other com¬
poser’s of the order of Lichner, Landler
and Behr, and seems to have a little more
virility. You will not go amiss by pur¬
chasing a copy at the advance price, and
we would advise you to avail yourself of
the opportunity as the special offer will
not last long. Our special advance price Melodies of the Past
By M, Greenwald
is 25 cents, postpaid.

The good old melodies are always in de¬
mand and it is most convenient to have
We will publish this volume in the a generous collection of them all under
Presser Collection in a very short time. the same cover and all effectively ar¬
As the selections will be taken principally ranged for piano solo, such as is done in
from our sheet music plates, there will this collection. All the old familiar melo¬
not be any great preparation necessary. dies are to be found and the arrangements
Moszkowski’s compositions are too well are very easy to play. Each one has a
known to need any comment here. This verse of the text as well as one or two
volume will contain those pieces that have entertaining variations. This volume will
had the greatest popularity. The pieces prove a delight to young and old. The
will be not very difficult or lengthy, but special introductory price is 25 cents, post¬
will be rather of a short popular order. paid.
Nothing will be more difficult than Etincelles (Sparks), and nothing easier than Students’ Music Guide and
the Serenata. Our special advance price Manuscript Lesson Book
will be 30 cents, postpaid.
By Alberto Jonas
Moszkowski Album

Low Octave Studies
These studies, which will be added to
our catalog during the next month or so,
are of medium grade, but 'of quite an
attractive and bravure stvle. There is no
branch of technic that is so important for
general control of the keyboard as octave
practice. This point is being recognized
more and more by the teaching fraternity.
Facility of the wrist and arm is becoming
tlie all important feature of modern
technic. These studies could be taken up
at about the same time as Czerny’s
Velocity Studies or Cramer’s Studies, and
this volume would be excellent to go hand
in hand with them. We take pleasure in
recommending it. Our special advance
price is 25 cents, postpaid.

Every teacher—except he who must
depend every minute upon the instruc¬
tion book—depends upon the introduc¬
tion of ideas gained in his own training
and own experience to mould the career
of his pupils. He has to prescribe special
rules, exercises, formula:, etc., just as a
physician prescribes medicine. Senor Al¬
berto Jon&s, the great Spanish pianist and
teacher, recognized the need for such a
book as he was constantly called upon to
use a makeshift book in his own work.
He therefore carefully outlined a work
which would be better suited to the need.
There is page after page of manuscript
paper ready for the writing of special
exercises, keeping account of progress,
repertoire, etc. The advance of publica¬
tion price for this work is 25 cents.

Hosts of Students Planning Summer Courses Now
It pays to advertise.
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Child’s Own Book
of Great Musicians
Haydn

Send your announcement for May and June issues of The Etude at once to
The Etude Advertising Department
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Album of Sacred
Indian Melodies for
Piano Music
Uo„4.i.q Twelve Easv
Master Study in Music
Violin and Piano
This work has now gone to press, but
Pieces for the Pianoforte
By James Francis Cooke
By Thurlow Lieurance
The basis of this volume will be von
This collection of biographical studies of
"
r ieurance has taken the special offer will be continued duriig
TtiWs edition of the Twelve Easy the world’s great masters and interesting
i„ this volume, Mr L eur
and the current month. We give a partial list
Kof Handel, published in London musical personalities, who have had a de- four of his successful 1®*^ _g some of the contents as follows: Chapel Bellisome years ago. This educational volume terminative effect upon the history of the utilized the thematJ
,
ble transcrip- Flagler; Nearer My God to Thee—Himhas enioved immense teaching popularity, art, is now m preparation. It will con- very interesting and p y mu_ melrirlif,s melreich; Largo — Handel; Fraternal
J J,1_r'r»r*C#>rvatorieS
a vast
v
and, especially
south'Conservatories and tain a
amount of material that has tions for violin and piana ^r“^°a'nd March—Lindsay ; Chimes at Christmas—
Institutions The pieces
are all
his Greewwald; Slow Movement from Pastoral
lnstuunuus.
-.
. of.. a short
» _ never been in print in any one collection are genuine, having been r
tfibes. Sonata—Beethoven; At Prayer; Rathbun;
attractive order, taken principally from in the English language. It should prove transcribed by Mr. ^eura
of the
the Suites. Our edition will he revised in of great practical use to all club
cluD leaders,
leaaers, visits to some oi
™ aDorigm ^_.„q1
recital Nocturne — Weil; Romance — Jensen;
a careful manner and it will be printed in sch^olS) conservatories, private teachers These pieces will make SP1*®
rice Easter Song—Fuchs; Valley of Restthe Presser Collection in the usual good and students who know that any intimacy novelties. The special introducto y p
Mendelssohn, and other pieces of similar
with the lives and ideals of the masters is jn advance of publication is 25 cents, postform. Our special advance price i>
character. This is one of the best col¬
15 cents, postpaid.
one of the greatest incentives to progress paid,
lections of its kind ever gotten together.
in music study. One important charac¬
None will be disappointed with it Our
teristic of the book is the attention given ctajner’s Organ
special introductory price in advance of
Pictures from Fairyland
such
masters
as
Debussy,
Strauss.^
Macedm*n
of
this
standard
work
publication is 35 cents, postpaid.
By David Dick Slater
Our new e
_
.
v nearly ready. We have been someThe twelve short and easy pianoforte sy^Sablt-Saens
and others who’are hardly
pieces making
up this
.--———-r
----- volume »’•<“ . unusual mentioned
in the older works confined what delayed in the preparation, bu
Etude Cover Design
both in material and workmanship. The
rincipaliy to the masters of other days. work is n0w progressing rapidly.
me
Contest
melodies are all fresh and unhackneyed. The spec5aj introductory price for this e()iting and the revision have been done
- 6 the
• supervision
-*
under
of *»“
the -ell-known
well-known
The treatment. is bright and interesting. work £ 60 centg
The Etude strives every month to pre¬
organist E. A. Kraft. Our new edition
Better teaching pieces for second grade
sent an attractive dignified cover design
work cannot be found. The special in¬ Standard Advanced
will be full and comprehensive in all re
that its readers will be proud to have on
troductory price for this volume is 25
spects, thoroughly up-to-date. The special their reading tables and on their pianos.
Pieces for the Piano
cents, postpaid.
introductory price in advance of publi¬
A cover design must first of all be afIn this volume will appear pieces of a cation is 30 cents, postpaid.
tractive. It must be so interesting, so
Fndelmann Album
rather difficult grade that have been pubbeautiful or so impressive that it com¬
Fngeimann AlDUin
lished in The Etude for the most part,
. , __
mands attention when it appears on a
For Four Hands
and as a matter 0f C0Urse, they will be Another Special Offer
news stand surrounded by dozens of other
This will be positively the last month 0f the most attractive character. Only por Etude Renewals
for the special advance price on this those pieces that have been standard for
previous Special Re¬ publications.
Our readers in previous years have done
volume. A number of these pieces were year8 wm appear in this volume. It will
Every one of °u* P^e™U f £ bl re_
originally composed for four hands, and contain both copyrights and reprints, but newal Offers has been so
b jL
much to help us in securing good designs
have met with wonderful success. Only we can say with confidence that the ceived, so many thousands of subscribers
and happy ideas. Therefore we have
the very best of Mr. Engelmann’s com- volUme wiU be one of the best of modern have been glad to avail themselves or
decided to offer two prizes to encourage
positions are placed in this volume. There volumes for advanced players. It will these opportunities to get standard col
further effort. The first prize is one of
will be a large variety of popular duets, contain an immense number of pieces, lections of music for a few cents in ad- $25.00 for an idea. The second is one of
marehes, waltzes, and salon pieces of owing to the large size of the plate, and (i;tion to the yearly subscription price, $100.00 for a completed design. Full
medium grade, but all of an attractive ;f the pieces were purchased in sheet tbat we bave decided to make another
particulars are given in another part ol
brilliant order, suitable for recital, ex- formj they would cost twenty times as spec}ai 0ffer, as follows:
hibition purposes, or home use. Our much as we ask for the volume. There
Xo every reader of The Etude renewing this issue.
This contest should prove delightfully
special advance price is 20 cents, post- will be such pieces as The Witches Dance
or ber subscrjption, or sending us a
paid.
of MacDowell, and .s,om® °f.
new subscription at $1.50, during the interesting to our readers who compete
of Chopin, including the Waltz™ CSharp
q{ Apri]> we make a special offer for the idea prize ($25.00). There is no
greater fun than inventing things, thinking
Preliminary Duets for
feces'of Mozart, Handd and Beethoven, that we are sure will meet with an enup new schemes. It is most helpful to the
the Pianoforte
it wiU be a volume that will be welcome thusiastic response. Add 15 cents to your
By Geo. L. Spaulding
both to the pupil and to the teacher or remittance for each Etude subscription, «r
Few musicians are artists but we would
_
taking $1.65 in all, and take
We are continuing during tfte current to any progressive: pianist.J*®*®*^ renewal,
appreciate it very much if you would call
month the special introductory offer on to purchase at least on volume while you your choice of
the attention of all your artist friends to
"
Album of Favorite Pieces, J. S. Bach.
__
_
Our
special’ adMr. Spaulding’s newest book. This book have this
opportunity,
Album of Lyric Pieces, Piano, 26 pieces. our prize contest. They will thank you
e price is 25 cents, postpaid.
of first and second grade duets is similar
for sending them the details.
Handel Album.
to Mr. Spaulding’s very popular duet
Modern Dance Album, 18 pieces.
In the advertisement of this Contest,
volume entitled You and I, but it is almost Chopin’s Etudes in
Favorite Compositions, Engelmann.
which appeared in The Etude for Febru¬
a grade easier. In fact, it may be re- T
Volumes
You and I, Spaulding.
garded as a very first book of duets. All
ary and for March, a slight error in the
the popular features of the You and I
In addition to being published in comSinger’s Repertoire, 38 songs, medium enlargement size was made. In case an
duets have been retained, and we predict plete form the Chopin Etudes will be pubenlarged design is presented the size
I great success for this new work. The lished in separate volumes in the Presser
These are great values, and every Etude
should be 15% x 20%6 (not 13% x 21%
ipecial introductory price in advance of Collection,
divided
to Op.
special
, „„ according
-reader
should not only take advantage of
number 10 and 5 respectively.
Our ^ offer ^ renewin/his or her own%ub_ as erroneously stated in the advertise¬
publication is 20 cents, postpaid.
ments mentioned).
respecV’^havtag been'carefuUy prepared scription, but should show it to their
Young Folks’ Music
and annotated by the well-known pianist, friends and urge upon (hem the advanConstantin
Study Playlets
_ von Sternberg. Our special tages of subscribmg to The Etude. This Advance of Publication Offers
.„-1-...
By Carol Sherman
introductory price for either
volume is ne offer is good during April only. Whether Withdrawn with This Issue
your subscription has expired or not, re¬
This book is now in type ready for cents, postpaid,
Easy Octave Studies. Price 50 cents.
newal orders received during April at
printing. It consists of eight complete
$1.65, will entitle you to take advantage This is an entirely new collection of agree
plays, each one devoted to the life of a Technical Studies tor
able and interesting studies. They can all
of this offer.
great master (Bach, Handel, Mozart, t|le Development of the
be taken up by pupils in the second, and
Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin, SchuHand. By M. Paloverde
third grade.
Year Book for Music Teachers
mann, Wagner). These plays
Too mucn
much au,enuuu
attention cannot
given entirely without scenery and withtoo
ciumut be
^ given
g.wu to
—
* „ „ ,
„
10 Melodious Studies, Op. 1090. B)
out special costumes. They may be given bringing the facility of the left hand up to , If you have not gotten your copy of Sartorio. These are devoted especially to
with scenery if desired, but the accessories that of the right hand. From the very the Year Book for Music Teachers yet you scale and arpeggio work — particularly
Any ordinary room first lesson, this should^ occupy the have^mmred one of the most compact and adapted for hands of limited compass.
will do. In fact a great many teachers teacher’s attention. It should be con- convenient little volumes issued. Only 96
This book will be useful for pupils in the
will use the books as a kind of supple- stantly before the mind of the pupil that pages in length, just big enough to fit in
ment to the regular history and biography the left hand is just as important as the your pocket, bound with tough paper to intermediate grade. Retail price, $1.25'
Messiah. We take pleasure in annonn
work to add zest to the class work. The right hand as far as technical facility insure lightness, this little book fills a real
teacher may have the book read in dia- goes. This is especially, true with modem practical need for it has so many things ing the appearance of our new edition of
logue form and thus bring the doings music, which requires just as much left collected in onee volume. There is a Lesson the “Messiah.”
The retail price is
„ the masters
-.— into :
lively hand technic as the right hand, but the Schedule,
—
" —
of
Pupils
Directory,
Sheet
mental presentment to the child than in average pupil has a considerable differ- jjus;c Account, a Cash Account, Lists of
Bertini, Op. 32. This set of studies w
any other way. The advance of publica¬ enee between the two hands and requires Xeaching Pieces (Easv. Medium and Diffirecommend for pupils in the third grade
tion price of this book is 40 cents.
thf tectoic of fte hands
We Tnn^ cult), a Pronouncing Dictionary of Musi- They are by no means mechanical, but art
recommen^ studies of this kind too highly. ^S’M"”bnok
Rule3’ more like pieces in the form of etudes.
Sonata for the Pianoforte
These particular ones are melodic and yet the whole book weighs only about an The retail price is 40 cents.
not solely for the left hand, but the prin- °™>ce. The busy teacher can tuck this
By E. Grieg. Op. 7
... »
ana
The Child's Own Book—Chopin. A*
Our new edition of this splendid modern cipal work is in the left hand part, al- little system maker away in a pocket and
aiso to
1 have
— it
- ready
— j for
.... u «...A any xitime without !atest of this ver-v P°Pular ** of
Sonata is now nearly ready. The special though the right has considerable also
he continued1 during the“ current do. °Some of these numbers are almost hunting around for the several things b>og™phical works for children, ^
^mth The colorful, modern, and roman- bordering on pieces, so it would make the which the book contains in separate places. Add pastes in the illustrations,
He treatment of the classical sonata form practice of them very attractive. There The demand for these books has been very questions, writes his ownfi story,
story. and
.m<l »
makes mis
tSs a
m*Ct pleasurable
pteasuraUe and'inand in- is
l a variety and an interest all through the great but we shall still be pleased to sup'sup* the b<x*book. This is the most P°I”,larj.
popular ^
manes
almost
hci
maKes
r
_ be volume that
that- wp
with one.
‘u scnes of mjisical hooks ever pubhs6»
terestine
number to study.
It should
we are
are sure,
sure will
will make
make it
it a
a T)lv
ply teachers
teachers with
one cnnv
copy gratis. ck
Should
„ L g,ihrarv of eVerv pianist. The very popular and standard work m edu- you need additional copies please enclose Price, 15 cents.
special introductory price in advance of cation. Our special advance price is 25 five two-cent stamps for each'additional
I.et us send any of the above on exa
publication is 25 cents, postpaid.
cents, postpaid.
npy.
nation at our usual liberal discounts.
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THE ETUDE
Valuable Premium Rewards

Magazines
We have compiled a list of remarkably
attractive bargain offers of the leading
American magazines. By referring to this
list and the clubs on page — of this
issue you can obtain your favorite maga¬
zines,’ with The Etude, at prices that will
save you money.
^ The prices quoted are for yearly subscriptions. No other publisher, or reliable
agent can offer these magazine clubs for
kss than our prices. You can send your
orders for all magazines—single or club
subscriptions—direct to The Etude, sav¬
ing you time and trouble.
We will
promptly forward your orders for other
publications. The following are a few ex¬
ceptional bargains:
THE ETUDE . $1.50) *175
Every Week . 1-00 J s»Ve 75ct».
THE ETUDE . 1.50) *2.50
American Boy . 1'50 j Save 50cts.
SLfSm.;-::::::::::: bf§i *2.60
Home Needlework.75 j Save 65ds.
SJwodd:::::::::::::: tool *2.85
Mother’s Magazine . 1.50 J Save $1.15
THE ETUDE .. 1-501 $Q 00
Delineator I To one 1
1.50 ( O.UU
Everybody's 1 address J . 1.50 ) Sava $1.50
THE ETUDE . U01 $0 Afi
Everv Week .. 1.00 S 3-UU
Woman’s Home Companion .. . 1.50 ) Save $1.00
THE ETUDE . 1.50) Jo or
Mother's Magazine . 1.50 > 0.00
Christian Herald . 2.00 ) Save $1.65
THE ETUDE . 1.50) *3.35
Review ol Reviews. 3.00 j Save $1.15
THE ETUDE . 130) $0 OP
Woman’s Home Comp. I To one) 1.50) 0.00
American.1 address f 1.50 I Save $1.15
THE ETUDE . 1.50 3 .. r r\
’ Pictorial Review . 1.50 (, *4.50
Everyhody’s { address } ''1.50 j Save $1.50

At this particular time, every Etude
Premium Worker should go to work with
vlnem!id V!g°rand entl>usiasni. There will
he little trouble in securing many new
xvruDE readers, once the prospective subsenber has been told of the wonderfully
interesting and instructive articles that
wm appear during the present year, starting
i
g with
this number.
The May Etude will be a special Sym¬
phony number—one of those rare issues
that readers treasure for years. A mere
statement of this fact, and a reference to
the announcement on page 220 of coming
features, will help to secure many new
subscriptions.
We offer many beautiful and useful
premiums to reward our friends for get¬
ting new Etude readers.
Z Subscriptions—The Lightning Silver
Cleaner. Saves labor; makes tarnished
silver clean and bright.
4 Subscriptions—An “Ideal” Coffee Per¬
colator, five-cup size, made of pure alum¬
inum and enameled steel. Eight-cup size
for 5 subscriptions.
5 Subscriptions—Carving Set, consisting
of Knife, Fork and Sharpening Steel, stag
handled. Knife has 8-inch blade. Highest
quality material and finish. Retail value,
$3.50.
6 Subscriptions —- “Favorite”
Iron and Dover safety stand.
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Twelve Things to Do at Young Folks Pupils’ Recitals

Electric

7 Subscriptions—B i s s e 11 ’ s “Grand
Rapids” carpet sweeper, made of choicest
cabinet wood, highly polished.
Sent
charges collect
. Send a postal for FREE copy of our
32-page illustrated Premium Catalogue,
listing many liberal premium offers.

By May Miles
Since many lasting impressions are
made upon the minds of pupils at re¬
citals, it is well to make a point of hav¬
ing good impressions made, As soon as
the pupils begin to arrive, have some¬
thing for them to do until the program
starts. This makes the time pass quickly
and gives the teacher a chance for some
needed drilling. These are some of the
ideas that have proved useful:
At your recital next month write reso¬
lutions on cards and pin them around the
room. Let each one, as he comes, select
the one which he thinks was intended for
him, having the cards all read aloud
1. Pass song books and have the pupils
name the keys'the songs are written in,
until they can do it as fast as they can
turn the pages.
2. Spell down on the meanings of musi¬
cal terms.
3. Have each one rise and tell what
piece he is learning, what key it is written
in, and by whom it was written.
4. Write chords on the board with the
letters “in a pie” and have them spelled
correctly.
5. Put a list of musical terms on the
board and let each pupil tell which term
you are illustrating by your playing.
6. Have a story containing musical
terms, signs and letters for each pupil
to translate.
7. The pupils will enjoy hunting on a
map for the birthptaces of the composers,

and putting together puzzles made of the
pictures of musical subjects.
8. One kind of charade which has been
used may suggest others to you. A girl
was told to clean the blackboard. She
cleaned it all but one or two spots and
kept on rubbing the part already cleaned,
avoiding the spots. It was not long be¬
fore they realized she was giving an il¬
lustration of practicing the easy parts of
a study and shirking the “hard spots.”
9. During an intermission at one re¬
cital, much amusement and some under¬
standing of the value of notes was de¬
rived from cutting apples into halves,
quarters, eighths and sixteenths, and put¬
ting them together in different combina10. Another time, the audience was
asked to describe each number on the
program after it was played in order to
learn how to talk about music intelli¬
gently. This also creates close attention.
11. A recital is a good place to form
the habit of politeness when listening to
music. An occasional talk on the cour¬
tesy due a performer and a firm observ¬
ance of it during all recital programs will
have a good influence.
12. Encourage a kindly sympathy to
take the place of criticism by letting the
listeners tell what they think especially
good or admirable in the playing they
hear. Studio recitals give the teacher
a boundless opportunity to create good
influences and may become a strong in¬
spiration for both teacher and pupil.

NEW PUBLICATIONS ISSUED MARCH, 1917
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA
ANY OF OUR PUBLICATIONS CHEERFULLY SENT FOR EXAMINATION
GIVE THE NUMBER ONLY AND MENTION PRESSER PUBLICATION WHEN ORDERING
PIANO SOLOS
YOUNG MAN wishes position as teacher
or theory of piano in serious, progressive
school or conservatory. Address W. F. M.,
care of The Etude._
YOUNG LADY wishes position as music
teacher in a school in September. Higtiest
references, North Carolina or South Carolina. Address Teacher, care of The Etude.
experienced piano teacher,
conservatory graduate, wants position in a
school or to hear of a good opening for
studio in a progressive musical town. E.
W., care of The Etude.
Also large
grand. New. Cost $900.
For sale at s
w price. Adress Piano,
1712 Chestnut
Phiia., ~
European educated solo violinist and
teacher, desires to change location. Orches¬
tra directing, also theory. Best of references,
pul sell my present business to right party.
Address Alfred Manger, Dubuque, Iowa.
ROYAY, ACADEMY (London)—Vocal
I., i. (Soprano). Brilliant performer.
»™Pctti method voice production—Italian,
German. Oratorio and opera. Choir
in. S?’ Fifteen years’ experience in teaeb“g. Would like good opening in conservatory
zlrewn. Address A. Z„ care of Thb Etude.
[
1

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Rate 20c per word

I

strain LE1'SS—I>rlces moderate; self-inffi,
Busiap, 3731 Concord
scKSIC COMPOSED—Send words, manucorrected. Harmony, correspondence
again- Dr. Wooier. Buffalo. N. Y.
r„E“-Every School of Oratory, every
nyceum Reader to try mv monologues, musi[Wiii“gS|’n“,0'’eit,('s- I«a Helen McCarthy,
is it possible to obtain so
,??d ah* ben tic pictures of Russian
C o“ in Simpson’s “Travels in
1’ussln'n Chapters on Russian opera, the
dozens ^?US1C Publishers. Fifty half tomes,
Deoniov °* musical examples of wording
auaPint^SOI\KS' 0{ highest academic vahie
EU f t™s,‘ J readable. Cloth, price $1.00.
8<®<! E. Simpson, TaylorvUle, Ill.

PIANO SOLOS

PIANO, FOUR HANDS
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VOCAL TEACHERS
EASTERN
WALTER L BOGERT, 114 W. ISnd St. Hew York Oil,,
S"S
E2
Haven,
FRANCIB ROGERS, 115 E. 53d St., Hew York City

Teachers’ Training Courses
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet

able term
'
Witt Park, Ithaca, N- Y.
The Registrar, 1 Pe w,tt
-=====

CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK
-"

GOETSCHIUS’
SYSTEM OF HARMONY
E. KILENy!, NLA64 E. 90th SltreeQ0ET8CHlus individual attention

TEACHERS
PIANISTS
OFFERS Teaching Positions, ColU leges Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements

PROFESSIQNAL

° " VIOLIN SCHOOLS

directory

EASTERN ^ ^
I

0RGANISTSThe-trS. The
SINGERS
advantage is inestimable.

.

OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK
ik Damrosch, Director

institute of musical art *j

The most efficient school in America
The “Tek”

Conservatory,
“Tek” and
Music

BURROWES COURSE QE MMME SIM5I

Catalogs

(§)

A. M. VIRGIL, President

and Prinun-CMT^oirfence.or^Person.J,instruction

11 West 68th Street

ARTHUR FR1EDHE1M

V

IRGIL

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Greatest Interpreter of

PAUL SYDOW, Manager

Executive Office, 567 Third Ave„ New York City

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Dire

Ann Arbor, Michigan
Advanced courses are offered in ail bra
‘ sic under a faculty of artist teachers.
“A GATHERING PLACE FOR
ADVANCED STUDENTS”

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS
THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
“Strongest Faculty in the Middle West”

Centralizing
School of
Music

Effa Ellis Perfield
PEDAGOGY

y Building
• Ilvlo.lv Dictation
^ SHtlilSinging by I bor.l.

Gertrude Radle-Paradis

Students May Enter at Any Time
Aultarfducifion^'Tor'sTf over *50 artisme” cliers * br°ad
For-catalogue and full information address
H. B. MANVILLE, Business Mgr.
::
::
::
67-69 Davenport St.

MICHIGAN STATE NORMAL COLLEGE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
YPSILANTI,
public°rehOTlmusic!ngtSraduatfonni'eId

Edward Dvorak, Director
Departments: Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin,
Violoncello, Expression. Send for Booklet.

Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc.

n and theory. IF Cc
iveek. Tuition and ‘
of Music, Box 9,

Be aTeacherof Music and
Drawing in the Public Schools

LISZT

has transferred his studio from Munich to New York City, Steinway Hall, *
pfiS and
anu teachers.
icacners. H
T| A limited
nmite nutnoe
future he will instruct advanced pupils
tuture
iilioul means. All applications are tone
lo
Scholarships will be given to pupils \without

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

SPECIAL RATES FOR

Centralizing School of Acting

The Noted Pupil and

Oral Interprets
.
___
best modern and educational principles.
Numerous Lectures. Concerts and Recitals
“■ oughout the year. Students’ Orchestra.
■ "■ ”
Excellent Dormitory *

May, June and July Issues

NEW YORK

C'P' °FDETROIT. MICH.

--

SUMMER SCHOOL ADVERTISING
IN The Etude IS INDISPENSABLE
TO A SUCCESSFUL SEASON

MAURICE ROSENFELD, Director

I dergarten System. Diploma issued under
F corporate seal of Stateof Illinois. Accred-

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

MIDDLE WESTERN
MAME EAKBEREGX PARKY 514 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago

rd., Chicago,

KATHARINE BURROWES

THE NEW VIRGIL
PRACTICE CLAVIERl

b, with CertlfiMallers Bldg., Chicago

SOPRANO
Available for Concerts, Ora¬
torios and Coltume Recitals.

H

19 reasons why the
“Tek” excels the
piano for practice.

Vh ^‘
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE oFmUS.Q
_ _
New York City
—\
nr i 59th
entU Qt-vapf
212 West
Street
?iano. Stringed Instruments, Public
r
courses in Voice,
Organ and Historical branches
Complete cou
Theoretic
Send for circular, and catalogue
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.

Private Teachers

[The Maurice Rosenfeld
Piano School

Results tell

\ The American Institute of Applied Music

MICHIGAN

Louise Burton

9

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY

an endowed school of music
...
,,
16nlv for students of natural ability
The opportunities of th*QIj“Sfwork a„d no otherl will be accepted. For catalogue
with an earnest purpose to do senousw^
Claremont Avenue, New York.
and full information address SECRETARY

onihusU?” lcUacrfmmfitcacPhersn'o7trCo“!s=,

Soprano. Teacher of Voice.
School of
Music Chore
W S. WABASH AVE.
go, III.

EASTERN
GUILMAHT ORGAH BCHOOL, 44 W. 12th St. Hew York

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
-

Kindergarten

LOUISE ST. JOHN
WESTERVELT

ORGAN SCHOOLS

T^Name Should Appear in

Soprano. Teacher of
voice. Available.for con¬
certs. Address Room N,
9th Floor, Auditorium
Building, Chicago, Ill.
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Schools and Colleges <

CHICAGO

I Lucille Stevenson

THESE TEACHERS ADVERTISING
ON OTHER PAGES OF THIS ISSUE

CRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL

Schools and Colleges

0

^Schools .and . Colieges
NEW ENGLANDAWDMl,y £££^at “”5|

THE ETUDE

SPECIAL. ONE-YEAR COURSE
n 27 years. We
demand l.
in the PubSchools

_

61 East 53rd Street, NEW YORK Cll

ORA. K. VIRGIL, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

Crane Normal Institute of Music
Training School for Supervisors of Music
v .
j
BOTH SEXES

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD
The Original Musical Kindergarten and Simplex Method of America
the origin
;nrerest of the New England Conservatory
Brought to America through
ta„ght to over 700 music teachers (every one
eighteen years ago; and during th
“ 8 ,
h deman(| ;s growing rapidly for
lretMui\UoT’?ealers fn^tetf tie many cheap^ copies of this system.]
The next class open, January 15,1917. Applica.t.ns should be made early.
For^full^'info'rmation^'rega^d^ng^Norma^class'es and 'lectures for Educational,
Musical, and Mothers’ Clubs, apply directly to
^

MRS EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP
31 YORK TCRRACE

BROOKLINE, MASS.

„ ,
equipment.
Catalog sent free on request For detailed
information, address

NobmalConsewai®’

, Schools and. Colleges
OHIO

53 MAIn'sT.!’ CUy ■‘pOTSDAmI'nEW YORK

I

I Catalog and B

Pittsburgh
upon Request

50th YEAR
F^Ar^unsnmassed^acuUy^c^Tlusbdarm ^m^Pe*d^Artist and Master Departments. Normal DepartmAit.

illlk
MISS BERTHA BAUR,

Write for

THE von ENDE SCHOOL of MUSIC'i S » h fvftS®
A HOME FOR YOUNG LADIES
UNDER PROPER CHAPERONAGE

“The Foremost Musical Institution of America”
MC\X7 VrkDV PTTV

NEW YORK CITY

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

K M**™1 v*''* ,'r'^k'r*-mdt'i«"■!'.

ig our adverus.rs.

Professional Enga
Highland Avenue and

Oak St., Cincinnati, 0.

granted. Special Summer Session, June 12 th to August 7th. 111 u a tr a ted^C at alogh‘‘E’ ^upon^eq aes t. Fall 'term'opens Sept

ANA’S MUSICAL^ INSTITUTE
MISSOURI

WARREN, OHIO

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
tress I VMM n

SHEPMtD SCHOOL Of MUSIC.^

NEW HOME of the MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL of MUSIC
I"’"'”” ^

thecOURTRIGHTSYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN
Oidest and ntost practical =.
MRS. LILLIAN COURTR1GHT CARD

Thomas Normal Training School

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

PITTSBURGH MUSICAL
INSTITUTE, Inc.

I 4259 Fifth Avenue

THE SECRETARY, 3029 West Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

rt_I, 17 WARRF.f

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY

Special Low Rates for
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Summer Schools

Schools and Colleges <

ILLINOIS

PHILADELPHIA

Summer
CHICAGO

AMERICAN

/MUSIC

holderness

- *-

I

CLAIRE NORDEN
announces short normal courses of
weeks, in classes of two or four teachers
Oct. lat, Jan. 15th - 503 Carnegie Hall
July 1st - at Bremestead School
"‘-mond Point on Lake George, N.V

J

An explanation and demonstration with
practice at the piano, of the essential points
of the late Great Master’s idea of teaching
and playing. A valuable assistance to
young teachers regarding finger develop¬
ment and a knowledge of the most beneficial
teaching material and how to impart
For terms and dates address
CLAIRE NORDEN, 503 Carnegie Hall

H. DAUGHERTY, Principal

university

Summer School of Music

the' president/ r

n University BIde., CHICAGO

Rf^^NourrsuM^
__
,e 30 to August li
Second Yc*f*
, Lamperti-Sembrich
merti-Sembrich Method, Choral Conducting
iperti
P6irce
Bldg., Coploy
I
VOICE, FREDERICK W. WODELL, Lamp
Peirce adg.f
o^y Square,
square, BoBton,
Bouton, Mass.
Man.
to Breithaupt. Louisa Hopkins,Concert Pian
1520 CheBtnut Street, Philadelphia
PIANO, BREITHAUPT TECHNIC. Florence Leonard. As,
, piano practice, and 6 weeks’ hoard, $120.
r,. of private and daa.

Atlanta Conservatory of Music

KENTUCKY

THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS IN THE SOUTH
LOUlSVILLEr
Advantages Equal to Those Found Anywhere
Summer Session Begins June 11th, 1917
Student* may enter at any time. Send for Catalog.
GEORG FR. LINDNER

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C. : CHICAGO, ILL.
June 15-28
July 27"Alfg* ?nnB

Summer Normal Courses
FOR ALL TEACHERS OF MUSIC
Pianoforte, Vocal, Public, Private
and Kindergarten Schools
CALVIN B. CADY, Principal
Chicago, III., June 25th to July 27th
Seattle, Wash., July 31st to Aug. 31st
Nellie Cornish, Cornish School of Music, Seattle,
Washington.
All teacher, interested in principles
of education are invited.

CALVIN B. CADY
714 Davis St., PORTLAND, OREGON

-1EG j largest School

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES

.

| What School?
What Conservatory?
Thousands of students and parents know
that the proper decision of this question
may make or ruin a career. The Etude
school advertisements represent
progressive institutions of the country.
What better guide could you have>

Skidmore School of

j

Summer Session, July 2 to August 11
Summer School of Music

Catalogue on request
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NEW YORK

for Beginners

*FiAUSIg£L ARTS

C°AND TEACHERST |

ROYPDAVID^BROWn! Lyon & Healy Building

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING NORMAL CLASS FOR TEACHERS, Houston, Texas, Mirth to
Portland, Oregon, June 19th, Chicago, Aug. 1st, New York City, Sept. 19th.
. M
Mrs. Addy Yeargain Hall, Normal Classes, January and June, Musical Art Bldg , St. Loud, ■
Mrs. Harry A. Prentice Normal Class, Feb. 15th, New York City. Address 78 »•
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City Okla. Address 611 Oak St., S. E. Minneapolis, Mirm.
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HERMAN SANDBY, Violoncel'
HENRY SCHRADIECK, Violin
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Our 36-page Illustrated Year Book will be mailed upon request.
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Philadelphia, Pa.
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Peachtree and Broad Streets

I Piano voice Violin, Organ, Theory and PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
1 P,ano» V
FACULTY of exceptional reputation and ability
'
DORMITORY for ladies
If you are really serious about a musical education and your own success in t
we it to yourself to investigate this Instttution.
to >•«.
J
214 W. BROADWAY. LOUISVILLE, KY
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FBUX BOROWSKI. President
51st SEASON . I
leBaon^rp^^ano^VoYc/vfoli^.. Organ? Theory, Public

CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE

PHILADELPHIA
(INCORPORATED)
32nd Year
A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
Theoretical and Applied Branches taught Privately and in Classes
8e of its distinguished faculty, original methods, individual instruction,^hi|^ idealtj breadth

GGH0UT ENTIRE YEAR i

SUMMER NORMAL CLASS
FOR SINGERS AND TEACHERS OF VOICE CULTURE 11
Honrs of Fundamentals, Illustrations, Drills, Devices,
Material, Together will Syttematic Presentation
FROM JULY 9th to 30th
FORMERLY CONDUCTED BY FREDERIC WOOD MAM ROOT
Send for Circular
ALLEN RAY CARPENTER,914-H Kimball Hall.Chic,go [
Music Teachers realize that to-morrow
will mean more and more competition.
Higher standards, intense effort, efficient
methods all making the necessity for con¬
stant alertness apparent to any sensible
person engaged in the profession of music
teaching.
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THE FOLLOWING TEACHERS WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE ALL SUMMFR •
Friedheim. the Great Virtuoso; Liszt’s Greatest Pupil.
Voice—Ralfe Leech Sitec-t-i__
..
., _
* .
p;nnn Arthur Friedheim,
Sterner
t... ,.
n y
tinner the Eminent Violinist.
Harriette Brower, Harold A. Fix, S. Reid Snenrnr
’ i « rated \ ocal Teacher.
Ftohn—Clarence
DeVaux Royer, the t-imnent vjonn^^^ M1D„,rtM4rsir
-bpenc®r’ ,/ank Howard Warner, Blanche Mabelle Kelley.
^Ry
/Vn c/L^d/n cTTUiTIONfBOAR1RF YEAR.
PILS MAY ENTER ANY DAY.
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Most successful schools started
years ago advertising for their
pupils of to-day. To-day they are
advertising for their pupils of
to-morrow.

Hahn Music School
Chaa. D. Hahn, Director
The School for your Daughter
Our catalogue tells why

ESTABLISHED 1857

PFAROIW CONSERVATORY
1

LlsMOUil 1
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

Schools and Colleges
INDIANA
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Accredited
VALPARAISO, - INDIANA,
,sic offers courses in Piano, Voice,Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School
nd the Music School and also take the regular work at th " '
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY

A Success from the Start

Harmony Book for Beginners
By Preston Ware Orem

Price $1.00

Lays a strong foundation for future musicianship by giving
the main essentials of the subject in such simple, understandable and
interesting manner that it will prove invaluable in the class or for
self-help work.
This is not a re-hash of the old “cut and dried” harmonies, but
a fresh, new, sound treatrhent along modern lines.
John Philip Sousa says about this book “It is admirably adapted to
the student, as ‘plain as a pike.’ I commend it to the student of harmony.”
Strongly Endorsed by the Musical Press

Theo. Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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bright, sparkling music for
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World of Music

fl

COMMENCEMENT
Make the Most Important Occasion of the
Year a Happy Memory

School

TUNEFUL OPERETTAS AND CANTATAS
THE PENNANT

bvm„. R.

THE FAIRY SHOEMAKER
By T.J. Hewitt

THE ISLE OF JEWELS
By Geo. L. Spaulding

Price, so com

mm.

THE GOLDEN VALLEY

Have You Studied Harmony?
YOU NEED IT TO COMPLETE YOUR
MUSICAL EDUCATION

le, of the old Grecian myth as
[awthorne. The work is divided
I all. By omitting the instruabers it may be used as a can[rely Tn'unfs’on.

i
wmmm

.

.

Faust School of Tuning

education. It adds wonderfully to your equipment, both as Teacher and Performer.
We offer you a complete course of weekly Harmony Lessons at small cost in the

The music is

SSffesESHsSSHS?

gSELV:*”"’

Each lesson is an

BUY ENTERTAINMENTS

EFFECTIVE CHORAL WORKS

HARMONY TEACHES YOU

5 FOR MIXED V

2

Kindergarten 5K?£ul
SHERWOOD NORMAL PIANO LESSONS

10786 ttI£?t^?ran.d
64 WStu!tathe.B.UtterCU.P8.<

FASCINATING PIANO PIECES

HISTORY OF MUSIC

PIANO, 6 HANDS

ADVANCED COMPOSITION

SIEGEL-MYERS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
2 PIANOS, 4 HANDS
Any of the above Music"wifi

theo. presser co°.

CLARENCE EDDY, Dean

H

5274 Siegel-Myers Building

CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE ETUDE
The Little Teachers

USEFUL GIFTS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Given for ETUDE Subscriptions
No time is better than the present to get subscriptions for
THE ETUDE. We offer many useful and beautiful gifts
as rewards to our readers for securing subscriptions. Do not
hesitate to take advantage of these offers. A complete list
of premiums is given in our new 32-page Illustrated Premium
Catalog. Write for it.

■ifet^*^***18************^*^***********^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^______„
By Edna Johnson Warren

A novel idea has presented itself to
)e since starting my piano classes this
season. Several of the children between
the ages of 10 and 15 have returned to
their lessons fully convinced that they
wish to become music teachers. After
discussing the matter quite at length with
three or four of them, I decided to find
out the exact number who wished to
study hard enough to form a Little
Teacher’s Club and do work for which
as impossible to find time at the les-

to ask as many questions as necessary for
a perfect understanding. Music history
and harmony will both be taken up as far
as is practicable and compositions written
upon the lives of noted musicians. Ex¬
amination papers will be given out and
pupils required to answer the questions
and return them at the subsequent meet¬
ing. These papers will be corrected and
discussed.
This small class of teachers will inter¬
fere in no way with the regular monthly

1Q17 ^REATLY Needed Books for Active Music Workers
1 ^^ *

Selected from the Latest Publications of Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia

easy octave studies for
the PIANOFORTE
Compiled and Arranged by THEO. PRESSER
Price, 75 cents

.
editor to embody only th<
onsipst sot of octave studi'
In view of the _ present^
____

ever publishe
•velopments I
:o be necessary

CAMERAS

SOLID GOLD LA VALLIERE
La Vallieres are unquestionably the most popular form of
adornment at the present time.
The following designs have
been selected for their sim¬
plicity and attractiveness.
Warranted solid gold, fine in
manufacture and finish.

a of Biographies for Childrai
moi. rapper
Bach, Mozart, Schubert^MendeUaohn, Schumann, Hand.l
theB ves of the

L Zf

1 I

|

GODARD ALBUM

Comprehensive Teaching Material
CHILD’S OWN BOOK OF GREAT
MUSICIANS

1917

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, 75 cents
This volume contains the most popular
compositions of this distinguished modern
writer, including such successful
WELL-KNOWN PIANO SOLOS Flench
numbers as 2nd Valse, 2nd Mazurka, Au
Matin, Valse Chromatiquc, Pan, En OouAND HOW TO PLAY THEM
_
rant, Venetiene Barcarolle, and others.
Byr C.
Price, $1.50 All are carefully revised and edited. Paper,
C.\W. WILKINSON

tfr

""‘new piano method

MawLJR*— a V
Model B
4 iub‘

By

Three Subscriptions.
Diamond shape, with amethyst
and four pearls and one large
baroque pearl. Pendant
measures 1 inch.
FLORENCE TOILET SET

GOLD-FILLED SHIR
One Subscription.
three pins—a bar pin, 2)4 in
and two small pins, each 1 in<
pattern. Gold filled; suitable fo

MUSICAL COMPILATIONS

11 r
bristles set in

W. FRANCIS GATES

for Reading and Reference

NON-TARNISHABLE I
PICTURE F

Florence
clean Hair

by

ANECDOTES OF GREAT MUSICIANS

g of Keepes by 2%
gth, white

MUSICAL MOSAICS

Price, $1.50

Price, $1.50

HARM0NY BOOK FOR

ingPCombCn
vYluVble^fI boodk

ATHENIC BRONZE CLOCK
, ,
This clock is unique in its design, the Athenic
Bronze finish having been inspired by the
classic decorative art of ancient Athens,
being incorporated in its design two old
cameo figures on a French Sta
finish. One of our most useful :
tal articles.
6 subscriptions
SILVER THIMBLE

in PRAISE OF MUSIC

The astonishing popularity of the UKULELE is due to the ease wit
which it is mastered and to its suitableness for accompanying singers
especially quartets and glee clubs.
One can become a proficient playe
°n the UKULELE with fewer lessons and* less study than required fc
any other string instrument. On it can be played not only the popula
flections and all the standard favorites-JUSTTHI
THING FOR THE CLUB, THE VACATIONTRIP OR THE CAMI

THE PRICES ARE MODERATE$4.00, $5.00, $7.50, $9.00

SONG ALBUM
ARTISTIC VOCAL ALBUM

i4,onr fe
Genuine hand made Hawaiian UKULELES

$10.00, $12.50, $15

THFODDrcer1™ B°°K FREE WITH EACH INSTRUMENT

THEO. PRESSER CO.

ft

THE MEN’S CLUB COLLECTION

Price, $1.00
A splendid collection of songs by modern
writers, songs which should be found in the
mrtoire of every singer. These songs are
“!*“/ of intermediate difficulty and all are
™tea for recital purposes. Among the comPosers represented are Tod B. Galloway,
Wurd-Stephens, C. Whitnev Coombs, Homer
N. Bartlett. J. W. Bischoff, C. W. Cadman,
vellx Borowski, L. M. Gottschalk, J. H.
ofhl *•
BoutJ'. Harry Rowe Shelley and
Mm' Evel7 Song in this collection Is a
ana’/ worthy representation of its writer,

You may

THE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Co., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR MIXED VOICES
Price, 50 cents

UKULELES

.. a Subscriptions. This pen is of a
_e for ladies. Has 14kt. gold pen, with -two gold ba
Three Subscriptions. Self-filling fountain pen, tl
very simple and easy to operate^. 14kt. gold pen.

OUR MOST POPULAR PREMIUM

GLEE SINGERS’ COLLECTION

OPERETTA
By GEO. L. SPAULDING
Price, 50 cents

Price, $1.00

FOUNTAIN PENS

A year’s subscription to The Etude for three additional subscriptions.
thus obtain your own subscription FREE.

Attractive Vocal Music for Every Occasion
MOTHER GOOSE ISLAND

;.

PHILADELPHIA, P

Preparation”™ V°'ce copy lB’ h°WeVCr’ *

_ au!sty’ aL ..—
__ chorus choirs.” Some of the
best modern writers are represented. The
anthems in this book are all of cheerful
and melodious character, with a goodly proportion of praise anthems.

__„__
and 'glee club specialist. Every number is I
a gem, and none of the pieces are to be
found in any other collection, some of them
having been written especially for this honk,
The best ""Hrwriters are represented.

The Convincing Test
To afford you a better opportunity of j'udging for yourself of
the genuinfe value of' the books listed on this page we will gladly
send you any of them' for examination. Send a postal card request,
and your order will be-filled the same day. To further assist you in
the selection of music, we have catalogues covering every classifica¬
tion. We will gladly send you any of these gratis.
Theo. Presser Co.

ORGAN MUSIC
ORGAN MELODIES

Gems from Classic and Modern
Composers compiled and arranged
for the Pipe Organ
By C. W. LANDON
Price, $1.00
A veritable mine of good things for the
busy practical organist. Not a dry or
tedious number In the book. Some of the
greatest melodies ever written arranged as
preludes, postludes and offertories. All are
of moderate difficulty, suited to the average
player and adapted for two manual organs.
All of the transcriptions are new and made
especially for this book.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ZMen always
admire a girl with
a radiant complexion
,
,
luxury for a woman equal to the consciousness
that her complexion is clear, fresh, delicately radiant-that it will
stand m,pec"oa.
To keep i, so, „„ .mount
cosmedcJ „„

the r‘rla’

°f * *°*P which thoroughly cleanses, and ,t

S.T''T‘ T iT
healing action
tain the natural health and beauty of the skin.

main-

Resinol Soap does this because it is an exquisitely pure and
medication which phy'
With its
us the e„T
" ""
°‘ ski“ “fetion
use, the tendency to pimples is lessened,
redness and roughness
disappear, and the skin becomes
source of pride and satisfaction.
s c“ n “nrescr'h S°‘‘P “”tai"inS th«

IjBfl''

1
K

38 f°r
Kesinol Soap doubtless costs no more—
perhaps even less-than the soap whkh
do ll ?resei;t usin8 and which
do nothing but cleanse.
an
^

,
the skin is in really bad condition
through neglect or improper treatment,
Kesinol Soap should at first be aided by
a little Resinol Ointment. Resinol Soap
and Resinol Ointment are sold bv all
dniggists and dealers in toilet goods. For
trial size
Dent
inJ“
®iz<^ of each, free, write m
to Dept.
Resinol, Baltimore, Md.

PesinolSocp

